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Her Majesty and the Royal Family at Osborne:
So the great commoner 1s feted in

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

high

quarters,

and

the

dreadfully chagrined.

Conservatives

are

Itisa great bless-

At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,

WITHER RB. BURLINGAME, Agent.

>
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authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subsoribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are
allowed 10 per cent. on all moneys collected and remitted by
them,

the

court

below, but reverses

those

that

try, at ths age of 76, have in them so

were not hostile. No departure from the
rubric is allowable.
In celebrating holy
communion the priest may no longer ele-

intolerance

to set forth their power to cause the body ‘of

Christ to be really present in the elements,

a

oo

Rest.
—O—

ey

Thou hast made us for Thyself; and the heart
never resteth till it findeth rest in thee.— St. Augustine.
Made for thyself, O God!"
Made for thy love, thy service, thy delight;
Made to show forth thy wisdom, grace and might.

and «geek to make themselvés “sacrificing
priests. The matter of vestments remains
yet to be decided.s The Ritualists are now
holding”a series of special services, and
they inyite prayer for the guidance of Almighty God during the present atta
upon the Church's ritual and doctrine. Dr.
Pusey says this exposition of acts of Parlia-

Nor can the vain toil cease,
Till in the shadowy maze of life we meet
One, who can guide our aching wayward feet,
To find hiniself, our Way, our Life, our Peace,
In him the long unrest is soothed and stifled :
Our hearts are filled.
O rest, so true, so sweet!
:
(Would it were shared by all the weary world!)
"Neath shadowing banner of his love unfurled,

We bend to kiss the Master's piercid feet;

Then lean our love upon his boundless

breast,

§

And know God's rest!

a

—

Dr.

Colenso,

but

tice which represses

‘fast’.
in

held’ in

DERBY, ENGLAND, Jan. 8, 1869.

St.

on

the

topics

brought

than

about

7,000 persons

met

there to see the Old year out and the New
year in. It was an imposing spectacle
when, a few minutes before

every voice was hushed,
bowed, and all seemed
prayer. The New Year
with “dramatic” effect, so
by that vast assembly.
services are

peculiarly

twelve o'clock,

every head was
engaged in silent
Hymn was sung
says the reporter,
These midnight

acceptable

to some

Londoners. . The habits ‘of a large class of
people in that great city are owl-like.
Birds of night and gaslight, they affect
strangely all entertainments and even some
religious services that take place deep in
the hours of darkness. Probably hundreds
of the attendants at the watchnight services
will not go into a place of worship again
until the next New Year's Eve.
There is a lull in our Irish Church storm

of the practicability of increasing the number of our missionaries to seven were very
fully considered. There can be no doubt,
and it may be useful to American churches

to know it, that our Mission has suffered because ministers, from a mistaken and perhaps too much self-regarding policy, have

not sufficiently interested themselves in its

and an enthusiastic secretary. A public
meeting of a model chliaracter closed the
proceedings in che evening. The very best
missionary meeting that was ever held in
all the World could scarcely be favored with
better speeches than were delivered at that
meeting. It is hoped the Orissa mission
will make a new

start

forwards,

and

The
Queen

Tories were loud in asserting that the
would never hand

over the seals

of

office to a demagogue, a radical, a fire-

brand of revolution, and so on. But all the
world now knows that Her Majesty received the distinguished

Quaker with great.

, pleasure, allowed him to dispense with the

" usual ceremony of kneeling and kissing her

hand, thanked him for his words of sympa-

thy about her in her bereavement, and even

treated him with special grace. The Princess of Prussia also sought an interview

with Mr. Bright; and the*‘Friend at Court,”
Was shortly after spoken of in the Court
Journal as having the honor to dine with

that

disaster and death will by God’s good prov, sidence stimulate the society to new life.
The London Freeman (Baptist) quotes
from the Watchman and Reflector a paragraph about ‘our Freewill Baptist daughter working into the Methodist system,”
and giving great powers of control to the
General Conference.
The quotation is given without comment.
TwuoOMAS GOADBY.

|.

tution ¢* on the other side.”

rf

Theodore Tilton is one marked phenomenon ; Oberlin is another. The two have
some things in common; they would perhaps meet in each other quite as many
points
of antagonism as bf sympathy.
Brought together, there would of necessity

be a marked activity on both sides.
would affirm

and

deny,

give and

**

:

Oberlin was
the first of Afnerican colleges
to give a degree either to a megro or a woman. The joint companionship of both colors and both sexesin the same institution is
itself one of the most needful lessons for
American students to learn.

The

Classical,

Methematical,

outward monument of the Christian progress of the country, he will find it at Oberlin: an institution founded like a log-cabin
in the woods ; remote at first from all civili-

zation. except what itself created; povertystricken to such a degree that onceit could
not afford to publish its catalogue; despised because it admitted the hated negro to
his heaven-ordained equality with all the
rest of God’s children ; persecuted for heresy
by many theological Pecksniffs, who tothis
day continue to twaddle against. it in the

same old vapid way ;yet an institutien which

from such beginnings, amid such discouragements, and in the face of such obstacles,

has come to be in many respects the most
influential seminary of learning in the United States.
%

New

Hampton Institution..
——

prevalent

that the New Hampton Literary Institution
would soon be removed to Haverhill, Mass.,
or to some other place. Knowing the falsity of all such feports, it has been thought

best to state that there has never been any
effort,

desire. or

intention

to

remove

the

Literary Institution.
The Trustees consider the location a very
Each favorable one.” Itis situated in a beautiful
take. Valley, retired enough for study, and as

at Bristol, and seven from the Montrea) R.

R. at Ashland ;and the prospect now is,
print’below some paragraphs from the ed that a Railroad will soon pass through this
itor’s leader, and would be equally glad to Village, connecting it with the great busiprint something from the other side should ness centers of the Kast and West. The
an opportunity be afforded. Here are some friends of the Institution do not desire a

of MY. T's most characteristic sayings :
Itis less than forty yearssince a space
was cleared jn a dense forest in the West-

,

introduce an Agricultural Department for

soon

as

a suitable amount

of

funds can be secured for these objects.
The friends of the Institution have no desire to change it into a college, but make it
a first class Seminary, where young peo-

ple can thoroughly prepare themselves for
the

household,

the

counting-room,

the

farm,

the

shop,

the

school-house and

the

ernment has laid claim

of the

Institution,

that

has

been

more

worthy

of con-

Still much remains to be done.
But, in
order to secure harmonious action, there is
need of consultation.
Hence it has been

thought best to issue this call for a meeting of the Trustees and other friends of the
New Hampton Literary Institution to be
helden at Chapel Hall,’ Wednesday, February 10, at 7 o'clock, P. M.

and more numerous.

The éonviction seems

to have become a settled one with various
parties, that it is now or

never with them,

people,

of their bold crimi-

advanced that

even ex-rebels might be invited to

take a seat at his council table. - Well, Gen.
Grant has so kept his own counsel upon the matter of Cabinet appointments that nobody seems,
or is believed to have any definite knowledge
upon the subject; but somehow the confident assertions of these oracles have died out, and nobody doubts that, whoever may be invited to
take seats in the Cabinet, they will be of, and
from, the party that elected him. The next at-

better location,

The expenses at this Insti-

who

supported the Tenure-of-office

the case of the ad-

Lincoln,

now

before

both Houses,

asking

for a pension in consideration of the loss she
sustained in the assassination of her husband; and the action of the Republican
senators refusing to’ confirm any more of
‘Mr Johnsen’s

nominations, unless

the exi-

gencies of the -case absolutely demand
that this should be done. The propriety of
such a course will be seen from the fact
that the present incumbent is manifestly
seeking to embarrass his successor,by sending into the Senate the names of Republicans for prominent places, as if to forestall
him. But few, we believe, will ol the
failure of the Central Pacific Railroad bill
in the Senate on Wednesday. Mr. Sherman’s

financial

speech, delivered

on

the

same day,was a marked effort, and has been

widely published, His argument was designed ta give definite form to the plan pro-’

TEMPERANCE

CONVENTION

assembied at Augusta on Tuesday evening
of last week,and continued through Wednesday. Rev. E. Knowlton, of South Mont.

ville, was temporary Qhairman, and Hon,
Nelson Dingley, Jr.,s0f Lewiston, was

permanent’ President.“

The

discussions

tution are very low for an Institution of #o were animated. The question which rehigh a grade, and the temptations to idleness ceived the most attention was that of a stute

act from a

conviction that some such measure is wise and
necessary at all times, and not merely asa con-

venient bridle for Andrew Johnson.
supporter at all times, and

work of reconstruction;

»

The American Board employs, in the same
Presidency, over 100 native preachers,20 of whom
are pastors.
The time for great changes in India
cannot be far off. English laws, schools, rail-

roads, telegraphs,
550 Christian missionaries from
many religious societies, and 50,000 adult communicants in Christian churches are the forces at

something akin to the old

love'of the Jews

for

‘Washington Correspondence.

shall think,as perhaps

mission of the Georgia senators who will in
all probability be rejected, in consequence
of the position nf their state in reference to
the reconstruction acts ; the petition of Mrs,

were baptized

the once holy city of Jerusalem.
It isfilled with
idols and temples, and has not fewér than 25,000
priests. Its massive turrets, its numerous temples with their picturesque pinnacles and domes,
its balconies, its prodigious ghats (or stairs) leading down to the sacred river, combine to produce
an effect of surpassinggrandeur.
During a very
long period India has been pouring its riches into this sacred city. Every year Hindus of rank
come to Benares on pilgrimage and bestow pro{ digious sums for idelatrous purposes.
Only a
©
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 27, 186%,
short time since, a single pilgrim presented to
Ever since the election of Gen. Grant certs
the priests not less than a quarter of a million of
opposition: journals have been prophesying, ladollars.
For a period reaching back more than
boring and praying for a quarrel between him
seven centuries before the advent of Christ, this
and the representatives of the party that elected
city has been achieving gigantic results for evil
him, after the manner of Andrew Johnson’s adin sustaining the most pernicious form of idolatry
ministration.
First, we were told that Grant
that ever existed. - Shouldiit become a Christian
would be the President of the people, and would
city, it would produce an effect on the Hindu
select his Cabinet advisers from the prominent
race similar to that on the Roman empire when
men of beth parties; and the ridiculous idea was
Constantine and the city of Rome became Chris-

lar

and we sincerely hope that the country is
not doomed to disappointment. Among the
SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST
which have eome upon the surface during
the week, are the universal suffrage amendment of the Constitution, proposed by Mr.
Boutwell, and designed to complete the

;

of the Senate, in

baptized, the others to hear about Jesus.
After
a careful examination fourteen of the number

libra:

Andit is supposed

but the, effect

und consequently an unusual number of
private claims and interests are being
pressed. All this speaks well for the popuconviction respecting the integrity and

members

nality is more 1iely to be the cordial union
of all parties, except of course the ultra
church party, in denunciation of the deed
and in full approval of the course of the
Government. fa,
;

|
the expenses are nearly or quite equal,

and never

upon all the

the church authorities.

tists of N. H. for the only Literary Institution in the state which is under their control.
:
There is an imperative demand for a
Female Boarding House, ahd a part of the
money is already subscribed for its erection.
The permanent fund also needs to be
increased in order to meet the expense of
introducing new departments which the
public seems to demand.
The number of
students oughtto be more than doubled; and
this could be done by a very little effort
on the part of the friends of the Institution
throughout the State.
There are many children of F. W. Bap-

fidence than now.

Republican

that the deed was committed while Burgos work for its moral renovation.
.
BENARES,
was engaged in taking an inventory
of the
property at the Madrid Cathedral, and
Several leagues northwest of Caleutta on the
while he was acting under the orders of Ganges, is Benares, the religious metropolis of
the Government. The church authorities India, containing a population of nearly 300,000
souls.” According
probably thought that so bold an act as the Chronicle, there is to the London Missionary
no city in the pagan world
assassination of a Government officer wotild that awakens so many sentiments of interest as
strike terror upon both Government and this ; and the fascination it exerts on all Hindus is

yet remainsto be done by the F. W. Bap-

and the advantages decidedly inferior to
those at New Hampton.
There is not a minister in the State who
cannot influence one or more students to
attend this Institution.
The. Trustees consider that it never has had better prospects,

The

the churches as the property of the State,
and this wholesale confiscation of their property has of course aroused the opposition of

much

tists who attend second class schools, where

now

ries, archives and works of art belonging to

growth is the only condition of vigorous
life ;—that stagnation and fossilization .are
certain death. Hence they would remind
friends

are

relates to the assassination of Gov. Burgos
at Madrid.
It seems that the Spanish Gov-

college.
:
The Trustees are fully aware that healthy

the

of $5000 per - annum, the passageof

which the petition may accelerate.

passing, is unusual. January has gone and caucus, have resolved to confirm no nominations
such a thing as c8ld weather in our section at the present session, unless in cases of public
necessity.
has been scarcely known,
With but a few i
Mr. Reverdy Johnson's Alabama treaty stands
inches of snow the sleighing has been ex- little chance of being acted upon also. Indeed
cellent, and the woodsmen and lumbermen' a “masterly inactivity” seems to be the general
have been especially favoredin the prosecu- policy of Congress for the present session.
;
Ww.
‘tion of their work. By the continuance of
such a state of things the usual amount of
The Mission Field.
destitution and suffering among the poor
| Ws
must be greatly diminished. Itis possible,
INDIA.
:
however, that our pleasant winter may be
Last July, fifty or sissy Hindus from varieus
followed by a cold and backward spring.
villages came to Ongele, a Baptist mission sta- «
The principal item of
tion in the Madras Presidency, most of them anxious about their souls. Some of them came to be
FOREIGN NEWS

the especial training of those who are to
cultivate the soil, and a Normal Department
for preparing young men and women for
teaching, as

(pension

‘WEATHER

for the season, through which we

Physical,

In a late leader in the fndependeniTles ‘healthy as any place in New England. It posed in the bill of the Senate Committee on
Tilton tells us what he thinks of Oberlin, is only five miles from the Northern R. R. Finance. In Maine a large

It would perhaps be equally interesting to
know what Oberlin thinks of Tilton. We

THE

Metaphysical, Commercial and Ornamental
Departments are all in successful operation ;
nd it has beén proposed not only to increase the efficiency of all these, but to

On the whole, if one looks for a striking purposes of the incoming administration ;

Reports have been somewhat

~ Tilton’s. View of Oberlin.

relig=

The Oberlin opinion concerning the

CL

\

placed

or of the Trusteesto increasé the accommodations, to improve the facilities, and to
provide thorough and efficient Instructors.

freedom of the will is of far less consequence
A large attendance is desired, as business tempt
to embroil him with Republican leaders
than the Oberlin opinion concerning the freeof importance is to come before the meet- was the publication of pretended conversations,
dom of the negro. The good people of that
in which he was made to criticise prominent
ing,
J. FULLONTON, Pres. of Trustees.
world-famed settlement have proved themmen of the party somewhat freely. This audaNew Hampton, Jan. 26, 1869.
cious, or mendacious, attempt to put words in
selves such practical Christians, so zealous
his mouth was well calculated to excite some
in every good word and work, so devoted
heart-burnings, and so Gen. Grant departed from
Events of the Week.
to the uplifting of the lowly, so dilligent in
his usual silence and authorized the publication
REY
building up the Kingdom of Heaven on earth
of his denial of having uttered any such remarks
that liberal-minded Chrisians everywhere
CONGRESS.
as were attributed to him.
ought to love Oberlin,wholly irrespective of
Gen. Wilson, the other day, saw fit to introThis body is manifestly beginning to wake
the Oberlin form of faith. Onething is cer- up to the importance of more work and less duce into the Senate a bill for the amendment of
tain: the “Society for the Promotion of talk, Nearly two-thirds of the session have the Tenure-of-office act, and forthwith these saCollegiate and Theological Education at the already gone, and comparatively little has pient scribblers announced the fact as the comWest” will prove itself a Levite, rather than been accomplished ; but we are glad to ob- mencement of hostilities Between the Senate and
"Gren. Grant. It does not se
have occurred
a good Samaritan, by passing by this insti- serve that already the sessions are longer to these writers that there are men in the Senate

ficiency in methods of obtaining funds, and

to allow the Christmas festivities to pass off
pleasantly. . The country will soon be in
the midst of excitement again. The pleasantest item of political news at Christmas
was My. John Bright's reception at Court.

ligion.

forward,

work, because laymen are not pressed to
appear on the platform at missionary meetand Congregationalists to unite cordially in’ ings and give their voice and counsel in the
good cause, because efficient speakers well
anything till all are alike free churches.
read
in mission intelligence and missionary
The “Watch Meetings” were much more
general this year than in former years. In operations are not secured as advocates, bechurches: of all . denominations they were cause too little attention has been paid to
held; and even High Church people were the attitudeof the modern mind upon the
not afraid to be considered ‘‘Methodistical” whole question of missions, and too much
of the pleasant anecdotal speech-making
by
announcing a. watchnight
service, has been done, and because there is not in
There was a large congregation assembled
at Spurgeon’s Tabernacle. It is said that every church a thoroughly-eflicient working
auxiliary, with a good staff of collectors

possess who

theology than the hot Gospelers

who place theology above religion. The
Oberlin type of theology is of small account
in comparison with the Oberlin type of re-

and several resolutions were passed. The
questions of economy in expenditure, of ef-

DATTOWNESS and caste, but nowhere,
all
England over, can we expect Episcopalians

fewer

a layman could

ion above

the founder of the mission.
About 200
ministers and delegates assembled. Papers
were read on the state and needs of the
mission, on native agency, and.on our home
plans and organization. A free discussion
was had

from

enthusiasm

as Finney, or as mnch gentle affection ag

in his last years of the Rev, J. G. Pike,

:

ardent

Fairchild.
Arthur Tappan's early confidence in Oberlin—a confidence whichhe expressed by
giving $10,000 toward its endowment—
showed how much more Christian wisdom

Mary’s Gate chapel, the scene of the labors

Faith renews her youth and Hope trims
her lamp anew at the opening of the year.
From the farewell to the Old year and the
greeting to the New we address ourselves to
new duties and march on in patience on the
old linesof divine command.
The united
Prayer Meetings are very generally observed. In three provineial towns it is
difficult to blend the Dissenting and the Established church
elements.
There is a
slight approach to it, but it is a gloved hand
_ the State clergy give to us, and a formal,
official and effeminate shake, There is not
‘much heart and soul in the professed union
or the ‘‘Evangelioal Alliance” platform. In
large cities there is less of the provincial

not

lot of few college magistrates to elicit

their studentsr#s much

will, be the earnest desire and prayer of
Churchmen that the precedent now being
set as to the Irish establishment may be
speedily followed as to the English.”
The friends of the Orissa Mission have
held a Conference at Derby upon the con®It was

least masterful

—he would have been as great an intellectual genius as ever made eloquence what
Lyman Beecher called it—*¢ logic on fire.”
The contrast between the ex-president and
the president is striking. Finney is tempestuous, Fairchild calm; Finney radical,
Fairchild conservative; Finney a fighter,
Fairchild a teacher; Finney a Fresnel light,
Fairchild a student's lamp. It fallsto the

doctrine, it certainly

society.

If he were

more highly gifted with wit and fancy—the
two qualities in which heis

this and" other cases; and he says broadly
for the twentieth time, If the union of
church and state involves this ultimate laxity and more than rigidness in the construe~
tion of our formularies, involving thé denial
of true doctrine and the prohibition of prac-

dition of the

English Correspondence,

disputatious and lovable man.

and loose, “loose” in matters of faith as in
the “Essay and Review” decision and their
with

not-

disdains t be & Dr.) is now. as he has been

ment does not affect the consciences of
churchm®n; the loss of modes, of. outward

dealings

opinions;

for forty/years, one of the most earnest, most
eloquent, and most useful of American
preachers. One cannot help fervently disputing with and yet warmly loving such a

Made for thy praise, whom ygiled archangels laud! | expression of belief only drives pious souls
O strange and glorious thought, that we may be more inward, and the ‘inward devotion
A joy to thee!
=
shines
forth
the more.
He
considers,
too,
that
the
Judicial
committee
play fast
Yet the heart turns away
:

From this grand destiny of Bliss, and’ deems
"T'was made for its poor self, for passing dreams !
Chasing illusions melting day by day,
Till for ourselves we read on this world’s best,
%@# This is not rest!”

of other men’s

withstanding a certain asperity of fharacter, produced. by that unrelenting ‘theology which so unlovingly interprets God's
love; notwithstanding the semi-ludicrous
familiarity with which in public prayers he
inveighs against Andrew Johnsonas * a
piece of rottenness under the nose of God ;”
notwithstanding the .graceful infelicities
with which he blurts out a loud direction to
the sexton ata moment when the colleague
pastor json his feet reading a hymn—notwithstanding these, and all other eccentricities of thought and mien, Mr. Finney ( who

not required by natural causes. The decision is a severe blow. It is precisely in the
things mentioned that the Ritualists pretend

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1869.

much

of * the spirit of '76" as Charles G. Finney.
Straight as an Indian and fiery as an Arab,
he excommunicates like a pope, and yet
pleads likea child. Notwithstanding his

ts and others should be particular to give
he PostOftioos ( Cotinty
and State) of Fn
Rd for
whom they make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
vate the paten and the cup as in the Romish
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
mass ; may rbt kneel or prostrate himself
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers,
. before the consecrated elements; may not
4 All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other use incense; may not mix water with the
matter involving
facts, must be accompanied with the
oroper names of the writers.
wine, and may not use lighted candles when

The Horning Star.

aE

ern Reserve for the planti
of a colony,
ng a | | and vice, are less.than_ in. most. ‘localities: -police;—and-resolutions- favoring onewere-| ;
oro!
ONS
Nal
college, and a church—all threein one— Since the Institution came under the control ‘at length passed, though they met with oppo- of Congressional enactment.
under the revered Swiss name of Ober- of the Freewill Baptist Denomination it has
The petition of Mrs. Lincoln, widow of Abra
sition. It remains to be seen whether the
lin; a name which now, on both sides of the received a greater share of the public patLincoln, praying for a pension, was preLegislature will adopt the course suggested ham
sented to Congress during the past week. Besea, is a synonym for self-denying zeal in ronage than could reasonably have been exbythe Convention. We trust thatin the ex- fore the presentation of the petition, Senator
the Master’s cause. The same tough hands pected,and it has been the constant endeayercise of its wisdomit will do the best thing. Morton hdd introduced a bill granting her a
which in their brawny

ing to this country that the Queen is patriotic and identifies’ herself with no. party.
prime cut down the
_ All letters on business, remittances of money, &c., Your old revolutionary war was occasioned
should be'addressed to the Agent, and all communica by His Majesty, the Queen's grandfather, trees to make an opening for the new settions designed for puplication should be addressed to selling himself to the Tory party in its tlement, now, in trembling age, bear sacraJhe
wk
: stupidest and ‘‘unconstitutional” days.
mental bread and wine to a thousand * comThe recent defeat of the Ritualists in ‘muning souls under one roof.
TeRMS. For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
&
advance, $2,560,
their endeavor to reverse the decision of Sir
Ex-President Finney—the talking oak—4%
Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov- R. Phillimore against them has created a stillin green leaf. He plunges into a sermoes, will be charged 20 centsa year in additionto
the Price of the paper, to prepay
the postage to the
flutter of. excitement in their churches. mon as a strong swimmer into the sea. He
The judicial committee ofthe Privy Council | finds, now as ever, a serene delight in terri-All ‘Ministers (ordained and ‘licensed,) m
not only endorses the hostile decisions of fying human souls. Few men in this counstanding in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are

bi 4

FEBRUARY 35, 1569.

Gen. Wil-

son was among the earliest to name Gen. Grant
for the Presidency, and has been his constant

if he or the Senate

they

repealed it will be so modified as to be open to no
reasonable objection.

The last attempt to sow dissension
the statement that while Grant was

has been
besieging

Vicksburg, an order was issued from the War
Department, at the instance of prominent Republicans, removing Gen. Grant from command and
ordering Gen. Banks to take command in his
place; that Gen. Banks refused to obey the or-

that the immediate

fall of Vicksburg

shielded Banks from the consequences of disobedience, and saved Grant.
Ex-Secretary Stanton
declares that no such order was ever issued by

him

or by the War

Department.

Gen. Grant is winning’ increased

simple, straight-forward

a small part of the results of the labor expended.
The seed of truth has been sown broadcast for
years over the city, and the minds of many have
been powerfully agitated respecting the claims of

Christianity. Christian education is doing much
in Benares tosever the fetters of Hinduism, Said
a learned Brahmin in a lecture. before a native:
literary society, * Is it not the greatest insujt we
can offer the Almighty to represent him in any
shape ? Can we represent him ? . We lie, we
steal, we deceive,~and early in the morning we
bathe in the Ganges whose filthy waters wash
away our sins, and then we worship our idols
who pardon us!
Preposterous and absurd!
All
this nonsense is the fruitof the endless and su,

perstitious priestcraft under which we groan,”
SOUTH AFRICA,

The

Record

Meanwhile
respect

by his

manner of life, and his

evident intention to carry these habits into the
White House, so far as can consistently be done.

Quiet and efficient business men will be in favor
with him. His recent letter requesting that, so
far as he is concerned, there may be ne .inaugu-,
ration ball, has raised him in the ‘estimation of
all sober minded persons,
Congress has proceeded thus far at a very slow
rate. How not to do it seems to have been the
study thus far, and there is but little prespect
that any important legislation will be perfected
this session beyond the appropriation bills.

:

of.the Free church (Scotland)

notices the recent sending forth of

eight:natives

from Natal, ““ to tell the wonders of ‘redeeming
love” to their heathen countrymen. ‘Soon after,
on the 10th of August, six more left the training
school for the same
purpose.
Thus fourteen
native evangelists have gone forth to the Barampulana.
Fifty-three other young men of this nation are still under thescare of the missionary,

may, that it is not

best to repeal the act in question, hostility to
Gen. Grant will have ‘nothing to do with bringing them to that conclusion. If the act be not

der, and

tian.
!
:
In this great center of Pagan influence, the English church, the Baptist, and London Missionary
Societies have planted missions, the first two as
early as 1817. About 600 converts have
been
baptized and over 1,100 pupils are receiving
Christian instruction.
These, however, are but

EASTERN TURKEY,

.

On his return froma recent visit to America,
Rev. Mr. Wheeler, author of * Ten years on the
Euphrates,” received a very enthusiastic welcome on his arrival.at Harpoot, his field of laber,
supposed to be to the site of the ** Garden of
Eden.” - Some distance from the city he was met
by a large. train of native pastors and’ Christians,
and on approaching the city he found a large
crowd assembled on the hill near it with.a white
flag waving.
Drawing nearer, she theological
students were drawn up in a line with their flag
inscribed,‘ Welcome,” singing “Happy greeting,”
&c.
On
entering the mission home, he was
saluted by inscriptions, * Welcome to: Eden,”
“Paradise Regained,” &c¢. This reception was
wholly the prompting of the love of the native
Christians for this faithful laborer,
In the crowd
were representatives from twelve places.
Such
a manifestation of appreciation and Christian
affection they had never before exhibited,

MADAGASCAR.
Nearly thirty yéars ago, the wicked
Madagascar drove all the missionaries

Island, but she could

not uproot

Queen of
from the

the seed they

had sown,
Scarcely fifty native Christians were
left behind and they possessed but very, small
portions of the word of God, some little tracts
and afew hymns; still, converts multipiied.
The
native Christians were then persecuted with Sa-

tanic cunning and Satanic hate. They were fined,
imprisoned,
made slaves, poisoned to death by

The case of Joshua Hill brings out a majority
and a minority report, and will doubtless lead to
lengthy discussion.
Senator Trumbull makes

tangena-water, speared to death,

the minority report. The majority reportis adverse to admission, and goes into a
"engthy ex-

the blessing of Godon the labors of these native

position

of the

state of affairs in Georgia.

states that three hundred and thirty-six

It

cases of

precipices and

burned

at

the

work grew, and at the end

cast over

stake.

of twenty

lofty

Still the
years,

by

Christians, the number of disciples had increas-

ed from fifty to five thousand.

3

There are now in the capital seven large church-

murders and. assaults were reported by the
Freedmen’s Bureau in that state from Jan: 1st to

es and two smaller ones, and on the Sabbath day
the heathen crowd to them in such num-

and searcely an attempt at any.

tian worshipers turn out to give them
mission. In four of the churches one side
taken and tempofary sheds erected, and still
congregations suffer great discomfort. It is
timated that every Sabbath more than 10,000
present at public worship in that city alone.

Nov. 16th, 1868, for which there was no redress

. In the House Mr, Boutwell
gion of the

suffrage

,

opened the discus-

question, making s lengthy

and able argument in support of the power of
Congress to regulate suffrage in the states by

Congressional enactment,

This viel has cons

siderable support in Congress so far as election
of Presidential electors and members of Cons
gress are concerned, but

in the

election of state

officers there is more question of the right to interfere. The present drift of opinion is decided-

»

Se

—

bers there

is

no room for them,

and

the

Chris-

adwas
the
esare
At

the end of last year there were 5,500 church
members and 25,000 professed Christians on the
island.

During the twelve months following, it

is thought the number will increase to 50,000, so
rapidly is the work progressing. JT

:
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THE

which a brother or sister had commited and

@ommunications.
Fast Bound.
BY

ONE

OF

THE

lp
§ Oe

VICTIMS,

"|

.
.

the bands that bound

evening meeting.”

ought to have risen and confessed.”
“I incline to that opinion,” said Bro.
—=1Smith;*

STAR: FEBRUARY 8, 18609.

MORNING

so tight at. the last

‘which reminds us tha

although upon the

sea, we are not entirely alone.

:

July 19%h. This is & beautiful Sabbath

«I'am of the same opinion,” responded

day, and we have had services in the after
the cabin, Most-of the men were present.
also
fluence I will name; T overheard two con- | the experiment. Let us leave
verts speakingron the point. It is a habit| world behind as much as possible, and Preached from John 1: 29, Behold the
All seemed attentive,
some old leading professors have of getting | have our hearts possessed by a willingness L4mb of God,” &.
and there is another depressing in- | Bro, Brown, ¢ and will heartily join you in

into some far-off
«¢ What do you think was the matter with fortable one, where
the prayer meeting last night?” asked Bro.

corner,

and we hope good was

generally a com- | to do our Master's will.”

done.

The wind,

People sometimes ask how it is the poor
freedmen can raise so much money for their

schools, meeting-houses, 5

My general

lie

self-pampering,

fashion.

Over that

and often defied!

frivolity, slavery to

lime,

God is ignored,

Christ is wounded there

and crucified afresh.
Over that line, the
answer is,because they want to; j ust as they follower of Jesus has no business to go.
want bread for their tables. Itis clear that
Over that line
which separates pure piety.
when a man’s desires to do good are as strong
as his desires for other things, he will try to all, must go as a participant in the pleasure
of the world, or as a protestant against
find a way to gratify such desires, and the them. If he goes to partake, he offends

result will be, acts of benevolence according Christ; if he goes to protest,he offends his
¢¢ Amen, brother,—I am persuaded if we though fair; has not been very strong to-day ;
they settle themselvesin|
to
his means. Perhaps the truth may be ill-chosen associates.
Christian! if you
but
we
must
be
patient,
for
light
winds
are
attitudes, and remain apparently un-|thus go, our souls will be blessed, and our
* Smith of Bro. Brown, as the two sat in their easy
more accurately in the following ever attend a convivial party, , a ball-room
expressed
always
expected
at
this
season
of
the
&,
:
glorified.”
name
slip the following Sabbath after Bible class moved through the exercises. They may | Redeemer’s
brief proposition: He who cherishes the assembly , & theater, or a gaming company,
year.
:
;
be paying very good attention,—far be it
July
30
North
latitude;
—21degrees
|
No
Liotters.
disposition-will-performracts-of
benevolence: make Jour protest against such amuseA Fathor’s
from me to insinuate that they ever fall
’
: :
A. H. MORRELL.
ments ? If you go for the first object, you
“1 don't know,” was Bro. Brown's asleep ;—they are men that have worked
degre
33
longitude,
West
minutes.
27
wr
:
offend your Lord; if for the second, you
;
thoughtful response, ‘ oir‘ meetings have hard all day, and came to the prayer-meet- |
Although within the To
51 minutes.
| My DEAR Sox :—You are aboutto enter
offend your company. They do not want
Rev. G. G. Durfee.
been lively and interesting for some weeks ing to rest ;—they hardly thought they could
Zone, the weather is very fine, and as yet
you there. We are quite sure that no bevy
| the sacred work of the ministry, to be set
:
he
past, but now and then there will be one come at all, but had rather a longing to,
comfortably cool. We have thus far had
of merry-makers would be the happier over
|
apart
to
preach
the
unsearchable
riches
of
of those duli ones. The brethren and sis- hear the voice of prayer and praise, and so
their cups, or their cards, or their cotillions,
1868,
24th,
Dec.
Mich.,
Greenville,
at
Died,
a|
truly
is
which
water,
ice
of
plenty
a
Christ as-a messenger of grace to dying
ters don’t come-in as prayerful, devotional dropped into their distant corner. To them,
great luxury, but one that we do not, ex-T Rev. Gilbert G. Durfee, aged 49 years. Bro if all the elders and deacons of our church
men. To this work you believe you are
were to come in suddenly among them, get
all
they
frames. as they ought,—or
place is nothing; if they are within the
called by the Holy Spirit. “For mo man pect long; for though our ship is laden | Durfee sought and found the Saviour and Brethren ! the ‘‘ world” don't want. you in
waiting one for the other, and the result is, sanctuary it is enough. But td the convert,
with ice, it will do us no good, as we should | identified himself with the M. E. Church their giddy and godless pleasures, unless
nobody moves.”
:
, place may be much; spiritual things &re taketh this honor to himself, but he that is not be allowed to use it excepting from | when
about fifteen years of age. - Some you are willing to go all lengths with them.
¢¢ But last night was far more than dull,— new to him; he reaches toward them with called of God, as was Aaron.” To this stern necessity.
three years since, looking to a wider field And if youwalk one mile with them over
work you was dedicated to God, not in any
it was fast bound, its very atmosphere was a tender, trembling clasp. His steps inSaturday, Aug. 1st. We are now hav- | of usefulness, he transferred his relation to the line, they will *¢ compel you to go with
formal
and open service, but inthe deep
twain.
oppressive. I felt as if stifling in the few cline to the altar, to the desk, from whence
Feewill Baptist church and received them”
wrecesses of a father’s heart, before you ing the ** trade winds,” and are making the
Where does the dividing line run between
words I attempted to say, and yet felt urged he first heard the sound, ¢ Come unto me.’
good progress. Our thoughts to-day have | licensy to preach. He was subsequently true religion and the world? We answer
could lisp a mother’s name.
{o rise and open my lips lest I should be He wonders that all Christians don’t gathvoluntarily gone back to otr native shores, ordaified an Elder in the church, and : de- that it runs just where God's
Word puts it;
No higher-position was ever desired for
er closely there.— But he looks around, there
and a conscience which is enlightened by
standing in somebody’s way.”
you than to see you a faithful minister of and have lingered around dear loved ones voted himself to preaching the word as he the Word and by prayer does not common-‘“ Was that your sole reason for rising?” is Mr. So-and-so, such an old, experienced Jesus Christ.” Full well I knew it was not there, and .our sincerest prayer has been | waa able, till failing health compelled him
ly fail to discover it. Where Christ would
asked Bro. Brown. “I believe it was; I Christian, away over in that corner alone a post of ease or worldly prosperity, but a that God would be with and bless them with | to retire from the field. The last few months be likely to go if he were on earth, is the
and
‘silent,—does’nt
even
sing
when
‘Come
¢
=
{bili
:
every needed grace; and if we meet them | of his life were attended with great suffering, right side ; but where a Christian would be
felt nothing in particular on my mind. InHoly Spirit, Heavenly dove"—is struck up position of great responsibility, where one
no more in this life, prepare us all to meet | but through all the weary hoyrs
he was sus- ashamed to have his Master find him, there
deed I was conscious of lacking Christian
and all the sisters’ Vojces | might secure respect, or by some unwatch- in his kingdom above, where we shall nev- tained by an unwavering trust in God, and he ought never to find himself. Wherever
minister,
the
_ fervor and hoped to get somewhat revived by
ta ten
:
_ | fulness bring upon himself lasting disgrace er again be called to separate. In tak-{ when at Ja% the summons came, he was a Christian can go, and conscientiously ask
join in clear and sweet; and on the other |
Fall wall Tkuew thaty wials
by speaking for Jesus.”
God's blessing om what he is doing;
there
G. S. B.
side of the house is Dea. Barm perhaps, in | | and
and difficulties
reproach, would beset your path, and ing a retrospect of the past week, we find ready.
¢¢ But you did not?”
let that Christian go. He is not J
came
|
his
family
pew
with
his
good
wife
by
his
« No, I had no liberty, —nothing
wander over the line. And when a church{that even poverty might be your lot. Full ourselves under renewed obligations to’
member can enter a playhouse, or intoa
to my mind which I desired to say,and I sat side. But why could'nt he for once aban- || well I knew also that there was a glorious the Author of all our mercies, for the lov- |
Chips.
dancing-frolic,
and honestly ask God's
down, conscious of having made a miser- don his Sunday seat and come right up |reward awaiting those who should turn ing-kindness and protecting care that he
———
blessing on the amusements and come
able fa#fure, and feeling worse than before I in front? Why can’t all the scattered groups | many to righteousness, and that the harvest has vouchsafed to us.
The varied experiences
of the away a better Christian for it, then let him
consolidate in those floor pews, where they |
* Aug. 2d. This is another beautiful Sab- past have taught me this lesson, that undue go; but not before.
rose.”
{ was great and laborers were few. And
:
:
« Might not your experience be that of will come more directly under the .preach- | when you decided to acquire a good educa- bath, and we have tried to improve it as anxiety for worldly things brings no comBut should not every good man be a
er’s eye, and where, the little convert thinks, |
Was not the: di:
others?” again asked Bro. Brown.
Trees
:
wre H| tion, I hoped it would be consecrated. to well as we could. Preached.a-sermon this pensation save unhappiness, while an un- ¢ friend of the world?”
« Very possibly it might ; but there is a di- the Spirit's influence will run more easily God’s giorious work of preaching Christ, morning founded on Joshua 24: 15, ‘Choose shaken trust in the promises of God is the vine Jesus a friend of the world” when “he
so loved it that he gave himself for its reyou from heart to heart.
versity of states in the minds of Christians,
(| with such advantages as.would qualify you you this day whom ye will serve.” The remedy for a thousand ills.
demption? Did not Paul love the world
As
I
was
saying,
I
heard
two
young
Chrisknow. When one is dull, another will be in
sailors were not all present; but those
when he endured hardship, humiliations
|
to
discharge
the
duties
of
your
station
with
iVhen
I
but
partially
appreciate
a glow, when one is pressed with trials and tians talking on the point. They said, ¢ We pleasure to yourself and profit to oth- who did attend the services seemed to
and martyrdom to lead sinners to the cross?
wails forth his complaints with tears and are discouraged going to prayer meeting ; ers.
listen with good attentipn. In the after God's mercies to me, I find no occasion for. | Ah ! yes—very true ; but what the Redeem:
Ca
complaining save this, thatI am no more er and his apostle were after was “not sinfor
we
look
round
and
see
so
many
old
projoy
for
aloud
groans, another will be shouting
"And when, in early life; you“ gave your noon comnienced a Bible class for ourselves,
and singing songs of rejoicing. It is rarely fessors sitting off by themselves with never | heart to Christ, and enlisted in his service, which I have no doubt will be of much in- useful in the service of so kind a Sav- ners’ sins,” but sinners’ souls. And they
:
: sought to save the world not by conformity"
that we find a score of professors of religion aword to say. How can we, when our ex- | my heart was full of joy and gratitude. I terest during the voyage. This day has jour.
to it, but by transforming it to a higher and
‘and our words so falA minister retired to his study to holier ideal of life.vall on ope dead level. But that seem- perience is so-small,
:
| looked forward to the time when you should seemed like a Sabbath at home, all being
Nor is it by going over to the world that
He
ed to be the case last night; the few that tering, rise up before them to try and’ tes- | go forth asa fellow laborer in the gospel so quiet, and reminds us of that Sabbath of prepare for the approaching Sabbath.
occasionally broke the chilling intervals of tify for Christ ? We wait for them to lead field, winning souls to Christ. With tbis eternal rest after the toils of life are over, turned over the pages of the sacred volume we can save the worldling. If we are to .
the world, we must live above the
the way, and we cannot help it. Thus we
silence were stiff, constrained and lifeless.”
but could find no text or theme upon which impress
object in view, I cheerfully ‘endured the and we are safe in the haven of bliss.
world ; if we would save sinners, we must,
Aug: 6th. Tt is just one month to-day his. thoughts could center. Closing the in the same sense that Jesus was, be sep¢ It was as you say, Bro. Smith; I never often go away in gloom, feeling that we | privations necessary to render what little
went to just such a meeting before, and have disobeyed and displeased God ; so we | aid I could to hasten the consummation of since we bade adieu to our native shores Bible, he turned to several volumes of ser- arate from sinners.” The moment we go
the
hope I never may again. I confess it al- think it better not to go f\prayer meeting.’ my cherished hopes. Gladly wouldI have and came on board this ship. We have mons and plans of sermons, but here no over the line to ‘¢ curry favor” with
most seemed to me that there was some True, yout may say theyPught rot to wait seen you when you left college enter imme: met with as good su¥cess thus far on our hint,or thought, or theme could he find votaries of sip, we never reach them; and
only run the risk of ruining ourselves.
“special cause for God's thus withdrawing for us, but ought we to permit ourselves to diately upon your direct preparation for the voyage as we _could reasonably expect, that would suit his purpose. Closing these, Would to God that in trying to draw the
be
stumbling
blocks
for
their
tender
feet”
and
have
the
greatest
reason
for
thankfulhis mind ran over the varied questions of world into conformity to Christ, we did not
his Spirit and presence from the little/gath-.
fron work of your life, but poverty forbade.
{ 4 Tt is as you say,” returned Bro. Browii;
we
ering.”
seemed necessary that you should earn ness to our Heavenly Father for all his moral reform and the popular topics of the allow the world to dragus down into con;
day, but his mind could no more fix itself formity with itself !—FEvangelist.
“ That was also my thought,” answered “ we who have traveled years sometimes something to defray the expenses of ‘the protecting care over uss
It has been very rainy to-day, and they upon these than the needle can rest at any
Bro. Smith, ¢ and I questioned of myself forget how feeble and easily obstruct- past, that you might enter the ministry free
point save the pole. After such fruitless
whether I was hiding any sin in my heart ed were our first steps heavenward from pecuniary embarrassment. And per- have caught a great deal of water.
a One Talent Workers.
Aug. 8th. . Were started last evening by attempts he betook himself to self-examinawhich it was my duty to rise and confess Why, I recall now the struggles I had to haps the discipline and experience of
—
before the brethren. But I found only my get up my first crosses, and, unless every teaching will prove of great service in after the cry on deck, ‘“A light on our port tion and prayer, and O how much he found
It was doubtless not undesigned that he
lukewarmness and barren state; those I outward circumstance was favorable, I in- life. The labors and trials of a faithful bow!” We rushed on deck to sec what in his heart that was unlike Christ! Down who had but -a single talent is represented
variably failed. If I -couldn’t sit by a
strove to acknowledge as best I could.”
minister
are so . numerous and various, was the matter; and it looked to us just as came his self-esteem, overboard went his as the one of all others who went and buried it,—hid itin a napkin. Such a one has
«Tt will sometimes chill a meeting to oung friend who started about the same
perience of almost every other though we were coming in “collision with spiritual pride, and had it not been for most temptation to do so. Fe naturally
fhe
6x
another
ship.
Buf
the
captain
immediateprevious
manifestations
of
grace
he
would
have the. minister come in late, and wear a Jone i did, and have him move first, I was | that
occupation may suggest profitable instructhinks that he has so little to invest for
” distant, forma) manner when he does come, quite helpless. Then there was a colored tion. The magnitudeof the work can be at ly turned our ship off from her course, and have feared that he had never known the God, that it is scarcely worth while to inwayto life.
What griefs and bitter relent- vest it. If he had only higher endowments,
especially ‘when there are young trembling brother who would sometimes sing a pe- best but partially comprehended by finite all our fear subsided.
of God's
cause,
The wind has been ahead to-day, and we ings! But now the scales were fallen such as are worthy
converts, who are wonderfully helped by a culiarly inspiriting hymn in a voice of much minds. Yet something may be gathered
them for God,
cordial grasp of the hand, and an encourag- melody and strength, and I would be able from the teachings of the sacred volume. have nade but little progress ; still we have from his eyes, and he began to see then he might we Stuploy
investment would
but the yield of his little
ing word. Anything like distance chills to totter to my feet at its close, perhaps ’ Paul says, “ they watch for souls as they no reason to complain; for God will con- truths enough to fill many a volume; and be so
t that it would amount to
- and alarms them ; they feel that they are with my little trembling exhortation and that must give account, that they may do | duct us through to the end of our voyage, the next difficulty was from the mass to HOUHUE, either for God or himself ; is would
* not well received, or feilowshiped it may word of appeal to careless sinners,—and it with joy and not with grief.” Heb. 13:17. justin the right time, if we put our trust make the best selection ; but this matter was scarcely honor either. In fact, he reasons,
be; and feeling thus, they cannot rise in there was one stalwart man who had a And when he parted with the Ephesian El- in him.
: easily settled by the inquiries: What do it would be better to let those work who can
Signaled a vessel ninety-five days from’ my peoplé most need to héar ? and what work better than he. His feeble efforts, his
the social meeting to give utterance to the mighty veice, which he strained to its ders at Miletus, he took them as witnesses
ungifted words, his pittance of charity canthoughts and desires of their hearts.” Thus utmost compass in prayer meetings. I t that he was * pure from the blood of all Bombay, bound to Liverpool. Our captain truths would my.Lord be most likely tb “not amount to any thing in
the
gave offenseto some, but it helped me. I
spoke Bro. Brown.
aggrogate of heavenly successes. So the
men,” {for he ‘“ had nat shunned to declare asked to be reported, and the reply was, declare, were he to speak in my stead ?
« This is true,” Bro. Smith responded; could often follow in its wake, and make the whole counsel of
:
So total and universal is the de- devil helps himto wrong his Master of his
God.” From this we “ With much pleasure.” Hope that the
«it is well for him to be early at his post, myself heard a little better than ordinarily, learn that the blood of souls will be requir- report may reach our dear friends in Amer- pravity of man, that we may despair of “due, to rob his God, and thus also secures
the inaction of a large part of the church.
and greet all comers, whether professing too. It seemed as if he had stirred up ail ed of the unfaithful
ministers, who shun to ica, who may be anxious to hear of our turning the least sinner to God without the It is a horrid lullaby hummed by fiends in
the
waves
of
sound,
so
it
would
do
for
me
safety.
:
.
i
Christians or otherwise, in a hearty manner.
declare the whole counsel of God.
Christian ears. But we must awake. Ten
agency of the Holy Spirit.
:
Sunday, Aug 9th. This has been another
talents scattered among
ten individuals
give a meeting a good to make a little more noise than usual withIt is also desiratoble
The
most
potent
of
human
agen“ Tis not a cause of small import
can in some respects yield more than ten
quiet Sabbath, and we have had our servstart; read a few verses of Scripture, and out being unduly noticed.”
The pastor's care demands,
«J recall experiences similar to those
ices&$ usual. More of the sailors were cies, unless in coéperation with God, can talents concentrated in one. Ifall Chrismake some remarks appobite to the point
But what might fill an angel’s heart,
said
Bro.
Smith.
present to-day, and they listened with good no more break the slavish chains of sin than tians were huey for God, each to the utmost
and capable of touching the hearts and un- you have narrated,”
It filled the Saviour’s hands.”
| of his while , the church would at once in«There
was
a
sister
I
almost
invariably
|
attention.
Had our Bible class this after- could the sons of Sceva cast out devils.
_ .derstandings of all present, the humble as
fold her power.
‘Suchis
the
greatness
of
the
work
that
You may as well attempt to batter
noon. The captain, though invited to do
ts are wor king, but the waste of power”. .
well as the better taught in divine life. followed in exhortation for months after
Paul exclaimed, ‘‘ Who is sufficient for these 80, has not yet joined. Do not know wheth- down a strong fortress with pop-guns as
with the masses ; the eloquent are 8
Then a short prayer, beseeching the Spirit's my conversion, but it was not her strength
things ?” But eur sufficiency is of God.
“ing,
but
the
stammering
tongues
are
silent
;
to
convert
men
to
God
by
cold,
lifeless,
half1
leaned
on
;
rather
her
weakness,
and
the
er
he
will
join
us
or
not.
Trust
he
may.
_ influence to lead and guide the meeting;
the rich and able are
giving, but the men
4
R. N.
Aug. 12th. North latitude, 2 degrees hearted efforts.
* then a familiar hymn in which all can join. evidence which “ her manner gave of the
:
of moderate means have nt learned as yet
28
minutes.
West
longitude,
20
degrees
Thus started, a meeting is very apt to run mighty cross she had borne in rising before
All workers in the vineyard of God to tithe unto the Lord. Before the millen18 minutes. The distance is constantly
wid- | who are notin possession of the Holy Spir- nium can reachits noontide, the consecrafree and clear. You have generally notic- the little assembly of saints and sinners. I
On_the Way, to India.
ening between us and our native shores; but it, are the greatest obstacles to the advance- tion and activities of the church must bewould think,if that weak one lifts her cross,
ed this, have you not, brother ?”
.
——
4
every day is bringing us nearer and near- ment of the Redeemer’s kingdom ;—blind come universal.— Northwewestern Advocate.
Extracts from the Journal of Rev. B. B, Smith.
¢ Yes,—a long-winded, rambling prayer, should I not be ashamed to shirk mine?
not into successful labor
ides, entering
er to the land of our choice. We sometimes
That
sister
is
strong
now,
few
have
a
broadand six or eight verses of a hymn in which
July 7, 1868. Anchored last night off
Pressure of City Life.
er or deeper experience than she; there is
those who
hindering
.
j a
oF np
oe; Du I
only the pastor and one or two other voices
Boston Light-House, with the pilot still on Joug Jobe
j
can join, often prove a damper to a meet- no better exhortation. than ske gives, and board. Did not weigh anchor until four
THE country youth who thinks of
trying
tience, believing that there is as much vir- would,
ing which might otherwise have been profit- none more frequent. She says it is all be- o'clock this afternoon. As soon as the
his fortune in the city would do well
to
,
‘Where
the
Holy
Spirit
does
not
tue in suffering, as in doing the will of the |
study the vital statistics of boards of health
able to every Christian present; butitis a| cause she never dared to disobey God. She pilot took us out into the open sea, he bade
reign,
there
carnal,
blinded
self
controls.
help
would
God
Our prayer is that
and life-insurance companies. He would
query in my mind whether we ought to be tried it a few times and found herself in such us good bye, took our letters which we had Lord.
in all things, and in all All ministers, or deacons, or rich men, or there learn that rural occupations stand
so easily put out by externals? We pro- darkness that she was likely to lose all hope written to dear loved ones back to our us to do his will
poor men, who walk not in the Spirit, will highest in the list of longevity ; that the
wait his appointedtime.
fess to have the true life within us;~-should in his saving mercy, and though she often native shore, and we turned our eyes away things, patiently
of a vigorous health, long life,
Aug. 18th. Tacked ship last evening so be dead weights, stumbling blocks and probabilities
we not always be ready to testify of it un-| ‘rose when her timidity was so great that toward the land of our adoption, offering
and a cheerful
‘Age are decidedly in favor
cursesto the flock.
J. HAYDEN.
as
to
stear
clear
of
St.
Paul's
Rocks.”
she could not free her mind, still by rising
of the farmer.
Now, though the success
der all circumstances ?”,
up the silent prayer, that God in his in- Passed those Rocks this morning, about six
and making the effort, she escaped the feelof a life is not always in the ratioof its du« Perhaps we should,” answered Bro.
finite wisdom would direct us, not only on miles to the windward of them, and had an
ration, but he lives longest who lives to the
ing of condemnation.”
j
Smith ; ¢ but there are various stages of
this voyage, but through the voyage of excellent view of them. At first they
best purpose, yet no man is warranted in
‘IT
know
the
sister
fo
whom
you
refer,”
Christian life and experience represented
life, and land us safe at last in the haven seemed like a small rocky island with all
throwing away his chances of long life upon visionary attempts
to make up for brevin a weekly prayer meeting, you must re- said Bro. Brown, ‘“‘and well remember he Tl of rest.
its parts connected ; but as we drew nearer,
Though well versed in.
ity by a more brilliant career. Nor does
member.
There is the veteran and the early weakness.
July 11th. The sea has been somewhat we saw that the island, as it is sometimes
any such motive commonly inspire the
the Bible, she could not torrectly quote the rough, and both Mrs, Smith and myself are
Over the Line.
raw recruit.
Meat for men, milk for babes,
called, was composed of separate rocks,
outhful emigrant from country to city; he
most familiar passage, and though well ed—
you know. It is natural for all of us to be
suffering from sea sickness. .Ihad hoped some of which were high and rugged, with
I
re likely to be quite heedless of the
ucated, could not even use good grammar.
No snare is so subtle, constant, and peril- question of health, under the allurements
more or less depressed by outward circumto escape this wretched disease; but alas! numerous gate-ways for the water of the
I have heard her say that language left her, how disappointed. We had been exposed
ous tothe follower of Christ as conformit
stances ; the infirmities of the flesh drag
ocean to pass
between
them.
These to the world. Nothing sooner saps hisby Of Dleasure or gain. But one should conheavily ; we are all below what we should and heaven and earth seemed swimming so much to the hot sun, during the few days rocks serve for a resting place for birds that spirituality ; nothing hinders a revival in sider whether a gain which is acquired by
be in the divine life. We who have trav- together when she got on her feet in a pray- we spent in Boston, that we had become stray from their native shores, and lose the church more effectually. Conformity an expenditure of vital force that greatly
reduces the time or the ability for enjoying
er meeting ; but still she persevered, an d bilious, and it was in vain for us to attempt
implies resemblance. And when a profess- it, is really worth what it costs; whether a
eled years in the good way, as we hope,
themselveson the wide waste of waters.
all
that
is
passed
now.
Noone
is
calmer,
ed Christian begins to look like a worldling, fortune won by the sacrifice of health isso
have by no means traveled evenly, or made
to avoid it. Capt. Burwell spoke to me
and live like a worldling, how dwelleth
the ood a thing asa modest competence with
the advance we should. We hive often or more collected than herself, a convincin g this evening about conducting religious
love of Christ in him? , For there is a com- Beaith wherewith to enjoy it; whether, seeBenevolent Giving.
stood still, apparently ; we have retrograded proof that God giveth grace to the lowly. services on the morrow; but unless I am
plete and irreconcilable antagonism between ing that one can go over the course of life
Et
perhaps, we are notestablished, rooted and Well, brother, our conversation seems to better in the morning, I shall be obliged to
what the Bible calls the ‘‘ world” and the but once, it may not be ‘better to amble
have
been
somewhat
desultory
and
ramIt is quite certain that nearly all persons, service of Christ.
groundedin gospel soil awe ought to be,or
decline.
along pleasantly, taking the comfort of the
The chief end of a Christian's a
to wa
as we might have been had we better im- bling, but I feel refreshed by it. I believe
than to rush for the goal, there to pant
Sabbath, July 12th. This is our first however poor, might have something to
proved our privileges and used the talents it is good for us'to ¢ speak often one to an- Sabbath on board, and”I am suffering too give for benevolent objects, would they glorify God. Is this the chief end of Vife and die.
with the people of the world ? Ask any
City-life is life at high pressure. The
“given us. Here is, I believe, another cause other’ on this wise; the world is too apt to much to think of conducting religious act upon the same grounds and adopt the one
of them; and he will answer, Nol
young clerk, manufacturer, merchant, lawof death in our social meetings; we do not be our topic when we meet; there is a hold- | services. ~ Hope to be able to preach by sgme rules of conduct which they employ live to enjoy myself, in promoting my in- yer,
editor, in the arduous struggle to be esnaintain habits of prayer and exhortation, ing back as to spiritual things, If they are next Sabbath, for nothing would afford me in the lower spheres of life.
/
terests, in gratifying my tastes, and in tak- tablished, to keep down competition, works
in
our
thoughts
we
don’t
seem
to
know
how
e worldling
common- as bard as the farmer, and, taking the year
her
are times when we are backslidden
greater pleasure than to present the truths | For example: Does the desire which par- ing my comfort,
and our voices are not heard for months. to broach the subject. How much better of the gospel to these poor seamen, whose ents feel for the welfare and respectability ly delights most in what a consistent Chris- through, works more hours upon an averfinds to be forbidden fruit on forbidden age “for the day. And while the farmer's
Then when we start up afresh, we feel that we are acquainted with each other's world- home. is, so much of the time, on the of their children, demand the expenditure tian
round. That forbidden fruit is poison to work is in its mature and surroundings
ly
views
than
with
each
other's
Christian
we have lost by such backwardness; we
of money for school buildings, books, and the Christian.
ocean,
healthful and invigorating, that of the citicannot speak tb edify, or even command thoughts and sentiments. By such reticence
Bear in mind that every pure pleasure zen is toilsome and enervating, often perJuly 16th. The weather to-day is fair, efficient teachers? Then in all ordinary cases
utteranceto free our own burdened souls. do we not lose a fruitful means of growth and we are moving on finely. Have made the school-house is reared, the books are which an unconverted heart can enjoy, formed in a vitiated atmosphere, and with
God is justly angry with our slothfulness, in grace P”
ong hundred and forty miles during the purchased and the teacher employed. Does | such as the joys of home and of friendship, little relaxation. The pressure of necessity
*Ithink it is but too true,” said Bro. last twenty-four hours. Exchanged signals one desire the enlargement and remodeling the love of letters or art, the sight of beau- or of competition makes a constant draft
and the Spirit, often grieved, will not come
ty, or the delights of relieving sorrow, all
vital foroes of the system, which
‘at our beck and bidding. Willingnessto Smith; “and it is my opinion that it will with a schooner bound for England.
of his residence? Having the means, that these the Christian can have and enjoy upon the
shows itself in the alarming frequency of
wait
on the Lord will generally bring lib- lead to good results if we go early to our
July. 17th. The wind is light; still the desire at length prevails, and convenience likewise. They are not sinful, and the brain diseases among business men.—Dr.
»
next prayer meeting, and have a few words sea is so smooth that we are gliding along and beauty are added to the dear old home- child of God can partake of them witha Thompson.
|
clear conscience.
But just where a Bible
iy “That is true,” answered Bro. Brown, of Christian conversation with the breth- very well. «Although not fully recovered stead. ~ Does the appetite crave food of any conscience
tells him to stop, the license of
“1 begin
{o think we shall find reasons ren and sisters generally before the service from sea-sickness, have comm
d study, ‘particular kind or quality,ordinarily we find the world begins. The Word of God draws
CALUMNY 18 like the brands flying from
enough
for last night's ¢ fast bound’ meet- opens. It will bring us on a more famil- and hope toaccomplish mue
ng the a way to procure it, even though it belongs a dividing line, Over that line; lies the a large fire, which quickly go out if you do
ing withoutllaying ‘it to some special sin iar footing, and, as I believe, help brea k voyage. ‘A bark has been in sight
path of self-indulgence.
Over that line, not blow them.
day, to the list of luxuries.

Selections.
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trust him to take care
‘their trust in vain.

Out of to-day’s sin and sorrow,

Into a blissful to-morrow,

business.

A

Land of the dead and dying—

Out®

life

of commotion,

swept

oft as the ocean,

the wrecks drifting o’er,
ark
Into a land calm and gniet,
Never a storm cometh nigh it—

Never a wreck on its shore.

Out of a land in whose bowers
Perish and fade all the flowers—"
Out of the land of decay—
Into the Eden where fairest
Of flow’rets, and sweetest and rarest,

Never shall wither away.

Quist an onda Sowing,
ron,

Ww

e

Out of the

they

neglect the

had

gone forth,

tained P—Advance.

world of the sad,

?

Bible.

I

and

book

Bible is a marvelous

duction, the

pro-

So Much to Give Up.

society,

the boat of the fisherman. It was

«t Yes, I know I ought to be a Christian,"
and at ties 1 wish very much to be one.”

written

HARD

spirit.

Twenty-two

with the

church

have

and

af

his behalf, a middle-aged man arose and
said he could fully sympathize with this
request, for he had just escaped from a

»

A Revival

AAPA
twenty-five years ago

About
ship

at Sea.

55 Water

Capt.

Uncas,

the whaleFalmouth,

of

Gillet,

Mass., left home for a three or four years’
cruise. In due time they rounded Cape
Pacific,

Horn, passed through the

far

and

up amid the Arcticsolitudes lay in wait for
their gigantic prey. The summer of 1845
was spent in cruising in the Kamschatka
gea. Thus far on the voyage no ore had
been known as a Christian, although the
second officer and

as was

men,

one of the

afterwards learned, had formerly been professors of religion. But the captain's wife
was devotedly pious, and in her quiet
home

the

crew.

was sending

conversion

up earnest

of her

Nor wis she satisfled with

praying.

for

prayers

higband

his

and

simply

In the letters which from time to

time she sent, she phowed her husband very
plainly what was the burden of her soul,

and constantly aimed to lead him to the
Saviour. In due time her prayers and ef
forts produced their appropriate effect. The
Holy Spirit came to that captain's heart and
showed him that he was a poor, lost sinner;

or three

weeks

‘Some two

appetite.

burning, consuming

went on

he-said,*¢ I

ago,”

a fishing excursion, and met a young man
on the grounds who'ippeared to be a fish-

tended for publication should

¢ Are

you

‘have

from ever

not

the

taking

least

ardent

desire

Ten

AND

al-

spirit,

to

and

touch

it.
as

‘if you would put your trust

in

well as you?

be

*To

he

keep

sure he could,’ he

from

ed his life to the service of the Redeemer.
When the love of Jesus took

possession

of

his soul,he felt at once that he mygt do some-

thing for

he called

those who were

with him,

the officers of the ship

and

together

in the cabin for a prayer meeting.
The
second mate, who had once professed re= ligion, was melted into penitence and,. be-

“fore the hour closed, joired with the captain
in calling upon God.
$

The next evening the captain appointed
a meeting in the forecastle, and, some of the

men were deeply convicted

of’ sin,

From

Sha} pains the work of God went forward
with great power. There were thirty-two
men on board the vessel, and in two or
thred weeks, more than twenty of them

Saviour will be his
to him for strength.”

Saviour,

if he will

go

As soon as the speaker had concluded,
dnother gentleman arose, He was from a
southern city. He desired to tell the despairing young man what Christ had done
tor him. ~ He had walked in the light of his
countenance now for two years. ‘‘Before

that,” said he, 1 was a most heastly drunkard, cast off by ny family and friends,
for being lost, none

was

ever

more

As

so.

I

had lost all confidence in myself, With
tears and vows I resolved in my own
strength against the intoxicating draught:
but | uo sooner came where it was than I
fell ; and so often that I said, ‘It's no_use

totry any more,’

COOPER,

Proprietors,
$1 8

I was given over, pod

sent by

oR

such earnestly

Yecommend it to all.
ISAAC H. LAMBERT.
This testimonial is a sample of what we daily
give immediate and perto
it
warrant
receive. We
manent reliefas can be attested by thousands who
Price $1.25 a
Druggists.
have used it. Sold by all
package.

Philadelphia.
6m20

$18

NOTION

. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors.
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston.
Send for Circular.
Wholesale Agents in Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co.; &. C.
Goodwin & Co.

Machine.
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Aa-Sold in Dover by LOTHROP & PINKHAM.
AGENTS WANTED. M’CLINTOCK’S & STRONG'S
RELIGIOUS CYCLOPEDIA ; embracing the Features of
all Biblical and Theological Dictionaries. Sold by
subscription only. For circulars and Terms, addres
HARPER & BROTHERS,Publishers,New York. [tw2

Corpulent

HOOP SKIRTS

~3md0"

1861.

To

GREAT AMERICAN

RAND,

CARGO

PRICE LIST

k-: OOLONG Flack),

as a

and

body, dura

is unsurpassed for

any purpose

for

pain

ys elasticity, and adhesiveness.

Price

years to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
Send for. Circular which gives full particulars. None
erduine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
ineral Paint. Persons can order the Paint and remit the money on receipt of the goods. Address
Pearl St., New York.

BIDWELL, 254

DANIEL
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The Best Thing for Agents.

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

S PALMER'S

Dinner Coffee, which

FAMILY

EMERY

CUTLERY, REAPER

GRINUVER,
& MOWER

for

KNIVES and

warrantto

give perfect satisfaction. ROA BTED (Unground), 30c., 85¢.
best 46c. per lb, GREEN (Unroasted), 25c., 80c., 33c.

ALL EDGE TooLS. It cuts FOUR TIMES as fast as any
Grindstone and with ONE-FOURTH the power, weighs

best 85¢. perlb.
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
our expense, within thirty days, and have the money refunded.

AGENTS WANTED in every town. There is money in
it.
4t4
Write to E. G. STORKE, AUBURN, N. Y.

GREAT A) 31 JOAN
t£20

Post Office

T5A

Box 5643,

QOMPANY,

New

put

20 pounds,

and

is

cheap

and

durable.

GooD

VALENTINES. —Col’d Comics only 15¢cts a doz.
Col’d 4
page Sentimental
Valentines 20 éts a doz.

144 Comics for-only $1.—Splendid

York City.

Valentines

in En-

velopsat 5¢ 10¢ 15¢ 20¢ 25¢ 50c & 81 and upwarde—
Lags for dealers at $3—$5—& $10—Sell at three times
cost—Order early—50 Valentines assorted, for only
50cts— All above
post paid —Address,

T

2t4

IUNTER & CO., Hindedale, N. H,

25 CENT

ALBUM.

New

patent, bound in cloth

gilt, holds 20 full sized caros, for only 25cts—Album
and 10 Splendid Pnotographs for 75¢ts, with 20 Pho

tographs for only $1.26—Satisfucti- n guarantecd—a ll
sent post free—> Albums for $1--Send 25cts. for Sam-

ple to

HUNTER & CO.,

2t4

Publishers,

Hindsdale, N. H.

HUNTER’S GUIDE.—Woith $1C—to any boy
or farmer—How to hunt and trap all anlmals, to make
traps and boots, tan skins &e., &e.—410,000 sold in

two months—64pp—Costs 23¢ts only—post paid by

How

AMOS
PAUL; . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.,
MANUFACTURERS

Cylinder

Boilers;

OF

Linseed Oil to make

STATIONARY

PERFECTLY

Steam Engines

above

=)

|

/

ST

only ONE-THIRD as
cireular.

$256

LEAD,

& WHITON

A

popular treatise

84 pages. 40 cents.

Either

of the

Fully

CAN BE CURED.
sokci-

the curablity of the disease, Address’
VAN BUREN LOCKROW, M.D.
No. 36 Great Jones stret,

13th

24.5

-

A

and

J. HOWARD

Mass.

MONTH.

& Co., Alfred, Me.

Address

These celebrated Bells [Not
ri.
Cast Iron or ‘Amalzam’]
val in purity pod volume of
tie,
tone thoseof copper and
are more Aurmbie and cost
much. g@Send for descriptive
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& SHAILER,

109 Washington Street, Boston,
GENERAL

NEW

ENGLAND

2morl

AGENTS,

8. M, PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper Adverts
of ing Agents, 10;State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row.
instructions is plain
and
explicit.- Blt KFORD
ave authorized to contract for advertising
KNITTING MACHINE CO,
52 Bromfield Stree t, | New ‘York,
‘
Parties are making

Boston, Mass,

Our new

from

Book

12w40

2?

2
ar

"|

in the

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
N. ¥. Tribune:

« An earnest and eloquent plea for the principle of .
Open Communion in the B: tist Church, discussing
the question with great breadth of treatment, and ra-1% ciness of illustration.”
'. Morning Star (Dover, N. H.):
“My, Kennedy is of Scotch pareniage,and was somewhat noted years ago for the

Star.

at

vigor

of thought

and

expression which he carried into the pulpit while he
was only the ‘Boy Preacher’
He has matured

enough to be a manly writer now, and he has dealt
with the communion

with freshness,

fairness, force,

and fidelity.”
Syracuse Journal:

‘We have here a work
the criticism of the entire
assails all denominations
‘gion. Itis a work which

which modestly challenges
Christian worlé—one that
in the matter under discusreviews the question as to

whether the sundering of the spiritual body of the
Lord over the emblematic representations of His one

body

is Scripturally and

logicaly unavoidable.

Its

author, Rev. Crammond Kennedy, popularly known
ten years ago as the ‘Boy Preacher,” presents his arguments with great boldness, and
sustains them

with ability and torce.”
Portsmouth (N. 11.)

Cres

agfMst

his

close-,

N. ¥. Evangelist:
fully sympathize with him in his conclusions,

tist brethren.

should fail to convince all our Bap-

It is a book which they ought to

read

and reflect upon.”
The Evening
“ Whether

he

will

Pust (N. ¥.):

convince

many

Baptists

close communion is an error we cannot tell.

that

But

as

many as examine the book cannot fail to be satisfled, as it seems to us thatthe writer is both honest
in his belief and kindly in his feelings, and that he
has endeavored in good 1aith to soften the asperity of ’
religious controversy, while he would level one of
the-walls of separation which keep Protestant Chris-

tians apart.”

'

Christian Observer and Presbyterian Witness:
“ The convictions and

reasoning of the author are,

in our estimate, an unanswerable

argument, ajainst

the

practice of close communion by any church—a practice
for which we cannot find the least authority in the
Scriptures.
We would commend this volume especially to those who would inquire for trath on the subject.”
The following extracts are but a few of the many
and extended criticisms which this book is evoking,
There is already a great inquiry for it, and it is destined to havé a large sale.
Single cppies
mailed, post free, for $1,235, and

THE

r

AMERICAN NEWS CO.
119 and 121 Nassau Street, N. Y.

ott

AUSTIN ACADEMY,
At

Leggett and others,und is worthy
Logan, Ross,Force,
by
the at-ention of and reading by ull. Sold only
'

An Experience and
BY CRAMMOND KENNEDY.

WANTED

ALLEN

PUBLISHED.

Communion?
Close Conimunion, or Openan Argument
.

4t4

A true story of the adventures of Mgr. C. L. RugGLES, commonl called “General Bunker,” while act.
Scout and "Spy duting the Great Reing as a Federal
bellion.: This bouk,written by himeelf, is full of thrill:
ing and interesting incidents, and is instructive and
amusing to both young and old. It is endorsed and
certified to by Generals Grant, McPherson, John A.

Subscription,

KNITTING MACHINE.

ANTED Buyers and sellers for the BIC
FORD FAN ILY KNITTER, the most i A
i
liable mvention
for the household ever made.
knits 20,000 stivches a minute, runs back and forward,
work,

JUST

Nex49
JOHN

|“ Great" American Scout and Spy.”

Ohio.

24

dealers promptly supplied by

TO CANVASS FOR THE,

Twil

and sets up its own

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle.

New, York City.

TO AGENTS.

useful, articles.

AGENTS

Blymer, Norton & Co.

#4 to $5 per day at their homes.

PortBoston. W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co.,
At retail

8t4

Those having friends afllicted are earnestly

BELLS
FOR CHUROHES,8CHOOLS,
ete »

4

WHITE

ted to send for a circular letter of references and testimonials, which will convince the most skeptical of

Steel Composition

)
iy

list

#ent free by mail on receipt
of price.

EPILEPSY

parties having a good team preference will be given
Address
CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

Cincinnatti,

COMBINATION

N. B.—'‘How Shall we Paint.”

licensed, at a comparatively low price, equal in finish, operation, and
appliances,
to any
of the h h
priced machines. Tobe sold with a full warrant.
3

Mans

The

on the art of House Painting, &c., by John W. Masury.
Cloth.216 pages. $1,504 Also, Hints on House

To work in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, to
ven, tor the sale
whom exclusive territory will be

BOSTON,

use.

Prophctars
of the Globe White Lead and Color
Works, Manufacturers of White Lead, Zinc and
Painters’ Fine Colors.

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
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‘PURE

Painting. Cloth.

the market.

for

Carer & Willey,
Réed
&
Cutler,

Birt,
Rust, Bro.
8. Burr & Co.,
Gilman
& Bro. Weeks
& Po

such arguments,

Raw

i11 FULTON ST., N. Y.

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Gas Works.

utin

ready

throughout the country, or MASURY

’

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mil
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron

of a Sewing Machine first

SCIATICA,

(that I have just got th
h with,) that most awful,
st heart-withering, most strength-destroying,most
the disof
mind-weakening,
and
spirit-breaking,
eases that can afflict our poor human nature:
:
When you have the
LUMBAGO,
in agony and pain, unable to turn
“lying and
wi
Ero
movement will go to your
ourselfin bed, and
ev.
me, if reliefand a cure of
Jeart like a knife; now
is not the Greatest
days
few
a
in
diseases
these
of
any
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
Directions to Use,
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a an and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and euralgic pin will be dissolved and pass off 4 the kidneys,
Roxbury, Mass.
by D. KENNEDY,
Manufae!

and we only wonder that such anarrative,fortified by

which for economy and durability is the best in
the market.
For sale by ALL
PAINT
DEALERS

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

til)

NEURALGIA,

when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the mostvenomous and hot poison
around your heart, and dri
you to the very
verge of madness:
p
hen you have the

“We

in every respect to pure White Lead, while they cost
(considering the quantity required) only about half
as much. .
:
Sample Cards, with a descriptive pamphlet, sent
free by mail. Be sure you get the genuine “RAIL
ROAD” Colors, every package of which bears our
full name, in addition to our
copy-righted
title,
“ RAILROAD PAINTS AND RAILROAD COLORS.” None
are reliable which do not bear these marks.
We
would call attention also to our WARRANTED

Barlow’s

Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
:
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

every

them

sf and suffer, in the

i; was morning:
When you have the

Houses?

includes forty shades and tints, comprising all the
colors suitable for exterior painting. In durability
and permanency of color they will be found enperior

for

Portable

Paint our

These paints'require only to be thinned with

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

a

shall we

Juraels

you ntust

communion Baptist brethren, but equally, or more,
against the nsage of most Pedobaptist
dpurches.”

READY MADE COLOkS FOR PAINTING
EXTERIORS OF COUNTRY AND
CITY HOUSES
:

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valyes;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubnlar, Flue and

in a chair,

“It is not directed exclusively

Hindsdale, N. H.

2t4

Company,

Machine

sitting

“.

HUNTER & CO., Pabiishers.

T

SWAMSCO

pain, and you cannot éven Sn

“norning wishing it Was night, and at night wishing

beautiful

$6 per bb). of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
GroUND COFFEE, 20c.,25¢., 80c., 85¢., best 40c. per Ib.—

de-

will

or

brown

years; it is of a light

AGH

Wholesale Agents, George ©. Goodwin & Co., M.

eowly2

and Car makers, Pails and Woo en yare;
arria
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boate, Vessels an
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)

900, best $1 per 1b.

and

YORK.

NEW

THERE

Kennedy’s Rheumatic and Neuralg
>
-Dissolvent.
‘PB FADER yu ‘may consider this a sort of a spreadeagle heading, but Imean every word ofit. I
have been there. When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC

stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
piss i

hn
reen and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best
per 1b.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 0c, 80c, 90,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
TMPERIAY, (Green), 70¢, 80c, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
best $1,25 per
YOUNG
HYSON (Green), 70c, 80c, 80¢, $1,00,
:
$1,1 0, best $1,25 $1,26 per Ib.
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.

we sell at the low price of 80¢, per pound,

RAND,

OCF
Dr.

chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,

Supplied.

by using our French Breakfast and

&

your Merchants to try them.

last 10 or 15

OF. TEAS.

i.)

LEWIS

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well pt on, mixed with pure Linseed oil, will

PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly

Nicely.

MURRAY STREET,

36

Ask

Aa

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
AT

Fit

That demand is now met by

COMPANY

TEA

Ladies

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

THE

in addiremit the amount of postage
on
a
tion ‘to thé price. The postage
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies. 12 cents—fifty’copies, 48 cts.
. N.

-

ESTABLISHED

Do-

mail,

-

and to let.

and repaired,

BLESSING.

COHASSET, Dec. 2, 1868.

the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as

‘ALE AND FEMALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEN,
MFELL, TUCK, QUILT, CORD, BRAID, BIND and
BROIDER in the most supex or manner. It makes the
break
or
rip
not
will
that
«RrAsTIC LOCK STITCH”
if every third stitch is cut. It is durable, very simple, and not easy to get out of order. We warrant,
and keep in order one year free of cost. Good
th
wantedin every town and county. Address,
M. MASURY & CO.,
.
stamp, 210 Washington Street, Boston.
P. 8.—All kinds of Machines bought, sold, ex:
changed

MEDICAL

Oatarrh Remedy.

Gents,—For the last ten years I have been a great
suffefer from Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy, for that disease. When I commenced Nsing
partially deaf and had lost allsense of smell,
it, I was
hear as well as ever I could; and my sense
T can now
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it

& CO.,

Sewing & Embroiderin
AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH

livery, without the privilege of returning,
at 104cts. a single copy, 94 cénts per dozen,
or $7,00 per hyadred.
it

=~

BOSTON

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

Persons._wishing

North American

TRY IT!

FOR SALE BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE.

paper

on

=

THE GREATEST

t4

Mik

Messrs. D. J. DEMERITT & CO.,—

WILSON

=

i

As aJourual forthe amusement,

instruction, elevation and refinement of the family,
and as an ever-welcome companion for the leisure
hour, THE NEW WORLD will be found the most
comprehensive of the weeklies published. A supplement is given away with No 1, containing 89 illustrations especially mferesting to children.
“The pages of this handsomely-iliustrated weekly
are supplied with literary matter of the most diversifled and pleasing character, from the pens of the
New
most eminent American and foreignw
York Daily Times.
.
Specimen copies will be sent to #07 4adress on reAddress
ceipt of a three cent postage stamp.
44
FRANK LESLIE, New York.

CATARRH.
DEMERITT’S

Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free. Address

copies or more sent to one address, 20

This work is offered for sale, cash

x

Devoted to Romance, Travel and Discovery. Price
six cents per copy.

A SURE CURE FOR

nauseates i Ww!

“Is the best Voice Tondc in thie world!
.

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application

accursed appetite away. He has heard my
prayer. Now [ want to say to that young
all religious counsel, after a mighty strugman who has requested prayers, that my
gle, he ave his heart to God and consecrat-4

~ and there, thousands of miles away

y

COOLNESS AND COMFORT.

ed.

ing of any strength of my own, to take the

never

:

The postage is payable at the office of devolume begins with the
The
livery.
first number in April.
Orders are solicit-

This incident was like an arrow in
him.>
my heart. found no rest. I cast myself
‘on“Jesus Christ. I besought him, despair-

This work contains a vast fund of late

NORTH

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between oné and 8, when
gent to one address, than on a single one.

I

WANTED

and valuable information respecting the United
States and Foreign countries, including eve:
depart
ment of the General and State Governments, which
all classes will find invaluable for daily reference.—
Address O. D. CASE & CO., Pub’rs, Hartford, conn,

IN

ively

a year.

30 cents

al, Religious.

POWDER,

1 offensive matter,

and

JOURNAL PUBLISHED.

the AMERICAN YEAR BOOK AND NATIONAL REGISTER for 1869. Astronomical, Political,Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, Education-

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
h; is 80
and soothes the burning heat
in Catarrh;

was

BURLINGAME,

AGENTS

CATARRH SNUFF

TROCHE

A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
- Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, gc., and a Disorders
resulting from COLDS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
Postace.—The postage on a single copy

me

‘Well,’ I inquired, ‘ couid

answered,

TerMS.—Single copy,

‘Yes,’ he replied;

a Christian?

“and I have asked the Lord Jesus to keep
me

should be sent to I.. R.
ver, N. H.

.

Fk

Me.

All orders and remittances for the

—how to bait my hook, and how to fish.
Finally, and by way of ordinary compliment, I took out my flask of liquor, and
offered it to him. He looked at me with
a peculiar expression, which I shall never
forget, and said, ‘I never drink liquor.’
His manner was so kind and courteous that
it greatly impressed me. I asked him,

Boston
#

JACKSON’S

THE HANDSOMEST AND BEST FAMILY

The Spring Term will ope Feb, 22, 18¢9. Combl |
both sexes.
plete courses of study for
.
?
G. He RICKER, Principa. |
ed
i
1869.
Jan.
I.
R.
North Situate,

Agent,

tf8

be addressed

to Rev. J. M. BaLEY, EDITOR, Saco,

His happy face attracted my noerman.
He took pains to show me attentions
tice.

Street,

|

LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
E

KE. ROGERS,

16,,180%, and

¥

D. K. FOSTER, Principal.

FACES.

Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paAll communications inper of its class.

similar thraldom: He had known what
it was to be a_drunkard—a slave to the

;

Address orders to

JOHN

11 weeks.

i

Migs. ErizA L. RAND and EMMA H: HiLL, Assist.
ants,
W. O. TASKER, Instrumental Music: Geo. W.
Booby, Vocs] Music.
Board from $2,60 to #3 00 per week. Rooms will
be furnished to th ose wishing to beard themselves.
EB. 8. TASKER, Sec. of Trustees,

And lately for its unrivalled

many

for the use of Sunday School scholars,

METAL,

And its large varieties of

NEWSPAPER

Minor, in classical Greece, and in imperial
It commences with the creation
Rome.
Doesn’t the and ends with the glories of the ApocaWhy SFerythiig.
“What?
lypse, after describing all the interesting Goody Barstow, who has milked seven
Bible say we must leave all?”
stages of the revelation of God and the cows, made a cheese, and walked five
would
that
all
¢« Yes, all that is wrong,
spiritual development of man. It uses all miles to the house of God in good season.”
see
us
hinder us in following Jesus. Let
composition; it rises to
Tue risT wife of Dr. Lyman Beecher
whet this is in your Sage, I gd often forms of literary and descends to the lowpeople say, ‘I cannot give up the highest high‘s,
oung
hi
Roxana Foote. She was not inferior
was
all
measures
.it
: 1 Las 3 this is one of the things est depths of humanity;
dancing.’
husband in vigor of mind or range
her
to
acquaintstates and conditions of life; itis
of
knowledge.
Often was Dr. Beecher
it would be hard for you to part with.”
woe; “it
and every
«’Oh, no; I do not care for dancing, I do ed with every grief of sympathy; it con- heard to say, that he was more indebted
chord
every
touches
in dialectics, and
not know how to dance, and if I did,I hope
of every heart; to Roxana for any skill
1 should not let such a foolish reason keep tains the spiritual biographyof society, can be, any power in preaching, than to Dr.
it is suited to every class
:
:
Dwight, his President, an
all his instructme from being a Christian.”
and profit by
« 1 trust so, my friend, and Iam glad you read with the same interest by the philoso- ors.
have a better excuse. Perhaps then, (par- the king and the beggar, universel as the
THE MAP in common use
among the
don me for naming it,) you may have ac- pher and child; it is as the limits of time
learned in India was prepared by an. edthe social glass or a game race, and reaches beyond
quired a love for
of eternity. ucated Mussulman. - India is represented
of cards, and feel that it would be hard to into the boundless regions
of human as covering one-third of the globe, China
&mbination
matchless
this
Even
and
Life,
of
Water
give them up for the
character another third, Arabia and other Mahommedivine
its
to
points
excellences
pleasures that never will fade away.”
and origin, as the absolute perfection of dan countries nearly the whole remaining
I am
“No, I love not either of these.
Christ's humanity is an evidence of his di- third. England, Scotland, Ireland, Northankful I have no such bad habits.”
: way, Sweden and Denmark are crowded in
=44Y ou have, probably, dear friends whom vinity.
But the Bible is, from first to last, a the northwest corner, and represented by a
you would fear to give up, or who would:
South of
It presents the only true, territory smaller than Iceland.
book of religion.
sneer at you for being a Christian.”
religion of God,
these, Africa is exhibited as a small island,
“Yes, I ownl think of that sometimes, universal, and absolute process,
or growth of which America is one of the principal
although some of my friends are themselves both in its. preparatory
:
under the dispensation of the law and ‘towns.
Christians.”
.
of
«« Are those whose
ridicule you fear, the promise, and under the dispensation
THE MAN who considers that the home
the companions you value more than the gospel; a ‘religion which is -intended duties of a woman, are inferior to the poreligions
other
the
all
overturn
to
ultimately
Christ ? Are they friends in whose love
to us, as immor- litical work of a man, must be either a
you can always frust? Are they better, of the world. It speaks
noblest, and bachelor or blind. The very highest qualihighest,
more loveable than your Christian friends? tal beings, on the
may be exmost important themes which can challenge ties of the heart and intellect or an older
Would you chose their society always?”
is ercised by a mother, a sister,
that
authority
aa
with
and
attention,
our
*¢ No, I own I should not, and since you
daughter, in watching over the physical,
press me go’ closely I must say I respect absolute, irresistible and overwhelming. mental and moral growth of the children
apterrify,
warn,
edify,
instruct,
them less than other friends. In my heart I It can
patience, a vigilance
ease, cheer, and encourage as mo other in her care. Heroic adaptation
feel that they are not® worth caring for, if
of means to
depth that never tires, and
hidden
the
in
man
seizes
It
ook.
g
the
choosin
for
me
at
thet would sneer
the end, a careful study of individual traits,
of his intellectual and moral constitution,
soul; to that a keen psychological insight, may all find,
& Probably they would not sneer. You and goes to the quick of it the
with ample room for exercise within the four
connected
is
where
point
mysterious
you
say you have Christian friends. Did
even a humble home.
Fa- or
great
the
with
and
world,
unseen
the
esteem them less for choosing the narrow
|
all-penean
like
acts
It
spirits.
of
ther
way? Did youridicule them ?”
Rev. RowLanDp HILL used to ride to- and
forming leaven upon from his church in a carriage. This gave
, ““No; I honored their courage and long- trating and all-trans
emoevery faculty of the mind, and every
ed to follow their footsteps.”
offense to one of his members at least, who
It enriches the memory, went so far as to hand in among the notices
“So might it be in your case. Your tion of the heart. reason,
it enlivens the imPerhaps it elevates the
one requesting ‘“the prayers of this contriends would esteem you more.
agination, it directs the judgment, it moves gregation for the pastor, who, yielding to
they would follow your example.”
i$
passions,
the
controls
pride, is in the habit of riding in his car« Forgive me for saggesting another ob- the affections, it
the
think they cannot do quickens the conscience, it kindles
riage, not content like his divine Master to
jection. Many men
hope, and charity,
usiness in a Christian way, and have a sacred. flame of faith, sapctifies the whole ride upon an ass.” It was not until Mr.
hope of becoming rich. So, loving money it purifies, ennobles,him into living union H. had read the paper, and observed the
created, that he noticed its imbetter than their own souls, they sell them- man, and brings
only enlighten, re- sensation
selves for a few hundred or thousand dol- with God. It cannot but regenerate and port ; then laying it down he said, «“ It is
form, and improve,
lars.”
:
true, brethren and friends, I ride in my
produce effects which carriage, but if the author of this notice
“ Say no more. I grant that like most create anew, andpower
of human genius. will appear at the door at the conclusion
men I have a desire to be rich, but I want to- lie beyond the
be so honestly. My common sense, t00. It has light for the blind, strength for the
of the service, saddled and bridled, I will
hungry, drink for the do my best to ride him home.”
teaches me that a Christian is as likely to weak, food for the counsel,
or
precept
in
I do not thirsty. . It has a
be wealthy as a wicked man.
relation in life, a comREv. Mg. TRASK, of Mass., a Congregathink a desire for unlawful gain is one of example, for every
for every
balm
a
said: ¢* Our denomination says
sorrow,
tionalist,
every
for
fort
the things I should have to give up.”
Of all the books in the world, the that woman may think and breathe and
“ What great thing then must you give wound.
of which we never sing. The Baptist and Methodist brethren
You say it is not pleasure, bad habits, Bible is the only one
up?
and also
nor friends, nor money. What then are the tire, but which we study and love usemoreit, believe that she may do all that, Lord. Out
the
we
as
loves
n
she
say
proportio
and
up
in
stand
more
and
your
than
alkthings which are worth more
every
west, in a certain church, the women spoke
immortal soul, more precious than Christ's Like the diamond, it casts its luster in
shaken
is
it
more
the
torch,
a
for Jesus. As the deacons interfered, they
like
;
direction
love?”
;
the more it shines; like a healing herb, the promised to keep silence, provided the dea« None, none. Iam without excuse.”
fra- cons and their allies would de-all the sing¢¢ Then come to Jesus now.
Give him all harder it is pressed the sweeter .is its
:
:
The deacon’s music, however, was
Schaff.
.—
Dr.
ing.
grance
.
ourself
“your heart—y
You will find he
much even for their own ears, and
too
soon
will give you back all that is valuable and
glad to let the sisters talk and
were
they
infinitely more he will freely give you.
pray as they pleased.”
Hope for the Lost.
You wiil be joint-heir with Christ. Give’
.
—
your heart to him, and he will give you a
a new one. Give your friends, and he will
The Myrtle.
Ata prayer meeting; prayer was asked
He
Is for a young man who was a drunkard.
ive back all that are worth keeping.
published by the
semi-monthly,
This
He
ere anything else you would keep back?” often tried to reform, but could not.
“ Nothing.”—Congregationalist and Re- was present. After prayer was offered in Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
_corder.

AND TOUGH
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SEMINARY.

The Spring Term will commence Feb.
continue

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,

out in meeting, a clergyman in Scituate
thus addressed the late Mr. Bryant: ‘“‘Neighbor Bryant, it is your Tepreach that you
have disturbed the worship by coming
late, living as you did within a mile of
this place, and especially so, since here is

on the banks of the Nile, in the deserts of
Arabia, in the land of promise, in Asia

:
+ « Well! why are you not?”
« Oh, there is so much to give up.”
« What must you give up?”

the

INSTITUTION

NORTHWOOD.

. ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

more are inquiring
the way of life,
IN oLDEX times,when pastors spoke right

period of sixteen centuries,

during a long

of

HAMPTON

New Hampton, N, H,, Jan. 1, 1869,

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

Tue PRESBYTERIAN church at Lower
Brandywine, Pa., isrejoicing in the outpour-

to

king

throne of the

the

from

COMMENCED IN 1817.

Success in wrong doing is a failure.

ready united

NEW

2,y Joh. 45.7,
February
begins
early to the Priveipal,
:
First Latior Foundry in New England, | 15ply rotor
. C. LEWIS, Bec’y Trustees.

a gain, but the one who makes it is a loser.

ing

FRANK* LESLIE'S NEW. PAPER,

The SPRING TERM at
ns!
mence T
y, Jan. 28, and contiunue ten weeks.
For any information desired, address the Principal, ARTHUR GIVEN.
PER ORDER.
Lewiston, Jan. 1839,
8s

Bdberfisements.

NorminG 18 so much a’ failure as-some
successes. People often’ think they win
when they only lose. Cheating may seem

without a rival. All the libraries of theology, philosophy, history, antiquities, poetry,
law and policy, would not furnish material
enough for so rich a treasure of the choicest
gems of human genius, wisdom, and exerience. It embraces works of about
orty writers, representing the extremes of

‘Where
there’s a Father to love us,
Into “Our Home, Sweet Home.”
+
— Father Ryan.

I

I told him

he would now,once

stone of morality;
it is the breath of affliction which lays bare the human heart.

Viewed merely as a human or literary

Intea joy-land above us,

RLY

you.

so, just

Iris adversity which is the real touch-

tly
Oy Wo

Qut of a land very mournful,
‘Where in bleak exile we roam,

fac

of

him

for all,
undertake for me. I besought him
with all my heart, that I might be saved
Ve.
What-do
jour did for me? I declare, in the most

.

The

Out of a life ever lornful,

©

as I would tell one

told

was a gone case, unless

sh an

Into the world that rejoices—
World of bright visions and voices—
Into the world of the glad.

oe

and I went to Jesus and

them to prosper.
At the close of their
voyage
they reached home in safety, with solemn manner, that Jesus took me at my
drank any
intoxthirty-nine hundred barrels of oil. And word, and I have not
what
a change had come over that ship’s “icating drink since. Now I would comcompany.
ow gladly were they wel mend that young man to Christ for help.
;
comed
home by their* Christian friends. Oh, come to him!"—Geo. Trask.
How wonderful did the power of God appear to all. who looked on.
Varieties.
Is there any follower of Jesus who has
not the opportunity of doing as much as
that Christian wife did? 1s there a true
WICKED MEN stumble over straws inthe
disciple who would shrink from any effort way to heaven, but climb over hills in the
by which results so glorious might be at- way to destruction.

Into a land without tomb.

Tempest

on which

could

of them. Nor was
h deeply inter-

- Tho

ested in religion they did not

.

Into a day without gloom;
Out
fd

and

ih

cred time in worshiping God,

MAINE STATE SEMINARY.
TR

i

=

Out of a land very dreary,
Out of the world of the weary,
Into the rapture of Rest.

Adbertisemens.

——

2

lO

Out of the shadows of sadness,
REET
IE Sains 8

Strafford, N. H.

Center

Feb.
FIVHE SPRING TERM will commence Tuesday,
the instruc.
1

16, and

11

continue

weeks,

under

tion of J H. KENNEDY, its present popular teacher.
TUITION.
;
PRIMARY
a
$3,50
COMMON EXGLISH
=
=
4,00
= 4.00
wow
om
-t
HIGHER
LANGUAGES
=
=
=
= _ b00
Board, $2,25 to $3,00. Rooms can be had for those
who wish to board themselves.
380. C. PEAVEY, Pres.” =
WARREN Foss, Sey.
44
Jan, 18, 1869,

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.
A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 30, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all par-

ties desiring them, at our published rates.
advertisement in another column,
We

See their

’

wR

FRB

NS

VY

Gow

est WwW

This Register has a blank page for memowere hopefully converted. Almost contin- gave myself over to perish. After a long
ebauch, I one day found myself alone in a randd for each month; also a fine cut of
ually the voice of prayer and glad songs
of praise sounded over that cheerless sea. field, sobered, because no one would trust
They had been accustomed to take whales me for any thing. Then I came to myself. the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of* the
ed
that life and
death were
| I fu!
“the Sabbath;
but with one consent that
oo ronth
was given up, They chose to spend sa- set before me. I felt cast down and ruined, | | country.
y

Death.
> Into the light of the Blest—

FEBRUARY 3, 1869.
ig Hdberfisements. %

STAR:

THE MORNING
—

—

{
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THE MORNING

.

er, viz: How will we deal with it? It is
sometimes as welcome as the flush 6f morning on the sky to a bewildered wayfarer.
There may have been a longing for the rev-

FEBRUARY 3, 1869, *

GEORGE
T. DAY, .
J. M, BREWSTER.

+ + +. . Bltor,

«

.

+

.

Junior

so.

-elation, and

spirit

the

it ‘comes

When

claps its hands and breaks into singing.—
Frequently it is otherwise. Men often come
to the light reluctantly, fearing that their

at my right hand, I shall not be moved.

With Us.

Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory
rejoiceth.” That last statement is the high*
The two names of Christ,—Immanuel, est evidence that the true use had been
and Jesus,—are full of deep meaning.
made of this idea of God. It had ceased
Each, when standing alone, has its own to fret and annoy and trouble the heart that
special lesson and - promise.
Taken to- had once found it a grief and burden and
gether, they express’ what our Heavenly fear, and it had become the glory which
Father specially desires to unfold and what rose higher and shone out brighter than the
we equally need to: know, - “God with us” sun in the heavens. It had become his habis the truth: that

he

would cry

out

to us

when we walk with heedless steps, or long to
pierce the sky that we may find the Lord
of Hosts, orlook upon the footprints of the

Messiah as though they only marked the
path - of some strange human traveler.
‘The Saviour,” able to save even to the
uttermost,

is

the

word

of hope

that

he

would utter in our ears when we: tremble
before the majesty against whom

sinned, and

over t

are ready

pair.

we

to give

have

ourselves

That God is ever at hand,

isthe great fact that must become real before we wake to the most important of our relations ; that he is the bringer .of redemption, is the truth that alone puts us into vital fellowship with the grace "that pledges
us life eternal in him. ™
:
The human soul needs God. It has oth-

er needs, but this stands as chief.

It may

have every other thing, but it is weak and
poor, perplexed and baffled, liable to break

down under its"burdets and reap chaff in
its fieldof

effort,

so

long

as

it lacks

it to gaze steadily upon it, and the constant

vision was a perpetual gladness in his heart
and a triumphant song on his lips.
This is not a thought for an old saint or a
remote land alone. It is especially a truth
for thisage of scientific inquiry and materialistic tendencies,

its

living

hold

upon God.

of intense

outward ac-

It is gratefulto hope that

this

sions,

a stimulus for our conscience,

a pre-

cept for our perplexity, help for our frailty,
peace for our tumult, a promise addressed
to our penitence, the pledge of a harvest to
every true laborer in the vineyard, and an
assurance of victory to every earnest soldier
however sorely pressed in the battle of life.
“The Lord of hosts is with us, the God of

Jacob

is our refuge.

Therefore will

not fear, though the earth be removed,

we
and

though the mountains be carried into the
midst of the sea.” Happy are they who
can interpret “Immanuel” from the preciousness of such an experience as this.

institution

is at length to gain deserved attention, find

Now.

The

bggTers and puts many a foe

4

“Now

—

is the accepted time.”

That is a

not less but more so when

the

soul

seems

unconscious of its poverty, and is content
to do without the deeper, richer and loftier
life which the consciousness of God comes
to kindle and maintain.
Sooner or later, by one means or another,
this insensibility to God's presence must
cease. A sudden flashor a gradual dawn,
a great grief or a mighty joy, ends the stupor and shatters the fallacy. The scales
drop from the eyes; the dull ear catches the
majestic tone it has so long failed to hear;

the soul is aware that an infinite observer
is peering into its deepest and most secret
life, and measuring everything by a perfect
law. Godisanear person at length,—nota

worse than

useless.

No

deepened convic-

tion and no added wretchedness on the one
hand, no terrible struggle for self-mastery
and self-purification on the other, will
bring the needed relief, or pave the way to
the Redeemer’s feet, or deepen his sympathy, or increase his readiness to welcome

and forgive and bestow life upon the smitten and

bafiled soul.

Itis only

to go to

him at once, bow at his feet, yield the heart
to his claim, trust his promise, and to-day

is sure to be the day of salvation.
Now.
It is the word meant
who have been heedless, hard,

sistful, and ‘who
duty of submission.

for those

worldly, re-

are putting off the great
The waited-for tomor-

distant force or an all-pervading principle of row may ever come, orif ‘ft'does, it may
lifeand order. He is not now a mere sbvereign dawn upon the transgressor whose disrethroned in a remote heaven, but a personal
ruler whose work goes on evermore in every

.gard of the work of repentance has lef: him
holden with the cords of his sins, joined to
his idols, and given over to believe a lie.
Now.
1tis a word for all who have du-

sphereof human life. He can mo longer
be forgotten or escaped. The overborne
intelleet pcoepts the conviction it has long ties remaining undone, or glimpses of a
resisted, and the awakened heart feels the better life which they have not begun to
pressure
of the hand it has long essayedto live, or feel the burden and tyranny of fetthrow off. “Immanuel” is interpreted by the ters which they longto break, or catch the
soul rather than by the dicMonary. ‘God faint breath of a peace in. whose air they
with us” is the outery
of the ‘personal con would daily breathe, ‘or discern the beckonsciousness, which at length echoes and em- ing to the blessed life where only the spirit

phasizes
the wordof inspiration.

8

How shall this sense of God's presence
affect us? Thal question turns upon anoth-

rests at home.

v

Let this word Now be heard and heeded,

and life will be found in it.

impartial and, faithful Board
would not tolerate ‘incapaci-

| that would then aid in developing skill and

fidelity. He expects to hold
his posi ion
‘unless
flagrantly
remiss,
so
long
as he has.
That college at Berea has had a history
and been a power. It was born of strong an influential party friend at Washington.
anti-slavery conviction and deep Christian And so also, expecting to lose the place
sympathy. It has known what suffering whenever the opposite political party gains
for Christ and for his persecuted and op- the ascendancy, he is in danger of working
pressed poor means.
It drew upon itself in the interest of himself and his political
the hatred of Southern slaveholders and allies, rather than in the interest of the govNorthern conservatives soon after its birth ; it ernment and of the people whose public
:
has been compelled to struggle for life year servant he really is.
Mr. Jenckes's bill proposes a real and needafter year, with the power of numbers and
If it could be effected . it would
social influence forever against it, and little ed reform.
besides courage and faith and patience to dosomething to neutralize the great and
stand up for its defense. Rev. John ‘G. growing mischiefs of that policy which Was
Fee, who has been most widely known as formally inaugurated by Gen. Jackson, and
its representative, has been forced, like Paul, which gave currency to. the maxim,—**To
‘“ to fight with beasts at Ephesus” in its the victors belong the spoils.” Capacity
behalf. Its teachers have been pinched by and character would thus be set above inpoverty, threatened and mabbed.
Its stu- tense partisan zeal in the candidates for civdents have lived under a reign of terror. il office. “The political guillotine would not
Desperate men have more than once threat- be freshly set up every four years for the
ened to suppress the whole affair by desper- deeapitation- of every man who could not
ate measures.

Personal

safety has some-

agers.. Butit has lived on for nearly a
score of years. It would not die, and God
has more than once disappointed
the hopes

and rebuked the headlong madness

of its

enemies. It lives yet, and the day of prosperity and open triumph seems both assured
and near.

A public meeting in its behalf was

held

last week at Cooper Institute, New York,
at which earnest and effective’ addresses

were made by H.
Storrs,

W.

Beecher,

Dr.

Current

R.

S.

Howard Crosby, and President Fair-

child of Oberlin, who is henceforth to take

trust will be speedily segured, and open the |
way for five times $15,000 more. - The public sympathy granted it according to its
deserts, and Président Fairchild giving direction to its internal affairs, Berea College
will prove a large and growing and precious blessing to the state whose half-éured
rebellion will be educated out of her as
surely as such a school and such men as are
to work through it, can get the public ear
and hold it.

for services rendered, or insist that, as the
spoils belong to the victors, they are entitled

to receive a liberal share of the booty which
they fought so desperately tq
gain.
The plea is hard to. resist.” The representative or the senator is perhaps earnest
to be true to his conscience and his country,

but he is a man. He has a human love for
power and place. He knows that he holds
his position because his fellow citizens have
secured it for him. He has the usual sense
of gratitude and of obligation. He is inclined to reciprocate kindly service. His
personal friendships are ordinarily strong.
It is agreeable to him to do a favor. And
80 when the place-hunter comes to him and

asks his name to an application for an office,or his personal influence with the Head

——RESULTS
fundamental

y)

Topics.

tiie manliness, in making it the condition of

OF PROHIBITION.
One of the
principles upon. which the

| fally utter the latest party shibboleth.

The

greap grmyof office-seekers would gradually melt into the spheres of quiet and profitable industry, or be driven there by necessity. Multitudes of men who have no hesitation in pressing their claims upon a representative whom they have helped to his seat,
would take care to keep away from the impartial scrutiny of ‘a Board who refused to
see a qualification where real merit was
wanting. © Incompetents would take warning and retire: Representatives would escape perplexity and keep easier consciences.
Our political canvasses would probably gain

licensed or permitted ‘to sell Alcoholic

ligious
quo
unlessrs,
the people at a regular elechy We
We

tion

shall--otherwise-deeree==1

NE

th

WhICH

AAR

wisdom,

Aig

more
of that

and

which cometh from above.

ten thousand inhabitants—all of them, but
families,

Ee

less worldly

has never been done. The settlement is
now some twelve years old, and has about
some half a dozen

journals to say about each other,and

|

3 3

Denominational News and Noss,

immigrants in

moderate circumstances, including widows
with young children, and the usual propor-

tion of disabled or infirma persons.

Most

Our Theological School.

of the peopie liveby tilling the soil, which

isa'part of the well known

N

¢ Jersey’ bar-

rens,” formerly devoted to

the production

of charcoal, and covered,

{from time im-

—_—

#

;

J

hj

is_now more thana quarter of a cen-

tury since our Theological School, now lo-

memorial, with a thin growth mainly of cated at New Hampton, had its origin. Its
stunted pitch pines and scrub oaks. Under | history during this period is quickly told.
these circumstances it would be expected, From Parsonsfield where it existed in conif there should be pauperism anywhere, we nection with the Seminary at that place, it
might reasonably expect to find it here. was removed to Lowell, Mass. ; and after a
Yet the overseer of the poor reports the fol- brief sojourn it was ‘removed from thence
lowing facts which tell their own story in to Whitestown, N. Y.; and from thence,
behalf of the cause of prohibition. He some nine or ten years later, to New Hampton, where it exists as a distinct institution,
says:
Though we have a population

of

though located

10,000

people, for the period of six months

has

Vineland

same

place

with a

and the number of students has rarely exceeded twelve or fifteen. Only three times,
we believe, has the graduating class ex-

only

been one indictment, and that a trifling case
of assault and battery among our colored
population.
So few are the fires in

the

For the most of the time

its faculty has consisted of two Professors,

settler or citizen of Vineland has required
relief at my hands as overseer of the poor.
Within 70 days, there has been only one
case among what we call the floating population, at the expense of $4.
During the entire year, there

at

literary school.

no

ceeded five.

It has had no buildings of its

own, and

library

its

has

been

meager.—

While, as these facts indicate, the school has
been weak and has made but few preten-

sions, yet the work ‘which it has accomplish-

that we

have no.need of a Fire Department.” There
has only been one house burnt down ina ed has been far greater than with which it
year, and two slight fires, which were soon is often credited. Its graduates constiput out.
tute an important’ portion of our active
We practically have no debt, and our ministry and fill many of the more responin manliness and lose in partisan zeal and taxes are only one per cent. on the valua- sible positions in the denomination. They
:
2
>
intense self-seeking.
Money would
be tion.
are found in both the East and the West, in
The Police expenses of Vineland amount
saved in many spheres and ways.
We to $75 per year, the sum paid to me;and the city and in the country, in the Proshould be represented with more dignity our poor expenses are a mere trifle.
fessor’s and Editor's chair, and even in disand credit abroad, and served with more| I ascribe this remarkable state of things, sant India; and through their labors for the
skill and fidelity at-home. Peculation and so nearly approaching the golden age, to Master the influence of the school is being .
the industry of our people and the absencé
lobbying would be less rife. Rings would of King Alcohol.
felt. And still it is doing its silent yet ef;
be less common, and they would not so ef:
5
Let me give you, in contrast to this, the fective work.
fectually shut in corruption and. shut out state of things in the town from which I
Itis, however, the settled conviction of
The population many of the more earnest and thoughtfal honor. We should not become a perfect came, in New-England.
people, and the government would not run of the town was 9,500—a little less than men of the denomination, that the school:
that of Vineland.
It maintained forty liwithout some friction,even then. The frail- quor shops. These kept
busya
police judge, -must undergo some change in order that it
ties of human nature would still find ways city marshal, assistant marshal, four night may receive greater patronage and accomin which to show themselves. = But it would watchmen, six policemen. Fires were al- plish greater good. To this end two wideprobably lead to the correction of many most continual. That small place main. ly different expedients have been proposed.
a paid fire department of four com- One of these contemplates the division of
abuses and add something to the efficiency tained
panies, of 40 men each, at an expense of
of our civil administration, and these are $3,000 per annum. Ibelonged to this de- the educational fund,—a portion of it
results that are well worth striving for.
partment for six years, and the fires aver- going to establish a Theological DepartWe hope, therefore, that Mr. Jenckes's aged about one every two weeks, and most- ment in connection with Bates College,
bill will command the requisite vote in ly incendiary. The support of the poor and the remainder going to strengthen the
Congress, as it has already won the strong cost $2,500 per annum. The debt of the Theological Department at Hillsdale. The
township was $120,000. The condition of
and emphatic approval of the best men of things
in this New-England town is as fa- other is to remove the school to some point
the country, Its passage would be a credit vorable in that country as that of many easier of access than the present location,
erect suitable buildings for its accomodation,
to any Congress; and we trust that the one other places where liquor is sold.
and maintain it as a distinct and independwhose work is so nearly ended will crown

itself with

honor by making the

law.

bill a

.

”

The “Daughter” of Neither.
rr

—

A recent number of the Waichman &
Reflector contains a pleasant article sug-

~——A NosLE

of Henry

UNDERTAKING.

Varley,

the

The

name

converted butcher,

is already favorably known in this country.
It is only about six years since he commenc-

ed

working at Notting-Hill, in a small

school-room, amongst the very poor in the

potteries. His efforts were so greatly bless-

gested by the claim preferred by Zion's Xd that the Tabernacle was erected; and
derald, some time since, that the F. Bap- although it has accommodations for 1,200
tist denomination is the daughter of Meth- persons, it was soon filled to overflowing.
odism. It has nearly as many sides as Yieldingto the demand for increased acthere are faces toa polyhedron.
At one commodations, he has secured a site for a
of holding nearly
time it chides the Herald. for its arrogance new building, capable
in claiming our denomination as the daugh- fourteen hundred persons. On its baseter of Methodism, and at another it be- ment there will be eight large rooms, fitted

waiting-rooms,
comes somewhat arrogant itself; then it up like railway-station
compliments us till we blush and wonder where Christian men can have the advantagesof classes for reading, writing, elocuwhat it is driving at. In speaking
a good

word for us, however, it does not forget tion, the study of the Bible, temperance,
There will
to recognize itself; and more than once its scientific and other lectures.
be
a
good
library
and
a
commercial
room
utterance performs the part of a two-edged
always
open,
in
which
tea
and
coffee
may
sword, cutting both ways. In preferring
the claims of its denomination. to materni- be had, and in which the associations of a
Christian club may be enjoyed. Mr. Vari
ty, the Watchman says:
ley’s great desire is that the home element

Now we have been wont to regard her

as ours, and surely we ought to know our
own child. We remember all the circum-

stances of her birth—what mother can forget

them ?P—and-we fondly recognize our own
maternal likeness in her, with an individ-

uality that may have caused us some troub-

le, but which we do rot now
particilarly
regret to see. She seemed a little self-willed with that freewill of hers, and a little
wayward withal,

when she quit the

mater-

nal roof to set up for herself. But
cannot Forges that we ourselves were pretty stiff and exacting in those old times, and
possibly, if we had had a little more of the
breadth and mellowness that yeats have
since given us, our daughter would never

have left us.
All

this

sounds

very

well,

and

edge

of

the

circumstances

of

may permeate

the Institution, and that the

social Christian life may be developed

the church.

1t is intended to make this

portion of the

new

building a center for

missionaries, Bible-women, voluntary heip-

ers, and for philanthropic

work

our

birth,

having learned them from sources quite as
authentic as the Watchman; and we pro-

generally.

but it is.rather' de novo; and came from
the exigency of the times. While Benjamin
Randall was at first connected with thé Gon-

gregationalists and afterwards with the C.
Baptists, he was never fully in sympathy
with either body, and was constrained to
found a new denomination.
Though we thus deny the claim preferred,

long by nearly eighty broad. He has hitherto borne the whole cost of the enterprise,
having

spent

more

that £3,000,

For

his

present undertaking he has received over
£2,000 from others, including £1,000 from
the congregation. Will not some one be
inspired by his example to go and do like"
wise ?
:
1g
——AN EYE FOR AN EYE. Our two able and
excellent contemporaries, the Independent

the

quite a complimentary

Walchman.

In

the

next

and alleged to bein response to a private
note from the editor of the Walchman asking attention to his paper; but that just

before it was put into the form a copy of

tue latter paper for Dec. 24 came

matter.

We

fearod

forward

unless

we

checked this facile tendency of his, we
might find him, by-and-by,claimin 2 that John

ly confined.

When the demand for gospel

laborers is so great, it is asked, why spend
three of the best years of a lifetime at the
Seminary? In support ofthe other view
it is justly contended,
that in this age of error and skepticism, a preparation for the

ministry cannot be too extensive and thorough, that more instead of less prominence

shouldbe given to a distinctive theological

education, and that the end

sought

be reached
by the work of any
partment.

cannot

mere

de-

In a denominational point of

view we believe that such a policy would
be ruinous.

While

some

students

would

afforded by a department, the better class
would seck the benefit to be derived from

connecting themselves with the schools of
other

denominations, and more

or less of
Our
past experience should serveas a warning

in the future. “Happily those who advocate
the

former

plan

are comparatively

few,

while the latter view is the prevailing one
especially in New England; and in accordance with it, the Education Society voted,

ome oné year and a half since, to remove
the school from New Hampton to Haverhill, where it was ‘expected it would have
a permanent location and its facilities be in-

creased.
Owing

wes
to

:

causes” wholly

in which
of

as

the

having

Independent
‘‘fallen”

and

“ evangelical religion,” with
| servations of like damaging

was
as

of those

having the

beyond

proved

matter

the

and

in

the

whole subject of the location of the school

is again opened; and it would seem that
the

demand

that

something

done in its behalf at the

sible, is imperative.

The

decisive

be

earliest day pos-

question of the

independent éxistence of the school being
settled, that of its location is all important,

spoken

All should séek at this juncture to know
and do the best thing ; and let it be’ under-

lost

sto d

to hand,
to

that the independent existence of the

other obcharacter;

school -dbes not necessarily imply that it
must be located at a place where there is no
and the ‘‘favorable notice” was suppressed. other institution of learning. The Episco-

the Watchman

palians, for instance, have founded a Theo-

logical Seminary at Cambridge in connection with Harvard College, and while it desaid of rives advantages from its close proximity

“‘ that our neighbor is a little too

when such an appeal is made to him by a in this

Watchman,

leading principles of doctrinal theology,
to which theological study should be large-

a failure,

of

impertinent and false.” The Watchman
thereupon replies at length and explains its

the

ed that a few monthsis all the timethatis absolutely required for the mastery of the

movement has

notice

the

says

by the

the editorial notes

sion to quote what

‘We

demanded

that the Haverhill

is decidedly enjoyable.
Methodist.

not

charge, it now appears

satisfied, and then we will

to

therefore,”

basis is

wants of the denomination, it being alleg-

control

think,

affair

istence of a Theological School on an independent

ly had a serious falling out "with each other.
The Independent of a recent date had among

tinction with which my ambition will be

whole

The arguments urged in behalf of the

former plan, as far as we understand them,
are expediency, economy, and that the ex-

and the Watchman and Reflector, have recent-

we can't help feelinga little flattered that But by an oversight it was retained in type
two matrons of such good. repute are and got into a later issue. This accident
80 anxious. to claim us as their offspring. gives the editor of the Independent ocea-

The

greatly in1 -

The main building will be about 135 feet them might be ultimately lost tous.

number, however, the editor explains that
test that we are neither the daughter of the paragraph was
written some weeks ago
the Methodists nor of the C. Baptists.
Our origin was the result of no schism,

ent institution with its facilities
creased.

by ‘be contented with the limited advantages

we are

heartily glad to see our would-be penitent
mother ackowledging her errors, but we
want her to make a clegn breast of the
matter, and not only acknowledge but forsake as well. But we have some knowl-

you to aid me in reaching
the lower diss Baptist dame

mean well, but he may lack the. special

sink to the level of the journals in France,
which speak only by imperial consent.”
These are hard words for two leading. re-

Li-

Especially so are the closing ‘words of the him and to characterize it as ‘‘discourteous,

personal friend of fair ability and character,
it is hard to resist. The applicant
may

fifly
years of ‘evangelical’ service—that it
must say only its ¢ shibboleth,’ and actually

thriving community of Vineland, N. J., was

of a Department, with an ajr that saysas
plainly as words could say it, “I helped you
to your coveted high seat; mow I expect
call it even ;—

afreference—such a miserable one as it may
bq seen it gave—to a paper that has seen

mercy to show to unfaithful- founded, was that there shall be no grogloses a part of the motive shop, lager-beer saloon, or other place

ALS

Statement that cannot be too strongly emphasized. Now is a short word, but its influence spreads widely, and it has a message for many classes of hearers.
It
makes the call of duty urgent and imperative. It is a note of warning pealing upon
plies its law, and duty has been rendered the ear of the trifler and the delinquent like
sacred by a mandate from heaven, and faith a fresh voice out of heaven.
Itis a stimuhas taken hold upon the unseen, and hope lant to the courage that is growing faint.
Bro. Fee has long been pleading for one
has cast her anchor within the veil, and Itis the promise of peace to a storm-tossed
purpose has borrowed strength from the soul. It is the day-star telling that the sun or more earnest and strong and well-trained Freewill Baptiststo go down and take
promise of unfailing help, and the tired and is hastening to scatter the shadows.
hold of that work; and it has been a sad
wounded heart has learned how to find rest - Now.
It tells that God is ready with response
that we have been repeatedly comand healing in the ministry of a personal gifts of grace. He is not afar off. His ear
pelled to make to his appeal, when we have
and ever-present God,—any day, may wit- is bending to catch the voice of prayer.
replied that we knew not where he could
ness the defeat of the human wrestler with The pledge of forgiveness already trembles
look for just, the aid he needed, or have
difficulty, and leave the prostrate sufferer on his lip. Christ waits with his welcome.
kept silen
to ce
save his feelings and ours.
crying out of his fear like a child straying The Spirit is at the heart's door. Whatever
We rejoice that the skies brighten above
in the forest at nightfall, or tearfully musing the infinite love can plan and the infinite
that band of workers, and congratulate
- over the desolations on every side like Mari- grace bestow is ready and waiting.
| them on having got their wants voiced in
us among.the ruins of Carthage.
Now.
It is a word for the pastor, eagerly New York through the lips of Beecher, and
There are those who are seemingly con- waiting for the favored hour to speak his their vacant
Presidency filled by such a
fentto go on without God. They do not strong, hopeful, faithful word for his Mas- Christian
gentleman and scholar as Fairsee him in his works nor hear him in his ter’s honor and the good of his flock. Let
child.
‘word. They talkof law and'naturé. They him open his lips and crowd into his mes- noble May God's blessing crown their
service and justify and render victori. discourse of forces and affinities, of natural sage all the yearning of his soul and the enous their sublime faith.
selection and progressive development.— ergy of his conviction. The time has come
The daily miracle of the morning kindles and he need not tremble and delay.
.|
only . admiration; they do not bare their
The Civil Service.
Now.
It is a word for the earnest disciforeheads, bow down and worship.
The; ple:
ae
—
OB
:
2
“Stand up for J&us.” Testify of the |
Hon. T. AsJenckes, of R. 1., member of
wondrous scripture traced upon the rocky grace he has given you. Confess how gravolume at their feet does not awe them as cious, and faithful, and patient, and for- the lower branch of Congress, has devoted
though the finger of ‘Jehovah had been busy bearing he has been. Speak of the strength much time and attention to a bill providing
- writing lessons for their study. The com- he has granted, of the peace he has shed for makihg the appointments to spheres of
civil sepvice dependent upon the fitness of
ing of a fresh life into a home does not within, of the dark hours he has lighted,
"bear back their thought to the Lord of life, of the guardianship he has maintained, of the cghdidates, as that fitness shall be
ang when they hear the good-bye of a spir- his ministry for the, heart just as it was brought out by the formal examination of a
it at the grave, they do not follow it on and needed ; “and then ask the friend toward competent and carefully appointed Board.
up to the temple across even. whose portal whom your heart goes out, to take that The arguments in favor of such a method are
death casts no shadow. ¢ God is notin all Saviour for the unfailing portion,
The many, strong and obvious. The abuses
their thoughts. They are without God in word shall not return void.
to which such a system would be liable are
far less than attend the method, or perhaps
the world. They are orphans in experience,
Now.
Itis a word for those who have
having none of that filial affection and rap- strayed and grown cold, and whose hearts it were more proper to say the no-method,
ture which cries ‘Abba, Father.”
They are sad and uneasy as they recall broken which now prevails. At present these apperceive natural law, but they are strangers vows, and think how others may have pointments are virtually made by the memto spiritual love. They walk by prudence, stumbled over their inconsistencies, and bers of Congress,—each member having a
but they lack the light of faith. They hear how their brethren have been disheartened share of the offices largely at his disposal.
the warnings against transgression that fill by their faltering, and how Christ himself To bé sure, members of Congress do not abthe air, but they do not catch the pledge of has been grieved and wounded by them in solutely make any’ appointments, but they
pardon from the lips of him who frames the house of his friends. Let them rise and make recommendations, and it is expected
- and guards the statute. They do not pray, go to their Father like the prodigal, carry- that these recommendations will generally
be followed.
If they are not followed,
nor trust, nor give thanks. The world is ing his confession with thenr.
He will
perhaps a splendid templein their eyes, but never be readier than he is to receive them, there is likely to be complaint, friction,
it bas no illuminated altar to, speak of sac- and they will never find it easier to hasten jealousy, charges of partiality and bad faith,
. rifice and consecration, there is no anthem homeward.
and more or less of bitter and long-lived
pealing through its‘aisles in which love is
quarrels. If they are followed, it is almost
Now.
Itis a word for the heart that
borne to the eternal gates, and the atmosinevitable that many men will be found in
is
sorrowing
over its sins and longing for
phere hasnone of the fragrance which is
the various spheres of trust who lack the caoneness with its conscience and its Lord.
diffused like incense where the breath of
pacity, adaptation and character that are reThere
is no need of tarrying. Delay is an quired. The representatives are constantly
God has consciously fallen.
It isa defectadded sin and a wider straying.
Waiting is
ive experience that is thus developed, and
beset by office seekers who claim a reward
to flight; positign
yields influence; wealth
secures esteem jJanda character for integers and hedges a man in
friends.
But till life has
been exalted by the ideaof God who sup-

training for the sphere, and the occupant
were made to feel'that he was directly an-

friends who will prove their faith by their Sverable to an
works, get the funds it has long needed, se- of officers who
cure a President that shall give it character ty and had no
in the eyes of the community, and go on to ness. He now

the Presidency of the Institution.
Fifteen
thousand dollars are needed at oneef
for
buildings,—a very moderate sum whi
we.

i»

the work is not likely to be done

as well as though there had been a special

Hols

tivity and dull spiritual sense. There is life
times demanded a temporary suspension of
It has a restraint for our pas- |#the school and the concealment of its man-

the

keen intellect is a power; the fervid heart
is a source of
njgonetism; the resolute will

treads down

Berea: College, Ky.

honored,

for usin it,

wisdom and the miglit that. are supplied
through

8.1869.
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| deeds will be exposed andreproved.—
They | "do the good and great work which—it has
are forced to "repeat the confession of the

Editor.

God and was
GO
TMIURIOAtIONS designed
for publication should ~psatmist;—F-remembered
troubled.”
And
thistrouble
abides. They
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
- remittances of money, &o., should be addressed to do not reach that later experience which
finds expression in the words, “I have set
the Agent. '
;
the Lord always before me: ‘because he 'is

God
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The Boring Shr.
WEDNESDAY,

{

partin the affair, saying in substance that
it did not directly solicit a notice, and that
the one accidentally published was not such

a one as it would have solicited, and that
it never would “have troubled the Indepen-

Wesley was the grandfather of . the whole
qualifications for the sphere, and so the pub- | great Baptistic family. As this would in- dent at all, had it been supposed
Tlic interests may severely suffer.
And volve lan anachronism of more than seven- utterly to its name, to its early that, false
history, to
taking the position as a right that has been teen hundred years, we thought we would the religious principles which
it first espousearned, rather than as a responsibility to be be on our guard beforehapd.” /3
ed, it had also at the same time abiiegated all
’
LS ¢

to that old and renowned institution, it is
independent of it. We might do the same
thing if we chose, and yet our schools have
no real and dependent connection with the
College.
The question, above all others,

should be, What place, all things consider-

ed, affords the best location for the school ?
This is a subject respecting which we have
definite viows, and-we will seekto present
them in another article in the clearest and
most direct manner.
AMICUS.

-

ry

wish

a

¥e

1.

me the full volume,
erate and place a check upon the great and grow- | this year, and that will give

|

_. Austin Academy, Strafford, N.H.

since,

evenings

few

Donation Party..
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EXPRESS.

a flourishing condition. The winter term

to

occasion

had

we

In the Missouri
Jones, of St. Louis, described four methods of
teaching : “‘The first is that of the lecture by the
Sabbath-school teacher. This is no teaching at all ;
there is no education init. The secondis the
eliptical methéd—where you drop out words in a

closed on the 15th inst. , with a public exam-

call on a brother of ours, who is knownto
the readers of the Star and other periodi-

ination highly satistactory to thej trustees
and friends of the. school. ‘Mr. Kennedy,

. While it maintains all true reforms,
let it not

+

fail to stand up for Jesus, as the only name given

r reform can succeed or
the world be saved from t © powers of darkness
Do AE SIN]
and sin,
Yours truly,
under heaven whereby:

N H

Samuel

ttemore, Providence, RT

E Burnham, Biddeford, Me
J L Odell, Lake Village, N H.

I can pay for it. *. * * I have taken it quite &
number of ears and like its moral tone and abilder to secure theendowment
of Mr. Austin, | stories;-ete; This method he endorsed fully. It | | ity, though I am not a member of a Free Baptist
church; ~*~ %—#%dies
is nearly full.
:
can be carried too far, as illustrations sometimes
0—, Wis,, Jan, 19, 1869.
sacrifice truth,- The fourth method is one he

Patronage is all that is wanting at pres-1

ent to make it a first class schogl.
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2/29 | _ We have used the Patent Sifting Machines made by
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Mr. Samuel Harris,
We consider
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L. R. BURLINGAME:—* * #. * Tghall be | Rockingham
it out again. He laid great stress upon the im-|
25,
be | the ‘carpet, as will
though
erally true,
month when I will pay you. | CR P Marston, LM Marston, 1,00 each, EffingRev. J. Nason and family would tender sincere | oance of the Sabbath-school teacher's drilling | down againmynext
N
seen, fared better than usual on such oc-|
bam,
family are not Free Baptists, they
Although
friends at N., Berwick and vicini- himself in the art of questioning.”

An
cagions.
somewhat
compari§Fwas
The
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thenumthan
more large,
bering, wé should judge,
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of their

to the members

ample

Which they have their sincere gratitud®.

of

another, and so fulfill the law

love one

spectable poportion ofoi th the
made
Imadeup a respec
- .
patty. If faulty ‘in any respect there
a want of freedom and unrestrained
t
ani
tagiety in the sociabilities of the hour.

com- :
was
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from

the

i
be accounted for, however,
. might
members
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congregations,

different
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AM.

present,

i
which

company

the

seasonable
above and

and some others,
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Revivals.

personal observation, right side up; which
ismore than can be said of all pastors’
domicils after such a scene.
Considering these circumstances, and see-

A very encouraging religious interest prevails
in the Congregational church in Birmingham ,.

ing it was in our own native town, less per-

verts have made

Ct., of which Rev. S. L. Mershon is pastor, and
public professionof

unusual

an

is

there

Pittsfield Mass,,

Af

where we were born, and that there were

from the state of feeling evinced in the churches,

Itbegan in the Methodist

interest.

* present some of our old school mates, and
others who had been our former pupils,—
adding the consideration, that the opinion

and

in

the

better looking

their faith,

haps than'a mile and a half from the spot

church; and,

Seminary, great

Female

hopes

are

Union

of grace.

entertained of a general work

sheet among

them

all, than

the

when I had got through the examination of the
number referred to, I found I had used up near-

very

nearly

up

to

our ideal

ly the whole reading ary of the paper, there being almost nothing left, so large a portion having

become Christians, and

donation party, made up of the members of
a Christian society, and occuringat a pastor's own home.—J. F.

milder than Decem-

be

to

God,

members

by

profession

General.

The Hebrew rite of circumcision was perform-

ed in Washington recently with an unusual pomp

on a young Israelite named after General Grant.
The General was represented by Gen. Badeau,
of the Unitarian church, Senator Patterson and
General Bullock of New Hampshire, Comptroller

A citizen of Prussia is by birth a member of the

Lutheran
Baptist, he

the strong

wishes to become

If he

Church.

must go before

a

a magistrate and de-

After two weeks, if he adheres

holds are yielding, and the enemy is retreating. The second Kyger church has
been blessed with a glorious revival under

clare his purpose.

the labors of

do not differ from the Lutherans in their views
»
i
;
of baptism.

their

to his purpose, he must repeat his declaration
before the magistrate, and is then free to carry

it out. This is not required of Methodists, as they

faithful pastor, Rev. R.

J. Poston, who had the pleasure of baptizing twenty-two rejoicing converts on the
3d inst. And still the work goes on.
OHIO Y. M.
Rev. J. F. Tufts has been holding a

Rev. John Hall, D. D. of the fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York, recently preached a
sermon in behalf of Home Missions, in response
to which the congregation contributed $4,700.
The next day a private member of the congregation sent $5,300, making the sum of $10,000. To
this was afterwards added $9,000, making the
round sum of $19,000 contributed by one congreDr. Hall is lately from |
gation for one object.
Ireland, and the crowd at his church is so great
that” pewholders are obliged to come early, to
:
secure their seats.

series of meetings with the Providence
church ever since the 1stinst. It has resulted in a precious work of grace.

Seven

persons followed their blessed Lord ia the
beautiful ordinance of baptism on Sabbath,

|.

: wanderers returned.
.

OBSERVATOR.
‘

:

”

Revivals

of $1,764.35; two hundred and eighty-eight cords
Total, $4,064.35.
of wood at the cost of $2,300.

The

&e.

BELGRADE, Maine. We are enjoying &
pleasant revival in this place. The Lord is,
in answerto the prayers of his children,

converting sinners.

The wanderers are bax

ing reclaimed, and the church is much

. couraged.

en-

L. N. B.

Broadway

Congregational

church at

Pamphlets
plication.
All Bonds

Norwich, Ct., has adopted a formula for morning
| and evening service, which has been printed and
Itcontains
circulated in thé pews of the church.
directions for the congregation—when to stand,

when to be seated and

when to bow their heads.

During the “Prayer of Invocation” the congregation are to sit with- bowed heads ; the “Pastoral”

with a choral of two or

prayer is to be followed

three chords onl the organ, and the sermon pre-

ceded

by a prayer

for blessing on the Word;

West CampTON, N. H., The Week of the whole to conclude with the benediction,
Prayer, was observed at this place,and signs : congregtion sitting with bowed heads.

of good appeared in the meetings which
were held trom day to day. At the month-

ly Conference the presence of the Spirit was

has a remarkable history.

Since its organization,

nearly sixty years ago, no fewer than 86,000 have

who
felt in. power. Since then the work has been connected with it, and two hundred
, received religious
been gaining in depth ard influence. Sev- became foreign missionaries
from its pulpit. Among its pastors
eral who have long been backslidden have | instructions
were the late Drs. Beecher, Dwight, Linsley,

returried with confession and

are now joyfulin the Lord.

prayer, and

A few conver-

sions have been witnessed, and the number

who appear to be earnest seekers after God
is constantly
increasing. We pray and
hope for still greater things, according

to

~ the sure promise of God to those who seek
him with the whole heart, and are true laoorers together with him.

|
Gro. WHEELER.

and other distinguished names.

The receipts of the Society for the Prevention
of gamblihg, during the year 1868, were $28,976

and the disbursements $23,305, of which amount

$10,720 was

paid

for

special

detective

The number of employees reported
frequented gambling houses is 1034.
ber of public gambling
been closed during the

service.

as having
The num-

houses claimed to have
year, through the work-

ings of the Association, is 817. The object of the
Association, as set forth in the report, is to .mod-

Star.

With alittle effort we think several thousand new

subscribers could he added to the list.
influence

and

merit.

The Star

Will

ministers make the trial and do as well.

the

Park Street Congregational Church, in Boston,

on the

.
MR.

not

|

our

:
3
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N ——8—, N. H,, Jan. 26, 1869.
BURLINGAME ~Dear Bir:—%* * « #

I noticed not long since an article
headed *‘Our Subscribers, a Chat,”

to own that I belong

in the Stor
Iam proud

to that “large family ;” but

1 do not belong to the fault-finding pare
take
,’ although
Ns paper simply because ‘I like

m a member of a C, Baptist church, * * #
I ave no fault to find with the Star whatever.
I sometimes find it a little difficult to pay for it
As I et my living by my daily labor, and I do
not

always send the payas soon

glad to, but I hardly
without it.

know

It is both

how

as

a morning

I would

to

and

be

get along
evening

star tome. I can only say, go on, radiant Star,
until thy light shall illuminate east and west,
north and south.

G——

Yours with Jebect,

AGENT MORNING STAR :—Enclosed I send
$2,50 for the

aper.

Eh

current

for

volume

of

your

you

excellent

I have just received the 2d. and 3d. num-

and wish you would send me

number

1, of
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Holloway’s Pills and Ointment.
Neuralgia—Tic Doloureaux. The doctrine that quinine and
Holloway’s Ointment will procure the speediest alleviation of pain, and a few applications suffice for a
permanent cure. Thousands who have experienced
a radical benefit from 1ts use are preparedl to vouch

Notice.

L)

Price $1.50. Sent by mail on receipt of Price. For
5
sale by all Booksellers.
W.d.,
HOLLAND § Co., Publishers,
43
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Jefferson Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Philadelphia Church, Feb. 19, 20, commencing at
10 o’clock A. M.
J. 8S. STAPLES, Clerk,

~

“It promises to be by far the most valuable congribution to Sabbath School literature which we have

Union.

carbonate of iron were the only remedies for tic douloureux ahd nervous disorders, is now exploded.—

ol seems that {he names of Rev. T. G. Davis, and
i
omited
»ndota
. W. BA 3mit
ine
ATChur Re re amined
Register.

FOR

1t is a book which no Pastor or Superintendent can
afford to be without.

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38°p.M.

for the correctness of this statement.
matism, lumbago and sciatica, it is

8, 8, UNION;

:
and Preachers.”— Hartford Post.
“A book which every Sabbath School Superintendent will want.”— Boston Evening Traveller.
“Should be in all our families.”—Springfield Daily

June 22, 1868,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10,10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.55 A. M., 5. 08

Chautauque Q. M. will hold its. next session
with the church at Hamlet, N. Y., commencing Feb.
~~
20, at 1034 o’clock, A. M.

JOHN 'C. STEELE, Act, Clerk.

ENGLAND.

by his pen and voice, he jain proved by his manual.”
x
“Jt is a work long needed by-Sunday School Suas well as by Pastors
teachers,
and
perintendents

RAILROAD.

Arrangement.

OF AM.

NEW

— Springfield Republi

Com.

the church at 80. China, Feb, 19—21-

|

Notices.

AND MAINE

SECRETARY

ever seen.’— Congregationalist.
“The book is thoroughly calculated to reach and
The aupeople of our land.
benefit the Christian
thor’s distinguished ability to reach the popular heart,

Stowe, Vt.

%

Notes on Children’s
‘Worship, &e.

By Rev. H. CLAY TRUMBULL,

D. Jennie Garland,

25, by Rev.

and

FOR THE

CONTAINING
A Year’s Supply of Concert Exercises worked out for
immediate use; Hints on Bible Reading, Singing,

and Miss Henrietta

e.

A GUIDE

CHILDREN’S PREACHER.

:

same, Mr Gorham H. B. Whitney
M. Rodgers, both of Righmond

FOR THE

SUNDAY-SCHOOL CONCERT

29, by Rev. A. Libbey,

Me., Dec,

* In Bowdoinham,

by express free of | both
of Campton.
Vi., Nov.
In Stowe,

sent

8 M Creed, Carver's Harbor, Mer

R~—, Mich,, Jam. 23, 1869.

Intire, of Dixfield.

Carlos C. Wade

April 20, 1868,

BRO. DAY :—I am happy in the privilege of
forwarding to you seven new subscribers as a
new year’s token expressive of our appreciation

CHILDREN INTHE TEMPLE.

Mr. Asa Mitchell, Esq., of South Boston, Mass., and
Miss M. E. Sparks, of Bowdoinham; Jan. 5, by the

The Bonds may be had of

will say, I ani sorry to trouble
find enclosed that sum and adyear. Hoping you every sucundertaking,
I remain yours,

to write a column for the Star, which is now the
best looking paper in the world. You have improved on every paper east or west!
Success to you,
Yours truly,
——
.

WOODWORTH,

liom F. Watson an
Rochester.
nd

on ap-

N. 8., Jan. 13, 1869.

made

RICHARD

er, Mr. John E. Berry and Miss

subscribed

HENRY CLEWS

great improvement

Rev.

Sand for Soil; A complete Ma-

to Analyze Soils, &c., &c. Ville’s system
by Jour. of Chemistry, N. Y. I
practically by members of Bedfor Farm:
4t5
Agents wanted in every town.

The Book for Every Live Sunday School Man.

In New Gloucester, Jan, 19, by Rev. A. 8. McLean,
Mr. Enos T. Gould, of Wilton, and Miss Mary A. Mc

Summer

.

Miss Sarah
same, Mr. Charles H.

In West Campton, Nov. 22, by Rev. George Wheel:

or more copies as

‘

is rising in

the price

sent

inforthation

+

DEAR Bro. :—I have sought diligently for time

of the

proximo,

Feb. 1st,

charge.

f. BR. BURLINGAME: —Sir:—Your bill is at

a

nure; How
Sha W: | is endorsed
&e. Tried
Brackett, ers’
Club.
L. Tuttle,

B. Gilbert, of Deep River, Conn., an
Miss Addie G.
Tilton of South. Miltop; Jan. 1, by the same, Mr. Wil-

full

giving

phate of Lime; Pure

George

and Miss HATTIE C. HOPKINS, of N. Scituate.

per cent. in

equal to a reduction of-one

.
F—, Me., Jan. 14, 1869.
BRrO. BURLINGAME :—Dear. Sir:—I herewith
send you anew subscriber. * * * Please let
his subscription commence with the first mamber
of the present volume.
This subscriber makes
seven new ones I have forwarded as a new year’s
present.
—

;

kins,

Tax.

payable

on the coupon

premium

find oblige,

} {hink T can get five
was six hundred and thirty-three. Two hundred | 4 “4
and eight tons of coal were delivered at the cost | geribers. * * # Tam yours truly,

some

COLN,

The Bonds dre oflered at 97% and accrued interest
Persons” subscribing now will save the

Mass.

H—.

Mr.

Olive A,

Jackson of Rochester, and Miss Martha A. Seward,
of 8.; Nov. 29, Mr. Wilson Grey-and Miss Nancy O.
Walker, both of S.
In Durham, Jan. 21, by Rev. Isaac C. White, Mr.
Safford W. Prescott, of Deerfield, and Miss Susan
Chesley of D.
In N. Scituate, R. I., Jan. 2, by Rev. Geo. E. Hop-

of the Bonds.

the 17th. Several others having found ¢‘the
pearl of great price,” expect to go forward
The American Board has ascertained that, of
soon in that duty; and still others are en- the children of their missionaries, of 95 males, 81§—, Vt., Jan. 12, 1869.
are members of the church, 51 have received a
quiring the way.
L. R. BURLINGAME:—Dear
Sir:—Enclosed
81 are now in'wollege, and you will find $45,560 for the Star. The bills you
education,
collegiate
P
Jp,
phi
The good
work is going i on with 18 are now in the Gospel ministry. Of89 females
.
.
they Moldy ion LRId ihe Money
increasing interest at Pleasant Plain. More | zo j.vo been op and are y rokesving Chris. gente
a
a
commencing from; the ist of
"
adwance
in
yesr
than a score pf the youth have publicly | tjans and 18 are the wives of missioniries.
Jan. 1869, to Jan., 1870.
expressed a desire and a determination to
I also send you the names of five new subseribThe Widows’ Wood Society of fortland, Muine.
live new lives. The ‘week of prayer” was finds the demand very pressing. The whole ers, their paper to commence with the first number of the present volume.
These with the one
observed at Blanchester with good results. number of persons furnished with fuel last year I sent last summer make six new
new submoresubecribers.
The church was much refreshed, and

Mr. William H. Tasker and
both of S.; Nov. 15, by the

GOLD

DEAR SIR :—1I often see articles from the Morning Star;—I would be glad to see the paper.

hand and in reply
you, and you will
vance pay for one
cess in your new

THE

in currency.

"

‘W—,

We Jdams, of Middlesex, and Miss
of G

Free of Government

:

Will you please send me one

N. Y., Jan. 5, by the same,

COMPANY,

PRINCIPAL AND SEVEN PER CENT INTEREST
1st Feb. and Aug.

:
R., Vt., Jan. 21, 1869.
MR. BURLINGAME :—I send you $2,50 ito
pay
for the Morning Star one year in advance.
e
have received the first number for which we
thank you.
It is like looking onthe face of an
old friend greatly rejuvenated,

specimens

both of M.
Y IS LAID. 4
STERILIT
READ
FARMERS
:
:
V
Me., Jan. 17, by Rev.J. Nason, Mr.
_In Berwick,
A. RIDDLE,
Soe
Sysre
Nuw
Vinuws
uor.
XK
of Boston, Mas., and Miss ElizWilliam
abeth J. H.
HillDénnet,
of B.

In Strafford, N. H., Nov. 3, by Rev. L.

PAY

IN

James A. Howe, Olneyville, R. I.
T, Dewey, East Troy, Pa.

Elizabeth A. Downs,

In Gorham,

RAILROAD

, N. Y., Jan. 23, 1869.

s N. Y.

Broadhead, Auditor French,and other dignitaries.

«
«

Mr. John H. Duntly and Miss

same,

Mr. | BESCRI,oct Speoial Feriaer for Potaioes:
Starr,
"ln tity, NU ¥. Dec. di, by Rev.TB.
» Roth | p+ beriments with Nitrogen, Potash, Lime and Phos;

Lid

Mr. BURLINGAME :(—Sir:—You will find enclosed $2,560 for your paper this year.
We think
we can’t do without the Star; in fact, we can’t
keep house without it. LA

and among the witnesses were Rev. Mr. Sherman

In Milton, Jan. 1, by Rev. I. C. Guptill, Mr. William
F. Watson, and Miss Mary E. Nutter of Rochester;

Jan. 25, by the

familiar ac-

apd

to give valuable information to.all enquirers.
Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.
« (C. 0. Libby, Cor. Sec. F. M. So¢,, Dover,N. H.
¢ T.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
¢“ J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass,

Perry,

Elizabeth

Mrs.

experience

long

Harmon's

Bro..

quaintance with all the First Class Firms, enables him

Jan.

of S;

Chase, both

and

Jacobs

allows.)

(Terms as low as the Firm

especially Chickering &
£0, for all kinds of Pianos;
Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York.
For circulars address
- Rev: L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H.
are prepared to say that Rev.
We, the undersigned,
L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of supplyidg Musical
Instruments in any part.of the United States, makes
urchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
Jrothren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,
So
at the very lowest figures.

RoCKrORD, ROCK ISLAND, AND St. Louis | of Ktaly. :

A
M
, Mass., Jan, 21, 1869.
Mr. BURLINGAME :—
;
Dear Sir :—1I have been a subscriber of the Star
for more than thirty years, and to me its pages
shine brighter and Driguten: I wonder that so
many Freewill Baptist
Families live without it.
I would not be without it for ten dollars & year.
I send you $1,88 to pay up to Jan., 1870.
You
will see that I am in advance now to next April.
From April to Jan. will be $1,88.

ig

the church.

Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s CabAl-

inet Organs.

Mamied

r. Daniel
both of S.

woeke nse; ME. JAE ON will x
Instrument: hence he
the
e
an

a few

that $ he sells, for
i
warrants every Instrument
and he
——
:
yoars.
21,38 || five

Chapman and Miss Sarah A.

FIFTY-YEAR CONVERTI BLE BONDS » |

BRO. CONDUCTORS OF THE STAR:—I suppose
the late anomalous action of General Conference
Placed you under very trying circumstances; but
hope you will not be ‘discouraged. Our glorious Star shines so conspicuously that I am proud
of every number.
* *¥
Respectifully,

and seven by letter, at the last communion.
At Parkersburg, Ind., a precious work of grace
has been in progress for the last three weeks.
The Presbyterian society is nearly three times as
large as it was before; 241 have already joined

ber. More than half the time one could
dispense with an overcoat, and be quite
comfortable in the open air. The fruit-buds
are exhibiting some strong signs of life,
but we hope they will not venture out far
enough to be nipped by the frost.
OHIO RIVER Y. M.
The religious interest is very encouraging.
Protracted efforts are being made in many
of the churches. The brethren are ‘‘charging upon the enemy's works all along the
thanks

more than half of these

new

nihe

received

The weather has been remarkably pleas-

line,” and,

0

‘The Springfield street
already express hope.
church, Boston, Rev. B. F. Parsons, pastor elect,

Southern Ohio Items.
ant for January, much

expressed a desire to

have

Quite thirty peisons

ora

~~

MORTGAG E

FIRST

THE

town, Mass.,
Go,
TE: YOUEsq.,VOIDover
week of prayer was observed, and meotings hive | {1° PAPO: BURLINGAME,
|
3
noticeable,
quite
as
occasion
the
garded
N. H.
it was equally enjoyable and satisfactory, | been continued since, afternoons and evenings. | To L. R.

coming

tion, Zhe

nd the money
758 | is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,

J.J. BUTLER.

Samaritan

Good

no one should be without the
mediate Relief.

| found a place in my Mammoth * Scrap Book!”
church at HubbardsThe | and this Teall good evidence of my estimate of
Eros onal
gress in the Congregati
Rev. Henry C. Fay, pastor.

especially that part
g :in morals,
Sena
to New England,—we reof it belonging

AL By sending Instrumenté directly from the manpurchaser.
acturer to the
Instrument fails to give satisfacIf any
Bribon

There are many natural causes that are daily proslow but
F.L. wiley, Mr.
In Sheflield, Vt.,Nov.2, by Rev.
ducing an injurious effect upon the hair, by slo
ancy E. White, both of
To those who are the victims of | yoseph Lang and Miss
"sure approaches.
Drake and Miss
D.
Alexander
Mr,
10,
Nov.
puba
is
Peacham;
any disease of the scalp, a sure preventative
in Mary Jane Willard, both of 8.
oom’s
lic benefaction. This, we are told, has been found
In Ossipee, Jan. 14, at the residence of the
arents, by Rev. A. D. Fairbanks, Mr. AlbertW,
the discovery of the celebrated ‘‘Barrett’s Vegetable
eighton, of New York city, and Miss Kate C."Smith,
Hair Restorative.”
of Ossipee.
In East Sanbornton, N. H., Nov, 25, by Rev. E.
Mr. Joseph A. Lougee and Miss Ann M, HunSickness comes when we least expect it, therefore Smith,
both of E.Sandbornton; Dec, 9, Mr. Benjamin
king,
Im’s

Dover Morning Star! and more than this, I
consider the contents equaling,if not excelling, in
all that goes to makeup a good religious, family
P aper, the best! As evidence of this I would say,
that in looking over various papers, I am accustomed to cut out, for preservation, whatever in
poetry or prose is deemed valuable, and place in
a large ¢ Scrap book,” kept for the purpose; and

solemnity are mow
prayer-meetings of great
being held, and conversions are numerous.
A very interesting revival of religion is in pro-

that our race is de-

Star, in its enlarg-

ed form, new type, etc., and I was so much pleased with its neatness, good taste, and its
general
superior mechanical execution, I resolved
to sit
down at once and say to you, that we receive, as
publishers, most of the reli {ous papers published
throughout the country, and that I know of no

of the new year thirty-five con-

since the opening

a

since,

DEAR SIR :—We received a few days

struments of all kinds taken in,

avo Ging the payment of from $30 to $150 per
Store.
Music
keep up a

Se By
| ‘week to

2000
0,

STUDENTS.

ike

v

]

ses,
such as Cuts,
Scalds, Poisoned Skin, and Eruptions, cattsed by operations in the factory, dye-house,or printing office.—
Only 25 cents a box.

Instruments ig reasonably as Mr.

HARMON. Sl)

pi
,28

:

tune.

good

in

keeping instruments

to

gpect

H.

FOR INDIGENT
1 Wheelock Q M, Vt

many purchasers

that

HARMONS
fev. Ld Organs
greatly favoredby
| are being
and Pi,
| new method of sending
| anos, from any firth desired, to any part of the United
x from the less:
rosmg the p
Siateni De
per cent. is saved by purchasing of Mr.
Twenty
. He Eives valyal 16 information in reHARM

21

Burns, | Susan Farrell, Windsor, Vt
a9 ie 8 ey Le owns.
wrigted aioe,

:

Boston, April 18, 768.

recent issue of your Morning

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

hour, leaving the house, both
below, as we can state from

.

,

JouN TYLER, Clerk.

after | be.

c

ORGANS!

5,9 | “ANC man x

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
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+ 5No
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PIANOS!
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which, will be given hereafter

science has

ot Best and mast reliable preparation
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comparative | “que bo hes of this Q. M. are requested to be | Lincoln, Publishers, Boston, who ' probably
x y Mechan #
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For THE WORKSHOP.—Ever
1
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a greater number of works of areally | A WoxDER
print
ore Junot] fi re iTt ing |4 owes A
:
;
ic should have ready at hand a box of Grace's iif
any

be

pri i ts! pposed . jo
‘
. .
Sang al

who

|

others
our ministers anda duty
by several it ofis only
ommended tried
and it continues to shifie-; with Increasing’ luster. | who
:
performing to
it, and
have
Tm
and splendor. There is nothing in it that I could
week brings sun- | suffering humanity to make known its eflicacy and
wish to be omitted, and every
; Quarterly Meeting 8.
place it within the reach of all who need it, this the
- | shine to me and mine. May the Lord Es a
:
—
| ~
with the | its managers that they may exercise their abilities | proprietor i is endeavoring to do. .
Q. M., N. Y.—Held
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| Richford Church, Dec. 26, 27. A small delega- | in this glorious cause, * * * #
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fact that the company was made up of the | gh hv Rev, L. D. Howe to the awakening |
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A cheerful sobriety characterized all pres- | oir ynnual visit and the donation of $69,094.
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Dover, N. H. |

, for some time past.
2,00 | erthe purposes
best Sifting Machines we have ever seen, an
Mensa | cheoriully recommend Thou to the favorable Tegard
BR. HOE & CO. ~
New York.
|
J. P. MOTT.
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will be
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N. Y., Jan, 14, 1869.
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+ Vt, for support of a bo
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in India -
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— will pay up soon.
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to see the teacher pump the lesson | them both. *
anted
He wthe
mind of the scholar, and then to pump
into

a

Tonations.

wie

2
SIFTING PURPOSES; ~~"

Ab

er, Hannah Hill, 0c each, Starksboro, Vt

Ch, Cameron, N Y, per J Stuart
Rensselaer Q M,
idow and atherless, 111

Spafford

$3,00 and Jops to read the Star one’ year more,

the minds of the’ children. | gr, wants the Freeman

uth -outof

he

‘L. BRACKETT,

carpet;” | couraging.

BURLINGAME :—Enclosed I send you

L. R.

‘wished to impress updn the mind of ‘every teach-

The

least once a year j—in other words, thata | prospect for the Spring term is quite en- | o I 4 the Ssiotheriel method—that of draws

+

oF

[Paton t-Sifting Machines,

to any extent.
The next is that of illustration—
where the teacher pictures out the lesson, telling

|scription
of twenty thousand collars, in or-

Harris,

MANUFACTURER!

cals by initials precisely liké our own, exForeign Missions.
, Me., Jan, 25, 1869.
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in this paper,

)

Pp

a

apparent change in roguish Carl, and

Poetry. |

ed the reason.

A
An

and that it made

wel

autumn sun and

vine above the door

And so it happened
morning,
and

O, mother-love! the tone

‘With white hands lifted so,

3

And eyes that only watch the mother’s face,
It walks; nor sees beyond its feet one space

+

‘Whither they softly go.

Trying the distance still!

And that our soul’s sense were as pure and fine
To catch intonings of the voice divine:
.
To know it calls us on
To walk by faith, and with a love-lit eye,

Although we see not what may even lie
“ne step” our feet beyond.
i
STOUT.

and he ran,
leaped, and
and shouted,
py heart.
"At length

Dead
:

in the

A

Street.”

done;

Alone in the wide, wide world,
Christless, motherless he;
Begging or stealing to live, and whirled
Like waifon an angry sea.
A

Carl.
GW

wist not that his face shone,”

This was the verse that came suddenly
into the mind of Carl Christy’s teacher as

He was too
was

(the trouble. So bright, that he was always
seeing all sorts of droll things, outside the
pages of his books; so merry, that he was
continually laughing at what he saw; and
so roguish, that if there was nothing to
laugh at, he was sure to get up something.
or

ugly

about Carl; he did not play to tease his
teacher, but he was such a little “budget of
fun” that itwas like trying to compress
steam, to check his Jaughter, or keep him in
- any sort of order.
And Mr. Rider himself could not help
smiling, at times, behind

or the

great

his handkerchief,

dictionary,

as he caught

glimpse of those eyes brimming

a

over with

fun, those merry dimples, and that catching
smile. “Ah,” he wolld say to himself,
“the child is not so much to blame; such
rivers of merriment must overflowat times ;”

and he loved the boy in spite of the trouble

' madeby his roguery; for, after all, little
Carlhad such a winning way with him ;was so
swift to do a kindness ; was so loving and
gentie (his mother would have told you)—
that he somehow

made
a warm
of yourself.

stole into your

little

corner

heart,

there,
4

and

in spite
,

But in these several weeks, aforesaid, it
- gradually came over Mr. Rider, that there

was a change in Carl.
to study, and, when,

He seemed to: try
in spite of himself, he

saw droll things, he would stuff his hand.
kerchief into his mouth, and make a great
effortto apply himself te his lessons; and

though—when the handkerchief
was taken

out the corners of his mouth would twitch,
and the dimples would come

occasionally

be

better

and go,

Did you say the lot was
i

“Yes, lot and all;
clean.”
*“ That is singular.
terribly hot fire—and
how it could burn the

Py

and

the merriment would come

would be left

sol

cheerfully:

¢ No, it was not a large fire, nor a very
hot fire. Indeed, it was so small that it ‘at-

little

homesick

cousin.

Among

the

¢ Never mind, Freddie;

just see

to

live

which

could give

special

Sunday

famous letters that we have anyOf the letters themselves, or of the
wrote them, it.js quite superfluous
length. One might almost as well

Hamlet or his Lear.

The authors were

the

broader

to see the watcir off duty

self told

me, twelve

anda

month, or one hundred

half dollars

a

and fitty dollars a

year, and that, in twenty-one years,

would

off, if her

head

were

a

about once in seven years. So that the
whole sum would be more than ten thou-

sand dollars.

That would buy a fine house

and lot, even in Chicago.
It
a large farm in the country.
the family of the foolish man
burned up their home ?”
‘ Wheugh ! Iguess now
for I have smoked more than

would pay for
Don't you pity
who has slowly

I'll tell you how it is, and

quit.”

:

¢ Friend Smith, I tell you I am 'determin-

doing

good

too; and

ward.’

patch-work

husband

rest

persons

then arose a set

of it is not yet.

would hold them in hand.

sphere, photograph the

whata

with the

And wouldn't it be like giving'a

ceuse she belongs to Christ ?”

-much need, and that I shall need in my old
age, and my children after I am dead and

and

wanted

“Well, Carl,” said he,
and come and practice
rate.”

to

he loved

follow

him.

“I'll get my saw,
this noon, at any

So that afternoon as poor Mrs. Sims came
home from a hard day's work, tired and
cold, to

the

three

poor

children

and

the

patch-work bunch in the corner, the first
sight that met her eyes, as she glanced out
fnto her small back yard,

)

On

the Other

was a

nice

little

Carl had cer-

tainly changed. And he knew the reacon.
+
For Mr. Rider occasionally called of an
. evening to see his pupils and their parents,
and the evening before he had called at the
Christy's. So he told Mrs. Christy of the

that

Pause again, and very heavy rolling.
Closed double doors suddenly burst open,

This admirable edition will both

and two strong

shows

the fruit

of

much

study;

there

uine reverence; whatever in sacred geography,
or chronological order, or ancient custom, or

eastern temperament, is adapted to invest the
narrative with added interest or force, is carefully developed and effectively impressed.

The aim

is high, and the effort is not at all fruitless, Not
a few readers who perhaps find it difficult to
form

a clear, adequate

and

satisfactory

could pick .up

wharves and about the town.

3

or he would not have
is not probable

that

undertaken
even this

either others or himself wholly
is too

high

for

this task.

—

Tur NEw

Saviour,

who was

once

on the tke hand all the wdy, and he was not in the
when the light of heaven

dear good friend as Phil »”
took them in his arms and blessed them
But his'mother thought in her heart, as when be was on earth—who said that the
she kissed the beaming, upturned face, that angels do ‘always behold the face of my

whatever Phil Fulton'might be, there was

Father,’ is more

no boy in the world quite
loving, happy, faithful Carl,
/
y

go to him than the tenderest mother could

->

possibly be.”

careful

of the babes

who

were

ENCYCLOPEDIA

leading

got

AND UNI-

forward and

frankness

discusses

with no

force.

* The Difficulties

of In-

boastful

united

PUTNAM’S MONTHLY

most entertaining numbers yet issued.
Its solid
value is always guaranteed by its past history as
well as by the character of its managers,
ATLANTIC

sentiments

or of professing

we

the more

them

with

in

a

Teeth Decay.

2d.

They do so because those organs do

not contain sufficient phosphate of lime, From these conclusions he"proceéds in the
following practical manner :
|

;

What shal] be done to give the teeth the

roper proportion of phosphate

of lime?

-

he simple answer is, eat it; because we
know of no other roses by which it can be
‘introduced into t e blood, and unless it is
found there somewhat abundantly it will
never get into the structure of the teeth, in-

MAGAZINE of Literature

Science, Art and National Interests. Feb., 1869.
New York: G. P. Putnam & Son.—One of the

THE

the

. 1st. Nothing but acids decay the teeth, ”

that ¢kn be complained of more easily thansit cin

|

of

A correspondent of the New York Zvening Post, referring#o
a letter published in
one of the daily
papers of some few
years
since, on
e cause of decayed:
teeth, thus sums up the conclusions are
rived at:
Skin

fant Baptism” in a very calm and vigorous essay,

be answered. Prof. Robinson’s paper.on.** Ritualism in the Church of England” is a thoughtful
and excellent discussion of a topic that has many,
wide and varied bearings.
The remaining articles are of fair interest. The editorial work is
not prominent, but it is well dene.

and

howl that

Why

little

dance,)

most discordant defiance
time and tune.
— Charles Dickens.

]

and

country

lifted up our voices in a sacred

professing,

seemsto believe in the Yegular college curriculum
thorough

a

left it doubtful whether we were

even less than his father did, and who expresses
his dissent and the reasons for it with the most
Prof. Arnold

off

encouraged, that none of us, howsoever
unmelodious, would submit to he left out of
the second verse ; while as to the third we

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

Words are gen-

Translated from the

he shall be

blithely warbled us into a show of joining.
At the end of the first verse we
e,
through these tactics,so much refreshed and

THE BAPTIST QUARTERLY for January contains eight articles, well written and splendidly
printed. “The Education that we need” is a
thoughtful paper by Rev. H. L. Wayland, who

The

as colors; and the historian

TESTAMENT:

POPULAR

delphia: T. Elwood Zell.

It

and the artist may well feel that their success is
only partial and that difficulty baffles the highest
skill. But in presenting vivid pictures of the
life and land where Jesus lived and labored,—in
throwing added light upon many passages of the
New Testafhent,~in making the ‘significant inci“dents set forth by the evangelists stand out
with new freshness and deeper human interest,
—in giving the aspect of nearness and preciousness to what may have seemed far off and cold,—
Mr. Abbott has really accomplished enough to
render his volume richly worth a careful reading
and a frequent reference.
The publishers have
done their part of the work with unusual liberality, skill and care.
in

ap-

out the
passage for his cheerful politeness,
gave a little stamp with his boot (as if he

come to our table, and meet a welcome as they
deserve to do. Price per number, 10cts, Phila-

embodiment, and it rises

representation.

erally as impotent

General

-| of an old gentleman, remarkable through-

promises to be a work of abundant, varied and
well-classified information. Parts 8 and 4 have

hundreds of portraits that hang on the walls of
galleries and churches throughout Europe, there

O—

other side, one. of the angels held him by

to her

ZELL’S

with study and meditation and effort. Scarcely
one of the old painters but sat down with his
pigments and canvas that he might embody his
conception of Christ’s face. But among all the

belittled
by the

Good for all children, as Mr.

VERSAL DICTIONARY goes steadily

leave

content.

them.

arms; skate out; and leave him in that con-__
dition to arrange affairs with flock.
There was another Sunday, when an
officer of the ship read the service. It was
uiet and impressive, until we fell upon
the dangerous and perfectly unnecessary
experiment of striking up a hymn. After .
it was given out, we all rose, but everybody left it for somebody
else to begin.
Silence resulting, the officer (no singer
himself) rather reproachfully gave us the
A first line again, upon which a rosy pippin

Hurd &Hougliton.

painted,

result will

her for heaven,
her father from
triumphed, and
a striking and

.

hope of the world. Even this portrait will not
satisfy.
Mr. Abbott himself was not content
other men had

betwen

they are as determined that

|. -SMITH'S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE, Part
XV. is received, carrying the great work forward to the Lord’s Supper, and to the 1680th
page. Allits early promises are kept. There
are no marks of haste, but most abundant evidences of care and thoroughness.
New York:

and biography of the Lord Jesus from the frag-

with the pictures which

younger
over the

Hoyts books usually are.

mentary elements given us by the evangelists,
will be aided by this book to comprehend that
wonderful life which has been for so many centuries the light of men, and which is still to be the

Greek
text of Tischendorf, by
George R.
Noyes, D. D., Hancock Professof of Hebrew
and other Oriental languages, and Dexter Lecturer op Biblical Literature, in Harvard University.
Boston: Am, Unitarian Association.
1869. 12mo. pp. 570.
yn

“Baby, I mean.”
The little one’s voice
trembled.
“He was so small and weak,
and had to go all alone. Who took him on
the other side ?”

feast hfraid ; and

equal

‘natural fulfillment.”

image

MONTHLY.

ton: Fields, Osgood & Co,

Feb,,

1360.

Bos-

ONWARD, Mayne Reid’s Magazine, for Feb., is
full of intense life, and exciting adventure, and
portraits of daring men, as any lover of the
nervous and terrific could possibly desire. Itis in
apparent danger of mistaking feverishness for
force.
A dose of nervine large enough to induce quictude might.be well for he and vigor in
the brain instead of spasms in the throat would
add to the real effectiveness of its utterance.
It
has power enough to accomplish something if its
resources can only be used wisely.
New York:
G. W. Carleton.

asmuch as they, like the rest of the body,
are composed of materials which
are
brought into the blood through the digestive organs.
;
1
Y
Inorderto ‘‘eat it,” one must eat certain

kinds of food which are coming now into
geveral use in cities, and which contain in

themselves large quantities of it—such as
grits, oatmeal, Graham bread, one fourth

of an inch of the rurface of potatoes.
The reasons, furthermore, may be found

in the following:
The bone of a tooth is
composed of phosphate of lime to the extent

of sixty-two per cent. The enamel has in
it abot. eighty-five. per cent of this phosphate,’and it less than this amount

is

found

in proportion to the whole tooth, its structare is very easily dissolved away by the
acids

which

form

in

the

mouth,

from

particles of food in process of decomposition, from confectionary and other sweet
things, which in the mouth rapidly. acidify.
Some of the above-named articles of food
should constitute a part of the daily diet

opinion.
It is a field with which he has made
bimself familiar.- His translation of Job has
OUR YOUNG FOLKS. Feb,, 1869, Boston : Fields,
first evidence of a
been generally acknowledged ome of the very
Osgood & Co.—Growing in interest, variety Arom the time of«the
child's existence to the fourteenth year of
and value. | zo.
best that modern scholars have supplied, and the,
Resi]
the same, at which time the character of
other portions of the Old Testament which he ;
took in hand have been highly esteemed by
THE TRIBUNE ALMANAC is crammed-as full of the teeth may be considered finally settled ;
they will be found of a good shade, hard, .
many earnest students of the inspired Word.
the information that it always supplies and that
with an excellent enamel covering, without
The work before us is just what it purports to
every thinking and intelligent man wants, as it
3 Str--"
be,—us accurate a translation of the great schol- ever was or well can be. Its. 88 ‘pages are sold deep seams crossing each other o
face, and liable to decay, but the enamel
ar, Tischendorf, as Prof. Noyes could
make.
Association.
Tribune
York:
New
cts.
for 20
caps will be found perfectly formed—a

of
to
be
It

real value, and as an important contribution
the revised version of the Scriptures that is to
brought out and generally accepted hereafter.
was the latest of Dr. Noyes’s labors,
His

And Mrs. Sims did not lack for wood all a baby in this world, is there; and the anwinter; for when that cord was gone, the gels who are nearest to"him take all the litboys begged another, and sawed that too, tle children who leave: dur side, and love dedth occurred while engaged in revising the
and so on, till the pleasant, mild weather and care for them just as if they were their proof-sheets of one of the epistles, and the recame, and Mrs. Sims gould get along with own. When baby passed throughto the mainder of the work of supervision was carried
on by Ezra Abbott, E¥q., Whose eminent fitness
the chips, and shavings, and bits of wood,

that the children

departure of her mother that left
and waited the delayed return of
the sea, But patience and grace
the sacred promise of God found

through it a spirit both of free inquiry and of gen-

“Who took him on the other side ?”
A pair of soft blue eyes, full of tenderness
To review such a work as this in any detailed
and tears, lookedup into mine. Sorrow lay
and critical way, belongs to the more scholarly
on the lips that questioned me.
works, theological Quarterlies, &c. We can on“On the other side! Whatdo you mean, ly speak of it in these columns in brief and genmy darling ?” and I looked wonderingly at geralterms. Of Dr. Noyes’s eminent scholarship,
‘candor and impartiality there is room for but one
the child.

nurse, and me.”
“No, dear.
The

oy

hearted and trustful child, left with
children to care for, while she grieved

It

runs

“Angels,” I answered, as steadily as I
could gpeik, for the child’s question moved
me deeply.
‘Loving angels, who took him
bright-eyed, happy-faced boys, still sawing
up tenderly and laid his head softly on their
away cheerily, certainly her face shone, if
bosoms, and sangto him sweeter songs than Even when he differs from Tischendorf in opintheirs did not; and it was no small part of
he had ever heard in this world.”
fon, he follows him.
It is free from many of the
the boys’ reward, tohear her “heartfelt
“But every one will be strange to him. peculiar ancient idfoms that abound in the Comthanks, as they told her they were coming
I'm afraid he'll be grieved for mother, and mon Version, though in the main it follows that
again Saturday, and to see the happy look
version quite closely. We accept itas something
face.

Hoyt. 16mo. pp. 215.
A pleasant and inspiriting story of a brave-

felt by skeptics to reconstruct both the record
and his own character, and the interest felt also
by evangelical believers to render that record

Side.

pile of wood, carefully sawed and split;
and as she looked again, and saw the

on her care-worn

LITTLE MEG'S CHILDREN.
By the author of
‘‘ Jessica’s First Prayer.”
Boston: Henry

natural and authoritative character of Christianity are put beyond question. Hence the interest

luminous and that character effective.
Mr. Abbott has given us a valuable volume.

stewards skate in, support-

ing minister

of the saloon, which he embraces with both

he is the center and soul of the gospel.
If he
was really the Messiah, and if the New Testament record of him is trustworthy, the super-

V

j

Phil was sober by this time, tor

Christ too,

be-

perceive

Thus the scene.

to the reading desk in mid saloon. Desk
portable, sliding away down a long table,
and aiming itself at the breasts of various
members of the congregation. Here the
double doors, which
have been carefully
closed by other stewards, fly open again,
and worldly passenger tumbles in, seemingly with pale ale designs; who, seeking
Rome :and Naples, Egypt, the journey up the
friend, says, ‘Joe! Perceiving incongruiNile to Assonan and the wonders of Thebes and
ty, says ‘Hullo! beg
yer pardon!” and
Karnak, the tour through Palestine, the Levant, tumbles out
All this time thé conConstantinople,Greece, and then back to France, gregation has
been breaking up into secte- Holland and Belgium.
These are, something as
the manner of congregations often is—
more and better than the hurried epistles of an
each sect gliding away by itself, and all
ordinary tourist or ‘superficial sight-seer; they pounding the weakest sect which slid ‘first
are the carefully executed pictures of what is ‘into the corner.
Utmost point of, dissent
most worthy to be seen, and the matured opin- soon attained in eyery corner, and violent
ions of a man whose mind is as philosophic and rolling, Stewards at length make a dash;
reflective as his eye is keen and his spirit genial. conduct ministerto the mast in the center

and Teachings;

Men

ram-

pearance as of somebody picked up, drunk
and ingapable, and under conveyance to
J station ouse. Stoppage, pause, and, parTHE OLD WORLD IN ITS NEW FACE.
Impresticularly heavy ro ing. Stewards watch
sions of Europe
in 1867—1868.
By Henry W.
balance themselves,
Bellows.
Vol. II.
New York: Harper & their opportunity, and
but cannot balance minister, who struggling
Brothers.
1869. 12mo. pp. 528. Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
with a drooping head and a backward tendency, seems determined to go below, while
We have indicated our estimate of Dr. Bel-

The interest over the question of Christ’s real
character, mission and claims was never greater

general than now.

so

that a modest young
clergyman on board has responded to the
captain's request that, he will officiate.

testify to the worth of the Letters, and make the
reading of them a new pleasure to more or less
who have yet to make their acquaintance.

by reference to the manners, customs, religious
beliefs, and political institutions of his
es.
By Lyman Abbott. With designs by Dore, De
Laroche, Fennu, and others. New York: Harper & Brothers.
1866. Crown Octavo.
pp«

or more

of circumstances

pantly comical, that no check which the
gravest intentions could put upon them

enjoyed a wide and long popularity, and the end

out this fire, neyer to light it again. I won't is only now and then one that can be inspected
burn up another home thatmy family so without a measure of pain. The subject seems

saw

cup of water, to saw her wood for her,

His Life

mustered, and

come in; best hats; best Gurnseys, washed
hands and faces, smoothed heads. But

make friendship yield so true a satisfaction, and
afford such admirable models of epistolary intércourse, that the letters ‘possess a subtle, exquisite and almost indefinable charm.
They have

founded jon the Four Gospels, and illustrate

ideal

“Yes, I have known many to quit—the
same man at least half a dozen times.”

NAZARETH:

could; pleasant

many-sided life that passes in review, invest ordinary experience with such a rare interest;

Literary Review.

JESUSOF

=

at Sea.

Pleasantto hear the ship's bells go, as:

they so paint the passing events both in the narand

t

Services

like church bells as they

of rare personal excellence, they lived in the
midst of a society that deserved the name, and
wer

4

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

_attempt
to describe his

cunning little cradle the top will make.”
Dear little Minnie went

undone

C=

tion of these
where seen.
women who
to speak at

and I'll be just as happy without it.”
: Wasn't that a brave, sunshiny heartP—
It must have been a And that made me think of a dear little girl,
then I don’t well see only three years old, whom I once saw bringing out her choicest playthings to amuse a
lot.”

about five minutes—yet he persevered. —+1 don't think I ever should have perse= his little heart was full of‘gladness.”
‘And on this particular morning, when a vered,if it hadn't been for Phil; he was
“You are sure of that?” The grief had
difficult grammar lesson had been safely re- always so bright, and lively, and so strong almost faded out of the child’s countenance.
cited, and a long geography leseon was ap- about the large siicks. How thankful I
“Yes, my dear, very sare. The Lord
‘parently being mastered, Mr. Rider ac- ought to be, oughtn’t I, mamma, for such a who tenderly loves little children—who

|

then,

Boston: John

PETERS'S MONTHLY GLEE HIVE, and PARLOR

value to this edition, and the peculiar excellences of these vplumes are in no small degree owing
to her service of painstaking and sympathy, It

all gone, slick

back again with a rush, and he would put
“And mother,”
said Carl,—as he wag broke upon his eyes, and he saw the beauty
"his head down On the séat, and laugh for telling his mother all about it one evening, of the new worldinto which he had entered,

knowledgedto himself that

just

“Never mind, mamma ; if you can't fix it,

;

gone.”
“ Well said, Jones ! now I trust you will.
it for her "/ cried Phil, with indignation,
If you are fully resolved you can, though
“But he¢'won't, Phil; and mamma says
I'promise you a severe struggle. If you
that perhaps he really isn’t able to, for he
are not fully set in your purpose, the old
is over eighty.”
habit will be too strong for you, and your
“Well, I'm too spunky to saw wood for
second house and lot Slso will vanish in
a lazy man,” declared Phil.
smolee.”
“But it’s for her, Phil ; and mamm® says
The boys had better never set a fire
that she’s a member of our church, and she
which costs so much, and which, though it
gave me this verse, ‘For whosoever shall
might be so easily put out, is yetso likely,
give you a cup of water to drink in my
if
once kindled, to keep burning all the rest
name, because yo belong to Christ, verily
of theirlives.—S. S. Scholar.
I say unto you, he shall not lose his re“Let that old

Not that he was

malicious,

‘How silly!

heart

ments, and then ‘said,

I told mamma

mamma says that Mrs. Sims has a whole
cord of wood given her, -but she doesn’t
know how she can get it sawed.”

rather a puzzle to Mr. Rider. For two
years Carl had been in the school, but had

nothing

it stands out.

to try to go about

this verse.
’
You see Carl had been, for several weeks,

was

A little hoy came to me this morning with

%

He watched nfe’anxiously for a few mo-

went about doing good » And if we're go- ed to quit once and forever, and break mying to follow him, seems to me we ought “self of the bad habit. I am resolved to put

but it was not that alone that suggested

that

" ‘The man played with fire, and thoughtlessly set it himself.”

af- ty years. And, though it seemed to consume very slowly, yet it wore away about

All Wednesday

I'm sort of in hopes you'll learn too. Don’t
you know, Phil”—and Carl's bright. face
grew earnest and serious—‘‘that Jesus

nary morning, just as school was about to
‘close.
:
To be sure the sunshine was pouring in
at the window near which Carl sat, and
forminga sort of halo around his head,

There

how

‘some this noon.

he sat watching little Carl, one bright Jan-

roguish;

«What apity! How did the fire take

Yurned, too

y

»

.

did not wonder at his lip quivering, and the’
tears coming into his eyes.. ;
“Ill try’and
fix it, darling,” I said, ‘bu
I'm afraid I can’t do it.”
ER

you mean me,
make up faces, and scold. I guess if you
twenty years.
could see htm you wouldn’t think much
about her.
He looks like a patch-work ‘But I didn’s know it” cost so much as that.
quilt all rolled up in a bundle with eyes to And Thavn’t any house of my own. Have
it. She tries to keep him neat, you see, and always rented—thought I was, too poor to
so she patches his clothes up with whatever own a house. And all because I have been
she can get. And there he sits and -stares burning it up! What a fool I have been I"
£¢ There is still another idea.”
at you, if you go in, like an Egyptian mum-* What is that ?”
my. and he. never earns a single cent,
‘ You may live twenty years longer, and
mother says.”
burn up another home.”
“Well,” cried Phil, ‘never mind about
‘““Isee. I ought to leave off smoking.”
him, but tell me about sawing wood. I
“ Yes, many smokers feel that they ought
didn’t know you knew how.”
“I don’t very well,” said Carl, laughing, to leave off.”
‘But I mean to give up my cigars, and
but I'm learning. I'm going to practice

The Fumily Circle.

‘bright, and merry, and

Carl!

{ ren,and & husband about as old a¢ Methuseiah,
who does nothing but sitin the corner and

Without ever a word of pity,
Or the touch of a kindly hand!

at all a stupid boyy O no!

‘

Feb., 1869.
-

COMPANION, for the Flute, Violin, and Piwell-known and significant imprint they bear. | ano.
New York: J. L. Peters.
“And in the good judgment, taste and skill that
have been called into play by Mrs. Hale, who has CHILDREN’S HOUR Feb., 1869. T. 8. Arthur &
Sons, New York,
acted as editor, we have a pledge that nothing

Heart."

-

Ba

.

:

was the pride of hi§

for any family.”

| ;

the

a broken Hirrow, begging me to mend it-for
handsome
arrow and 18 deci
Was it a him.” Tt was a very

fact, it often went out of itself, and the man
lighted it again.”
.
*« What for, I should like to know 2”

window-brush, and her body in the grave.
She has awful times, Phil ; three small child-

Without ever a word of prayer;
Inthe heart of the wealthiest city
In this mose-Christian land,

very little to show for it.

“Why

would

Dead—for the want of a crust!
Dead—in the cold night-air!
Dead—and uader the dust,

—r

and jumped, and tumbled, and
threw snow-balls, and laughed,
in the overflowing of his hap-

great deal better than the one she had.”
“Poor thing,” said Cail, ‘I fancy she

Out in the night and the cold!

Moses

Here in the city,”
¢ What a misfortune to him!

amount to $3,150, besides all the interest.
Now
the money was worth at least ten per
that Mrs. Sims had better take her head for
the window brush ; it ‘would have been a cent., and at that rate, it would double

And

And one little sleeper all under the sky,

“And

the earnest, quiet,

die laughing.
Why, she looks as if she
had taken a porcupine for a* wig. Do you
suppose her hair is real? Such bristles!

Neath coverlet ragged and old;

Radiant

4¢‘No, Smith, where was it ?”

i

“No, not all; but, see here, Phil"—and one hundred and fifty dollars worth every
Carl put his arm in Phil’s, and lowered his year, till it was all gone.”
voice—**You know Mrs.” Sims.”
+ «I can’t quite understand you yet. Tell
“What, that woman with such a brush of me where the fire was kindled, and all
:
ahead?” cried Phi], laughing.
*‘I guess I about-it.”
“
Well,
then,
it
was
kindled
in
the
end
do. She was at our house washing win.
of
a
cigar.
The
cigars
cost
him,
he
himdows the other ddy, and I thought I should

The sun has gone down in the west;
The birds are asleep, every one,
And the world has gone to its rest—
Sleepers on beds of down,
"Neath cover of silk and gold,
Soft, as on roses new-blown,
Slept the great monarch of old!
Sleepers on mothers’ breast,
Sleepers happy and warm,
Cosy as birds in their nest,
With never a thought of harm!
Sleepers in garrets high,
.

.

his |

ternoon?”

—

The labor is over and

A Happy

y

Jougest Readers,
. Shorey. =

As books, speaking at once by their

outward aspect to the mind through the eye,
they are worthy of the enterprising House whose

¢ Oh ! he didn’t seem to think what harm angels, a few years ago, but we have a lows’s Letters by quoting from them freely as’
he subsided into a walk, he
it
was
doing. He liked the smell of the fire great many such sweet memories to keep | they appeared from week to week in the columns
and his friend Phil Fulton.
of her.
of the Liberal Christian, and by commending
© “Wednesday afternoon,” cried
Phil; and amused himself with thé pretty smoke.”
Keep a happy heart; little children, and the previous volume when it appeared. Whoev‘ But how could such a little fire burn
| “*what shall yow'do, Carl?”
you will be like sunbeams everywhere you er read the other installment will feel it needful
“What do you think?” laughed Carl. up a house and lot? You haven't told go.— Little Corporal.
to obtain this. On some accounts this second
me.”
:
“Saw wood.”
volume will be more interesting than the first.
¢‘It burned a long time—more than twen“Saw wood!” echoed Phil, in great surIt opens with an account of Venice, deals with

prise.

«Found

Ee

“volumes.

was a little trunk, with bands of gilt paper
town clock. No one was more happy than
for
straps—a very pretty toy; but careless
tracted but little attention, and did not
Carl, as the twelfth and last stroke fell on
alarm any body. The man for whom it did little Fred tipped the lid too far back and
his ear, and Mr. Rider dismissed the
so.much mischief saw it all the while, and broke it off. He burst out with a ery of
school.
thought it a little matter. A few drops of fright, but little Minnie, with her own eyes
Now he might be as merry as he pleased ;
water would-have put it out at any time. In full of tears, said :

The child-face lifted to the one above!
“Qne step; one only!”
O, my child, thus we
Tread our life path! Our peering eyes can see
As little way as thou!
© would our palms were lifted, white and pure
As thine,
my child ; our soul, trust justas sure
As thine is even now!
.

f what

But Mr. Rider's meditations were soon
brought to a close by the striking of the

‘One step! one only at a time, those eyes,
If lifted, scarce could see the way that lies
:
Tween them and checkered sill ;
And yet so bright—so fall of trustful love,— .

—

“Yes, anice house and lot—a good home

of sunshine

happy expression of Carls face, that a sort
of awe crept over him—for he was not a
Christian—and suddenly there stole into
his mind the words that he had read so
long ago—‘ ‘And Moses wist not that his
face shone.”

shadowy leaves,

ADELAIDE

the halo

igently studying—saw

' The shim’ring carpet that the sunlight weaves;

.

saw

*‘And if

Dear baby!

other side."—Children's Hour.

:

good house P”

mogher had told him the night before, and,
looking more carefully—for Carl was dil-

Es

Hath wooed the feet to try the great unknown;
I see the little one

j

Mr. Rider

| round his head, and tho

n
Like silvery waves do run

the

that as

looked at little Carl that bright January

As if the timid darling could discern

Plant its small feet among

life,:as

earnest.

How bright the tints are laid!

Low spoken words.

io

Fire.

Jones,have you heard of the fire that burn-

as at home, that he was sincere and in +

Have softly thrown upon the cottage floor ;—

Bad

her heart glad, that he ed up the man’s house and lot?"

was really showing in his school

...To tread the light and shade,
~The

1A

dear little Carl was trying to be a Christian,

other’s lip that runneth music sweet,
in low cadence
wooes the tiny feet
1

makes me feel so much better.

& Recorder.

I didn’t know ‘who would take him on

a minute ; but then she told him® that her

od

«I'm so glad,” said the child.

But Carl ‘‘wist not that his face shone.”

Congregationalist

To his surprise the tears filled Mrs.
Christy’s.eyes, and she could not speak for

Learning to Walk.
Re

ask-

hg

|
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for thé service is conceded on all hands. We cordially. commend the work to the attention of
clergymen and scholars, It will well repay it, «

THE MANUFACTURER AND BUILDER is a new
monthly publication, intended to supply a full
and fair view of the great industrial interests of
the country, and
so become a stimulant and
guide to workingmen.
It is a large quarto of
82 pp., abounding in practical information especfally valuable to the various classes of mechan-

fes; and in its beautiful letterpress and splendid

engravings

thought clearer

authoress of “ Woman's
ed

Edition.

12mo. pp. 438.

Boston:

Record,” ete.

Roberts

Bros.

ited by

Mrs.

1869.—

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

Tae LeTErs OF LADY MARY MONTAGU.
Publishers, etc.

Revis-

Hale.

1869.

Revised

Edition.

12mo.

pp. 408.

Ed-

Same

- Nearly everybody who has taken a special interest in what is known as “ polite literature,”—
a phrase by the way that is in danger of passing
out of use for want of something to which. it may
be properly attached, ~nearly every such person
knows something of the famous
Women whose
letters are collected into these plainly elegant

beauty, and making

by picturing it with both the en-

graver’s
pencil and the printer's ink.
New
York: Western & Co. Price $1,60 per year,
THE

pp.

Tre LerTerS oF MADAME. DE SEVIGNE to her
daughter and friends.
ited by Mrs. Haleg¢

marrying use to

METHODIST

40.

ALMANAC

FOR

1869.

12mo.

Hitchcock & Walden, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago and St. Louis,
RADICAL RECONSTRUCTION

AND

RADICALISM.

By Alexander Clark, Pastor of the First Meth-

odist Church, Pittsburg.—~Strong,
and timely.

fearless, just

PrLymouTn PULPIT: A week]
publication of
Sermons by Henry Ward Becche r. New York:

J. B. Ford & Co.
The Twenty-S8¢cond

Annual

REPORT

OF THE

AM. M188. ASSOCIATION, and the proceedings
of the Annual Meeting, held at Springtield,

Mass. Oct, 28 dnd 20, 1808,
Miss. Ass.

New -York: Am.
AN

THINRIVERSIDE MAGAZINE. for Young
Feb., 1869,

Tre

New

NURSERY.

York:

A

Hurd &

Monthly

People.

Houghton.

Magazine

for

covering tothe bone, which will save the
patient an immensity of fear, pain and expense.
The wonder is very often expressed that
the teeth of people of the present day are
so frail, while in past generations they have
been so much more generally sound.
It
would not .be far from correct to reply that
flour has now so” much

the hrt of refinin

more perfectly robbed it of the bran of the
wheat, that we get from our white bread

*

just so much less phosphate of lime; also
dyspeptics, and those who dread dyspepsia,
knowing
they ate potatoe skins when
oung,blindly say they find such trying food
njured

their stomachs,

and

hénce

neither

themselyes nor their childrenare allowed
to eat them; and it Sppears, to sum it up,
that the children of the last two generations

throughout the civilized part of the world
have happened to be deprived of just the
sources of the supply of phosphsteof

lime

in their food which have robbed their blood

of the wherewith to make

good teeth and

bones, so our teeth and general bony framework but illy compare with “those of the

backwoods settlers who personated our
grandfathers, and lived more independently
of fine bolting cloths, and ate up the entire
potato, refishing rye-and-Indian bread, all

to ouf present mystification

apd the bless-

ing of their own physical happiness.

.

oy

.As we were taking

wife, who, being a little ambitious, insisted

Dee, hi} god 8 years.

red hair of one of our’ party gained for her

whom he lived.

_ Bro.

they stopped,

ock of parroquets or ciganas, whereby they
wasted a good deal of powder to no effect.
As we turned to come back we were met by
one of the prettiest sights I have ever seen. |
The Indian women, having finished their
dinner, had taken the little two-masted

ca-

noe, dressed with flags, which had been
repared for the President's reception, and
come out to meet us. They had the
music on board and there were two or three
men in the boat; but the women
were
some twelve or fifteen in number,and seemed, like genuine Amazons, to have taken

things into their own hands. They were
rowing with a will ; and as the canoe drew
near, with music playing
and flags flying,
the purple lake, dyed 4 the sunset and
smooth as a mirror, gave back the picture.
Every'tawny figure at the oars, every flutter of the crimson and blue streamers, every
fold of the green and national flag at the
prow, was as distinct below the surface
above it.

as

often precedes consumption.
we

color from both, came on

apace; and as it approached, our friends
greeted us with many a ‘ Viva’, to which
we responded as heartily. Then the two
canoes joined company, and w& went onsometimes being. taken
together, the guitar
one canoe and sofigtimes into the..oths.]
into
er, While Brazilian and Indian songs followed each other. Anything more” national, more completely imbued with tropical
coloring

and

character

than

this

evening

scene on the lake can hardly be conceived.
When we reached the landing,the gold and
rose colored clouds were fading into “soft
masses of white and ashen gray,and moon-

‘light was taking the place of sunset.

As

we went up the green slope to the sitio, a
davce on the grass was proposed, and the

arched

eye-brows,

pearly

teeth,

Day after day

visited her, but .all recuperative

seemed lost.
tle creature

Half dead and

power

alive, the lit-

neither spoke

nor moved, and
One day, on our
ate only on compulsion.
way to visit her, we felt that elastic thrill
which the warm rays of the sun impart in

the early cool weather of Spring. We in~yolymtarily leaped along, and were instantly
struck with the fact that ‘virtue had gone
out of us,” when we left behind us the sunligat and warmth of the street, and entered
that northern chamber, the dormitory of tke
poor orphan. That inspiriting influence the
invalid had never experienced inthe slightest degree during the whole ‘of her sickness, as, owing to its peculiar situation, not
a ray of direct sunlight had ever entered
the chamber.

New

alabaster

\

S

regenerated

to

become

Mg. ENOCH

4

the filling

conscious

of this

which is worth expressing, which,

and

utterance,

but

not

their

own;

and

terests of all others to our own, being

a sin

as old as the Fall, had yet for a long time
no word to express it in English. Help
was sought from the Greek, and ¢ philauty’
(philautia) more than once attempted by
our scholars; but it found no popular acceptance. This failing, men turned to
fhe
Latin one writer proposing to supply the
want'by calling the sin ¢ suicism,’ and the
man a ‘ suist,’ as one seeking his ownthings |
with no

and our ethical terminology

an

better

was

success;

here still

earthly paradise. And this it will be when incomplete,
till some of the Puritan divines,
mothers worthy. of the trust rear noble .drawing on native resources, devised ‘ selfsons ; a principle holding true with Christian ish! and ¢ selfishness,’ words to us seeming
as well as Mussulman nations.
Ye who abvious enough, but which’ are little more
would have the stream pure, so make ye than two hundred years old.—Trench’'s English Past and Present.
also the fountain.

Singular Preservation.

A ‘Rage for Fiction.

The London Herald tells ‘this singular
:
:
and touching story:
Not many years eince, certain. miners,
working" far ynderground, came upon the

A

“I'want a paper that has long stories in
it, » said a young lady; and she added, ‘I
don’t want a paper tor anything else.”
Poor girl! much to be pitied—and a pitiful appearance she will make through life,

body of a poor fellow who had perished in
the suffocating pit forty years before. Some

at the present rate.

chemical agent to which the body had been
subjected—an agent prepared in the laboratory of natdre—had effectually arrested the
progress of decay. They brought it-up to

. she wants nothing

girls

formed

a quadrille,

for

se-

intellectual ; nothing but

newspaper novels! Empty heads they must
be that can find room every week for some
ten column
ham story. Yet these are
the heads fi
ich the weekly press toils

thus

chant

@brtuaries.

fied in the massive appendages that dang-

ths editor by the individual himself:

He was a staid, ‘active busifiess man, a
member of the Society
of Friends, and like
the

most

of that

unobtfusive

sect,

took part in affairs outside his own

rarely

store.

Being a man of means, and keeping a good

bank account, one of our oldest banks solicited him to become a director. It bein
a grave question with him, he said he woul

think of it; and after cohsultation with

his
“

racelets A were upon
led from their ears;
both wrists and ankles; rings in profusion
were upon their fingers their bare feet were
carelessly sli ed into sandals—making a
ensemble

tout

indicative,

in the highest de-

fee, of vulgar, low-bred luxuriousness.
pon being presented to them, they expressed much cordiality, and beckoned us
to sit beside ‘them on their couches. The
.

it is necessary to protect them with armor,
but even then the material used is refarkable for its combination of fig heness with

strength.

the arched

The tortoise is shielded more by

shape ofits shell than by its

There are some animals which
thickness.
float in water which are covered heavily,
but the weight of their clothes facilitates

their movement

they are intended

in the element

in which

to live,» inasmuch

as

it

equal to five cents a line, to insure
Brevity is specially important.

an

insertion.

Not more

than a

single square can well be afforded to any
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible,

single

de

MArY A Nutr,

died

in

Farmington

N.

original

F.

B.

ALLEN’S

ceived.

celebrated Pain Killer.

IT WILL CURE WHEN
OTHERS FAIL.
Directions

home

circle

was sick only 2 days.

& CO., PITTSBURGH,

Single numbers, by first post, 30 cents.
R. WELLS, 389 Broadway, New Yoyk.
“Itis a first-class

family Journal.”—N.

ter.’— Examiner.

* Deservedly popular

land.— Rural New
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THE

BOOK

OF

WORSHIP.

We have a few copies of this work in Embossed
morocco with gilt edges; price $ 1-50,
Also a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for the

HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau
26t33

pul

h!

Our friends will please send for no more Sacred
Melodies and no more Dialogues and
tations as
weare entirely out of both of these works.

DYE.

#|

no ridiculous tints;

remedies the ill effectsof bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and ‘a beautiful black or brown.
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers®; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond
York.

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR

Is the only infallible Hair Preparation for

RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL

SNOW & DAVIS

COLOR AND PROMOTING ITS GROWTH.

It is the cheapest preparation ever offered
to the public, as one bottle will last longer and accomplish more than three bottles of any other preparation.

PATENT

COMPOSITION PAVEMEAT,
THE

BEST PAVEMENT

Walks,

Our Renewer is not a Dye;

|.
PATENTED

It will keep the Hair from falling out.
It cleanses the Scalp, and makes the
SOFT, LUSTROUS AND SILKEN.

Carriage Ways,
Floors, Gutters,
Coal Sheds, &c.

SEPTEMBER

1,

Our treatise
R. P. HALL

&

$10

1868,

Co.,

Wm.

is laid. around

Illustrated

Floral

of SEEDS

1869.

PLANTS,

is

containing descriptions of over

1,600

varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.

It is splendid.

ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engravings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which
will be, the celebrated
.

Pollock’

colored from nature. In it will be found, designs for
arrabgmg the flower garden; together with full dior Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &c. This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the
actual cost.
\
I am also introducing to the Public pA new Tomato,the KL ¥* MAN MAMMOTH
CL USTER,
Dr. D. Rice,

says:

ommendations,

&e.

“Byeryhody

con aining

should have it,’—

Address Wm,

description, recH. L

MAN,

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett Mate.
I.
w

Asthma!

Samples
he

INFLUENZA,

Liver,

WHOOPING

Complamt,

Bronchitis,

COUGH:

Difficulty

of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
Lungs, and every affection
of the
Throat, Lungs and Chest,

Are speedily and p:

that old

anently

and reliable

edy,

Wistar’s
OF WILD

'

cured by the use of

Balsam
CHERRY.

This well-known Jieparation does not dry up a
Cough and leave the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, but it 1
and cl
e
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause

of the complaint,

Geranium;

| rections

For illustrated circular,

THROAT,

Croup,

Guide

and

1meow2

a Pay for all.—Stencil Tool
free. Address A, J. FULLAM, Sp!

SORE

the Morning
4139

H JLYMAN'S

Hair

OOUGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.

Box 701 Dover, N. H.,
A= This pavement
Star building.

the

on the Hair sent free 24 mail.
Co., Nashua, N.
H., Proprietors.

For sale by all druggists.

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

HH. F. Snow

it will’ not stain

skin as others.

FOR

Street Crossings,

Shop Floors,
Warehouse

Asthma!

1,00

e

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-
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SOLD.—The Maguetie Pocket TIME-

Side

the

Liberal

of Freewill Baptist Books,

20,000
KEEPER and
COMPASS, in a handsome case, with glass erystal, white enameled dial
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, soun
and serviceable. Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sent
post-paid for $1, or
3 for
$2. Agents wanted.—

street, New

all over

Yorker. Agents wanted,

given,

ence,

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

Eve-

Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same.

STEVENS.

HAIR

¥.

8.

cate. “ Always up to a high standard of literatufe.”
— Wheeling Intelligencer. “ Filled with valuable mat-

A

BATCHELOR’S

Address

« Edited
with marked ability.”—Cnristian InPost.
.
quirer. +** Véryj instructive.”—N.- ¥., Christian Advo-

Ddbertisements.
fre. WALTER

or

MENT— Physically, Intellectually,
and
Spiritually.
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL is only $3 a year;
or, to Clergymen
and to clubs of ten, only $2.—

fled. The most of those who have gone were
among the most healthy and promising children

Circulars

MASS.,

GOOD THING.—A PICTORIAL MAGAZINE
{or HUMAN SCIENCE, for 1869, containing Ethnology, Physiology, P’hrenology,Physiognomy, and Psyit
chology.
Their application to HUMAN fuPrOVE-

Life of Marks,

T.

PA.; BOSTON,

Price $25.
The simplest, cheapest and best ACH INE
tion
ever invented.
Will knit 20,
stitches per minute. - Liberal
inducements to Agents.
Address, AMERICAN
KNITTING
MACHINE CO., Boston, Mass,, or St. Louis, Mo.

CLARENCEH, son of Charles C. and Mary
Ricker, died Dec. 6, aged 4 years, 11 months and
12 days. He was sick nearly four weeks.
GEORGE H., son of Henry H. and Nancy J.
Ricker, died Dec. 14, aged 3 years and 5 mos.
He was sick one week.
Thus is that fatal disease, putrid throat distemper and scarlet fever, sweeping our loved ones
away in North Lebanon,
Me., in a fearful manner. The skill of our excellent physician is bafin the place.

second

— RGENTS — To Sell the WANTED
MERICAN
KNITTING
MACHINE

He

>

Every

ON.—Do not be imposed upon by other
{es
palmin
off worthlcss cast-iron machines, under the ther Jprtie almiog
wise,
Ours is the only genuine and really practical cheap
machine manufactured.
>
:

and Almira Ricker,

died Nov. 14, aged 8 years,8 months,17 days

the * Elastic Lock Stitch.”

stitch can be cut, and still the cloth eanuot be pulled
apart without tearingit. We pay Agents from $75 to
$200 per month and expenses, or a commission from
which twice that amount can be made.
Address,

SECOMB

Jaco H., son of Thomas J. and Vienna FerLINCOLN, son of Stephen

Each Bottle,

— AGENTS — $75 to $200

Ce

is the

nald, died Nov. 4, aged 9 years, 6 months and
days. He was sick only 4 days.

ALL

per month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE
FAMILY
BEWING
MACHINE,
This
Machine
will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid
and embroider in a most superior manner.
Prico
only $18.
Fully warranted for five years, We will
pay $1000 for any machine that will sew a stronger,
more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It

makes

most valuable.
There she exhibited her chief
excellences.
Her social powers enabled her. to
interest the old and young.
She was faithful in
prayer, being often so engaged when in her room
alone. Ten children new in Me., Mass., Wisconsin and California felt her
good influence,
which will last Jerhaps through
life. In her
“The
Lord
is
my Shepherd,
last illness she said,
in heaven.”
home
a
have
“I
1 shall not want,”
Jos. FULLONTON.
:

Asthma!

CONSUMPTION
By a timely

CAN BE CURED

resort to

this

standard

by

W. FOWLE

proved by hundreds of testimonials
proprietors.
Prepared

SETH

and sold by dealers generally-

remedy,

as

is

receiv

y the

& SON,

BosToN,

"GRACE'S SALVE
Works like magic on OLD SORES,
BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, Sprains,
Hands.
soothes the
Chilblains, &o. Itis prompt in actph,
pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angr’ looking swellings and inflammations; thus affording reiief

and a complete cure.

hue

SETH W. FOWL & SON. Proprieotrs, Boston. 39
Cured certain and speedily by “DR. RHOADES’ MED- |
the
ICATED ASTHMA CURE;” the glontea inhaler in
matter
no
cases,
stubborn
most
the
cure
will
world;
“CURE FOR FEMALD WHAKNESS,
how long standing; never fails. For salg by H. E. yg WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from an
mal,
by
cts,
50
Price
Indian recipe, is entirelyv
is a oerConn.
,
BREHM, Middletown
By
412
n cure without supporters.
b5 cents.
age stamp, I will send

Y.
LIGHT ON FREEMASONR
Edition.
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Deo. 12th, aged 49 years, 8 mos.
She leaves a
husband and one daughter to monrn her loss.
.BoroMoN EMERSON died in Barnstead, N. H.

the

Accompany

ANTED

MRS. ELEANOR SHERMAN
- died in Lebanon,
Me., Dec. 3, aged 68'years.
Experiencing a saving change in 1843, she was baptized by Rev.
John Brooks and united with the 2d. F. Baptist
churchin Acton.
She was active in her profession, a lover of meetings and of the ordinances

Piety in

BALSAM.

==The proprietors of this valuable BALSAM take pleasure in callingto it the attention of all medicine dealers desiring that they procure a supply of i,
an
and recommend it to their afflicted p 4
friends. It will stand the test for merits as has the

FANNIE S., danghter of George N. and Nancy
M. Horne, died in this city Jan. 13, aged 21 years.
Quick consumption wasted the earthly tabernacle, and opened the door for the departure of its
tenant to the ‘house not made with hands, eternal, in the heavens,” much earlier than we expected. But when the summons caine, Fannie was
not afraid to go, for her trust was in Jesus.—
Fond parents, brothers, sisters, and friends sorrow deeply in.view of their loss, yet feel that
the Hand that hath stricken them doeth ever all
things well. Funeral services by the writer.
x
:
J. MALVERN.

of religion.

LUNG

Physicians who have failed to cure their patients
ve the case up,
should try this medicine betore they
as we know ve
valuable
lives’ have been
saved 4 being rad to give it a trial.
$e
DON'T DESPAIR because all other remedies have
failed, but try this remedy and you will not be de~

CLARISSA EVERETT was born in Tuenburghs
Vt., Dec. 10, 1788, married
to John Baker in
1808, and fell asleep in Jesus Oct., 25, 1868, in
Newbury, N. H.
She became the mother of fifteen children, two of whom died in childhood,
and all the rest have, it is hoped, found pardon
in Christ, of whom eight are living.
Nearly fifty
years ago she, with her husband, joined the I. B.
church of which she lived a faithful, loving, and
loved member until her death,
Her love was to
Christ and Ais church in all its branches; and
she lingered here as one of the precious few
from past generations, whose memory is as oil:
ment poured forth. At a meeting held at her
house a short time before her death, she said at
its close, “I could enjoy it all night.”
Her work
4s done, and “Blessed are the dead which die in
the Lor®?
iv
L. W. PRESCOTT.

We were shocked, and for the first time
surface, and for a while, till it crumbled
considered the depth of her loss, and .our the
through exposure to the atmosphere,
much of civilization has crept iuto their na- own remissness in regard to her. The air away
lay there the image of a fine sturdy young
tive manners, though they throw into it so of the room had been pure, the ceilings of itman.
No convulsion had passed over the and groans, throwing off by the ten thoumuch
characteristic movement that it the infirmary were lofty, the attendants had
sand its sheets of shallow, insipid and disface in death—the features were tranquil;
sagacious.
Nothing the hair was black as jet. No one recog- gusting fiction; and for this an amount of
loses something of its conventional aspect. been faithful and
Then we returned to the house, where the seemed lacking, in fact, to restore health.
the face—a generation had grown up money is paid which a sound liteyature utterOn the contrary, i nized the day on which the miner went ly fails to command. Yes, Christian fathers
dancing and singing were renewed, . while Yet it did not come,
since
for their sons
here and there groups sat about on the there seemed a downward tendency. GA
his shaft for the last time. Buta and mothers buy this vile trash
ground laughing and talking, the women sun-bath in the warm rays of this delicious down
and
daughters,
and
so
minister
to their igfrom
tottering old woman, who had hurried
smoking
with as much enjoyment as the
day is what this girl needs,” we in- her
at hearing the news, came up, rance and destitution of all taste and fitcottage
men.
Smoking is almost universal among
y said fo the sister superior. This lay
she knew again the face which through ness for life's duties.
the common women here, yet it is not con- dy gladly consented to the change, and and
Doubtless the periodioal press does more
all these years she had never quite forgotfined to the lower classes. Many a senhora placed the little patient in another room
than any other one instrumentality to decide
ten. The poor miner was to have been her the
—at least in this part of Brazil, for we must
opinions, habits of thought, and general
aving
a southern aspect, and consequent]
after that on which he
day
the
on
husband
distinguish between the civilization on filled with sunlight. The invalid immedipeople, of course, character of the age. A ‘family will very
rough
were
Thay
died.
.the banks of the Amazon and in the inte- ately recognized the change, and asked, in
on; a liberal education soon begin to show a sympathy with its
rior and
that in the cities along
the her weak way, to have the curtains raised, who were looking are not deemed essen- weekly paper, and parent and child will
coast— enjoys her pipe while she lounges go as to let in the full blaze of the light. and refined feelingswhose work is to get up soon
begin assimilating to it in sentiment
her hammock through the heat of the . in Soon she wanted to sit up, and directed that tial to the man
so is the
but there were no dry and feeling ; and as families are,
tin;
even
or
coals
day,—A Journey in Braul. |.
Blind and - stupid,
the easy chair, in which she was propped, eyes there when the gray-headed old pil- commupity at large.
parents
should be so placed as to allow her whole grim cast herself upon the youthful corpse, therefore, yea, worse, are those
body below her face to be exposed to the di- and poured into its deaf ear many words of who tolerate in their houses a class of papers
“ The Last Council.
rect rays of the sun. It was the natural endearment unused for forty years. It was which are good for nothing, than bad—made
up of the writings of silly, ignorant scribblers
of disease, seeking for all lifeSB
téndenc
a touching contrast; the one so old, the
Mr. Davis reached Abbeville on the first renovating influences. And we have never other so young. They had both been young i would be “at the foot” in the town
of May.
Here he resolved upon a council met with so marked or so rapid improve- those long years ago ; but time had gone on school of morals. Such are the teachers of
in the body and With the living and stood still with the half the present generation.—Albany Specof war. It was composed of the five bri- ment as immediately be
talor.
;
ade commanders,and Gen. Braxton Bragg mind of the girl. Appetite and strength inead.
{ior the year past the * military adviser” of creased daily, and with them burst forth
e President ) was admitted to this last again all the joyousness of the child’s heart.
A Good Story.
Goldwin Smith.
Another analogous case, which, although
scene of the deliberations of the Lost
BA
.
we
do
not
demonstrate
by
it
the
influence
of
CAUSE.
A very amusing anecdote is told of an
-,. In the council Mr. Davis spoke with more the sun alone, we cannot forbear to
A correspondent of the Transcript, writthan his accustomed facility and earnest- name, because by such examples we im- ing
from Cornell University, says Prof. Irishman who happened to be in Paris a
ness, inspired by hope, but without volu- press perhaps on the minds of cur readers Goldwin Smith is tall and slim in person, of short time ago, while three crowned heads
bility or extravagance. He madea state- the real princi Ples underlying the whole dark hair and complexion, with a thin, of Europe were there on a visit to his Impeaged about thirty, resiuestion. A la y
ment of surpassing plausibility. The South
spare face and large nose, and partially rial Magisty Napoleon. These distinguishent in the northernje part'pf New England, bald head, and of feeble constitution, pos- ed persons were the Emperors of
Russia
he declared, was suffering from a panic;
ityet had resources to continue the war; it consulted us for undoubtéd tubercular dis- sessing
in his physique very little of the and Austria, and the King of Prussia. One
was for those who remained witharms in ease of the lungs. Her house was well sit- ‘burly 21 Bull type. He sits in lecturing, day, having thrown aside all state ceremodeterminedto see the beautiful
their hands to give an example to reanimate uated, and onthe side towards the south is slow in his delivery, which is extempora- nial, they
others ; such an act of devotion, besides be- was a small piazza resting on stone steps, neous, has a very concise, spigrammalic city on the Seine, for their own delectation,
two or three feet above style, using no amplification,
but words
and for that purpose they resolved to go<ning
the most sublime thing in history, which was
might yet save the country, and erect again the ground. The winter was approachin,
that are exact and to the point; very didac- ¢og., 80 as not to be recognized by the pe©fi
Paris
little oratorial. - He ple. However in their stroll through
its
resolution. ‘It is but. neces- and rules were to be given. TE
tie, but little rhetorical,
say” he said, *¢ that the brave men
yet faith in these divine i uences of pure air
resents what may be termed the science of they went astray, and meeting a gentltmanperson, who happeng to be an
with me should renew their determination and sunlight, we directed that she should
istory. Bus he fails not a little in effect Jiu
hman,
they politely as
im if he
to continue the war; they will be a nucleus sit out on this piazza every day during the and attractiveness as a lecturer through infor
rapid reéaforcements, and will raise the winter, unless it were too stormy. It was distinctness of speech. It is only through would kindly direct them to.the Palais
ed as to shut out the cool air on the closest attention he can be understood, Royal.
signal of reanimation for the whole coun- 80
“Faith and that I will my boys,” says
try.” No one of the couneil answered him three sides, and to admit the full blaze of and then not fully, he articulates so indisat length; the replies of the commauders sunlight in front. Here, accordin, to our tinctly ; a defect not easily explicable iri one Pat, at the same time taking a mental phowere almost sunk
to whispers; the scene directions, she usedto sit, Yip © in furs, trained as a student and professor in Oxford tograph of the three ¢ boys.” This way,
ours each University. In his generosity and devoted- my hearties, ” and so they were conducted
was becoming painful ; and it was at last reading or writing for seve
agreed that each in his turn should announce day during the following winter, and with ness of regard for the rising University, he to the gates of the Royal Palace, and the
his decision. Each answered slowly, reluc- most excellent results. She was directed accepts no salary for his services.
Irishman was about bidding them farewell,
when the Emperor of Russia, interested and
tantly, in the negative; the only words add - frequent! to make deep inspirations, in orgenuine politeness
pleasedas much by the
ed were that though they considered the der to fill the lungs wi pure air, She was
of Pat (and what son of
in Borneo.
Erin was ever yet
ngs
Weddi
war hopeless, they would not disband their never chilled, because the sun’s rays and
—
‘deficient in courtesy and politeness), as by
men until they had guarded the President her warm clothing prevented it. She-never
“took cold” there. On the contrary, the
vemarks, asked him
to a place of safety.
On the wedding day, the bride and bride- his naivete and witty
balmy influences exerted upon her by her
“No”, exclaimed
Mr. Davis, passionateof who he was.
ends
opposite
fromi
brought
are
room
teful,
«Well, ” rejoined their
guide, ‘I did not
ly. “I will listen to no proposition for daily sun and air bath were so
the villag-eto the spot where the ceremon
my safety. - I appeal to you for the cause of her breathing became so much easier after is to be performed. They are made to sit ask you who you were, and before 1 answer
the country.” - Again he urged the com- each of them, that,whenever a storm came, on two bars of iron, that blessings as last- you, perhaps you would tell me who you
and prevented the resort to the piazza, the ing and health as vigorous as the metal may | may be. ”
’
manders to accept his views.
“After some further parleying, one said,
suffered in consequence thereof.
invalid
“ We were silent,” says General Basil
preleaf,
betel
and
cigar
A
pair.
the
attend
«J am Alexander, and they call me Czar
Duke, one of the council, ‘ for we could Whether these remarks will prove to our pared with
the areca nut, are next put in
z
not agree with him, and we respected him- readers that want of sunlight may be reck- the hands of the bride and bridegroom. or Emperor of all the Russias.”
oned among the causes of consumption may
“Indeed,” said Pat with a roguish twinkle
too much to reply.”
two fowls
waves
then
priests
the
of
One
least,
at
that,
and an incredulous
well be doubted, but we trust
~ Mr. Davis stood erect, raised his hands
the hot of the couple, and in a long in the corner of his eye,
they will convince some sceptics that sun- over
nod of the head (as much as to say, ‘‘ This
to his head, as if in pain, suddenly exclaimdown
calls
Being
Supreme
the
fo
address
ing. all hope is gone;” adding haughtily, light has a potent influence in raising the blessings upon the pair, and implores that boy is up to codding me a bit”). And
+ I see that the friends of the South are pre- human body from various weaknesses that peace and happiness may attend the Union. might I make bould to axe who ye may be,
Ney
pared to consent to her degradation Mand sometimes are the precursors of fatal phthis- After the Boats of the affianced have been my
hey
call me Francis Joseph, and the
four
or
three
other
each
sweeping the company with a prond and is.— Atlantic Monthly for February.
knocked against
Emperor
of Austria.”
pass
to
prepared
attempted
the.
he
puts
m
bridegroo
despairing glance,
times, the
¢“ Most happy to make Jou acquaintance,
the
of
mouth
the
into
from the room.
cigar
the
and
leaf
siri
A Harem.
She Frank, my boy,” s#ys the Irishman, who,
But the blow was too much for his feeble
bride, when she does the same to him.
Qe
L
Kis face was white with anedges him as her husband. thinking he was hoaxed, and in his despairorganization.
acknowl
thus
Mary J. Safford gives a short accountof.a The fowls are iY killed, and the blood ing efforts to get the truth, as he conceived
ger and disappointment, and the mist of
which
to a harem in the Woman's Advocate. caught in two cups, and from their color out of any of them, turned to the third one
visit
eyes—tears
his
in
unshed tears was
and said: ‘¢ Who are you?”
’
pride struggled to keep back. The senti- She says:
‘the priest foretells the future of the newly“They call me Frederic William, and I
We were shown into an ante-room, where
) The ceremony is closed with a
ment that all was lost went through his heart
married.
d
am King of Prussia.”
;
like the slow measured thrust of a swords we waited until our guide had announce
ferist with dancing and noisy music.
They
than
reminded
him
that
he
promised
small
a
into
him
followed
spéechthen
him
We
left
us.
it,it
‘nto
sunk
wound
as the
In
to
tell
them
who
he
was,
and,
after
some
sides.
three
upon
alcoves
have
with
would
he
room,
tottering,
lesst loose and
hesitation and mysterious air of confidence,
not Gen. Breckthese alcoves, reclining upon couches, were
Warm
Clothing.
fallen $o the floor, had
Pat, putting his
hand to his mouth, whisperenbridge ended the scene by leading him the inmates of the harem. They were vaed “Fam the Imperor of China, but don't
op- riously occupied, one in adding an extra
faltering from the room. In a dead
In choosing a warm dress get it as ligh
tell anybody.”
pressive silence the deserted leader, the touch of hennato her finger nails; another
anircals,
fallen chief, secured a decent retreat for in cutting the designs from bits of flowered as you can. Think how lightly cold,
are
great
silk ; a thbird was at their favorite occupation which have to endure
agonies which tears only could relieve.
feathers and
—preparin candy. A brazier stood upon clothed. What is lighter a thanlesson
It was the last council of the Confederacy.
of civilus
teach
can
bear
A
fur?
laziwas
she
and
a tripod before her couch,
— Packard's Monthly.
can impart wisly shaping the sweet compound, with more ized science, and a goose
given by
the air of a time-killer than that of one de- dom. The principle of the advice
Go to the ant, thou slug;
**
man,
wise
He
aught.
sh
accompli
to
A Bank Director Alarmed. giring
be extended to the exParticular Notice! Persons wishing obituaTheir gross, uncouth figures were cov- gwd,” might well
ees
A
in which the Creator
way
the
of
;
ample
material
thin
of
ered wit i illy-shaped robes
ries
published in the Morning Star, who do no
The Philadelphia Ledger says that the fol- the braids of their black hair ere dishev- . clothes the dumb animals he has made.
patronize
it, must accompany them with cash
indeed,
unless,
laden,
heavily
not
are
lowing incident was a fact, and was told to elled ; the barbarity of barbarism was typi- They
Indian

HENRY MAYO & Oo , Boston,and
- DODD, TARR & Oo., Gloucester.

ter-

ALBERT A. Rookscdied iu Lincolnville, Me.,
Dec.2, of consumption, aged 38 years. He was
He was aman _of steady habits
born in Union.
and an affectionate husbard and father.
He nevermade a public profession of religion. Last
gpring his health began to fail. In August he
went west. hoping thus to improve his health,
but
in
November’
"he
returned
just
in
time to die at home.
Just before he died
one of
his watchers asked him how it was with him.
He answered,
‘Allis well.
I amgoingto heaven,”
and ina short time expired.
He has left
a wife, two children,a mother and two sisters to
mourn their loss.
on
*J. N. RINES.

rious, no acquaintance with the history of
her times, nothing

the

mn

Put up ready for immediate use. Canbe
in TWO MINUTES. Every family should try it.
Aa@-For sale by all Grocers,

Church in” Topsham, of which he remained.a
worthy member until it became invisible. In
life he was respected, and died peacefully,

More or less success proceed to supply the
deficiency. For example, that sin of sins,
the undue love of self, postponing of the in-

(¢ sua ’),but -this-

with

DS

the

Gloucester & Boston Salt. Fish Co.

of the

this, in connection with the pmeumonia,

early life and united

it may

with

father-in-law

by

A _—

he

minated his life.. He professed faith in Christ in

that

and

BAGLEY.

ix

Codf sh.

M anufactured

a

above, died in Topsham, Vt., Dec. 29, 1868, aged
66 years. . He was first seized
with the
palsy,

up

be, it highly importsto express, and for
which other languages have an adequate

:

goverment

Words.

of gaps in the language. Thoughtful men
comparing their own language with some
other, become

esd

Randall,

Desiccated

tian religion and died with a good prospect of
better rest. She has left a husband and a young:
child.

Ee

New words are coined for

"

&

AND MELODEON
MANUFACTURERS,
i
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

3m]

from whom she was separated even in the bloom

of -her-tife:-

Yet, with heaven's ownapproval stamped
upon its face, this Eastern land only awaits
a

Baker
ORGAN

sonal appearance and possessed many virtues.
one
She became happily connected with

contplexion—these fairest daughters of Circassia were to me, compared with thinking

pestilential ?

D.L. EDGERLY.

ABBIE, wife of Enoch Bagley, Jr., died in
Topsham, Vt., Apr. 18, 1868, aged 20 years 2
She was very interesting in her permonths.

excited

create an itching palm and make men disTrue to his word, he did resign, women, as wax fruit to nature’s own sunhonest.
and has never since taken a seat ata Board ripened. Had our journey been direct from
busy American homes, whose labors and
of bank directors.
;
interests are shaved equally by women, the
sense of these luxurious surroundings, so
wanting in all that make of life living,
Sunshine for Consumptives.
would have seemed even more appalling ;
BY DR. HENRY I. BOWDITCH.
but a sojourn in the center of so-termed Eu=
tO
E—
ropean civilization had prepared us to meet
We have been told by some consumptives more stoically serfdom of soul as well as
that one of the best prescriptions we have body. Swaddled in the wrappings of ages
made has been their removal from a north of degradation, of ignorance and superstiroom to the sunfy south chamber. As we tion, shall we ask of these women, bought
write, two cases come to mind, strikingly with a price, if they will accept freedom and
illustrative of the sun’s benign influence. education? And if they say No, must they
We had been attending, “at an orphan asy- still bear the sacred name of mother when
lum, a girl about twelve years-old, who had every tendril they give forth adds to. the
She Upas shade that makes the whole land
been Jong ill of severe typhoid fever.
was who y _prostrated in mind and body,
It was
and emaciated to the last degree.
atshe was falling into that depressed
plain
condition of all the powers of life that so

Thetury boat—for so it looked—floating
between ‘glowing sky and water, and seem-

ing to borrow

what he had seen, said he thought there
must be something in the air of a bank to

“+

HANSON LiBBY died in Pownal, Me.,

Me., Jan. 16, aged 51 years. Sister Foster was
a good svoman and an excellent wife 21d, moth.
er.
3
OM.

sure himself that he was unobserved, and
then stealthily whip the remaining cigars
. In alarm, our new direct-- , The effect of this aimless life was visible |
Ln!
“or walked directly home;and to the surprise |
-of his wife;~ informed
her that he meant to countenance was lighted with intelligence.
forthwith resign his office, and relating Large, lustrous eyes; long, silken lashes;

their owing

cared

Jan. 14, aged 71 years. Bro. Libby was a devoted follower of Christ.” He was baptized by
Rev. J. F. Hamblen about26 .years ago, and
maintained his Christian course until death.
LUNICE, wife of Solomon Foster, died in Gray,

laced old Friend, who remained a little be- from America, but the name had evidently
hind his fellows; our new director saw him no significance for them. They made no
give a quick glance around the room to as- inquiries respecting our country, our homes,
or ‘dour customs—only our apparel
their inquisitiveness.

He wa faithfully

for in his last daysby his son and family with

r share of attentions. They were
that he should actept it, he did. At the the
first meeting of the Board thereafter, he curious to know if any application would
coffee under the trees took his seat, and after: the disposal of the convert their own jet black locks into so
beautiful a color. From the surprise and
business before it, some\cigars, as usual
were brought in, and those who desired’ admiration they manifested, it seemed they
helped themselyes and smoked, leaving, at had never looked upon the like before.
the time of the adjournment, a dozen or ‘Our complexion, features, and dress were
more in the glass tumbler containing them. | marvelous to them, and we thought to add
At the Board was another quite straight- to their surprise by telling them we were

=

Scene in Brazil.
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.

3, 1869.
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Wdbertisonents,

Rural and Bomesic

when he was recalled at his ‘own "request. In
held at oulile those rates. Good land, suitable
1865 he was elected, as was supposed, to the
for
t gardening,is heaper within ten miles |
United States Senate from New Jersey. The
hin that distance of San
:
CONGRESSIONAL,
election was contested before the Senate and he
Francisco. Land is cheaper
thin ten miles of
On Monday, the Senate did a good deal of talk- was confirmed in his seat by his own vote, withLondon than it is around the metropolis of the
ing, but not much voting, There was, first, some out which there would have been
Farming versus City Life,
a tie. The
discussion about taking up the old, McGlanagan
vote was subsequently reconsidered by one ma~
Five hundred dollars per annum, will hire a
——
quicksilver claim, which was thrown over from
Jority, Mr, Stockton still voting in’ favor of his |- ~The tendency
to aggregate people in large better tenement within five miles of Westminster
the last session. The morning hour expired be- own right
Abbey than it will within five miles of the City:
to-a seat; and his claim was rejected.
fore the matter was setgled, and Mr.
erman| ‘The New Jersey Legislature then elected Mr. towns -and cities for the pursuits of trade, is hav- Hall of San Francisco! Land is now held so high,
ing
a
sad
effect
upon
the
condition
of
agricul_thentried
to get np"his financial bill, but was dethat a farmer with limited means cannot pur.
Cattell, who stil holds the seat,
noms

zle, the homely labors of the farm disgust rather

resumed and continued until the adjournment, inated by the Republicans of the West Virginia
bossih Conkling king a Hong and strong speech | Legislature for U. S. Senator, in place of Peter

than encourage our yung men,
Hence crowded
cities with their intensified vices, gangrened

also terrific competi-

"The

tion in labor, that throws down the prices of
work below the actual wants of the toiler. Hence

for de- |

CANDLES.

continue cannot be predicted, but doubtless until | Moulds.sesssessld @.. £1
great suffering has taught practical wisdom to | Sperm...vei....48 @..50
@.. 36
the masses., Not until.there has been a change Adamantine....22
COAL,
in the edtimate put upon wea¥h as a means of Cannel*=++++.1900 @21 00
happiness,
Not until there comes a disposition PiCtONesassrsin vo @et ae
Anthracite,..10 0 @l11 00
to respect, humble and homely industry.
There
‘*
COFFEE:
Java ..vievaenae2 @.. 33
must be a willingness to forego sensual pleas
St. Domingo....19 @.. 21
‘ures, and a wise - determination to endure rough | i0400ses cesssssld @os 22
COTTON.
labor for its fruits of competence, health and
O. & Mobile.. @.. «.
comfort.
There must be intelligence enough to N. Ordinary..
.27 @ 275%
see that-weekty wages paid readily in cash have i to good mid 30. @31
Ordinary......
20@.. 27
the disadvantage of tempting lavish expenditures

then

referred to the committee on private land claims.
‘The constitutional amendment was then taken
up, and Mr. Dixon of Connecticut made a long
speech, laying the democeratic platform for the
spring campaign in his district and State, after

which Mr. Pomeroy delivered a scriptural argument
in favor of woman suffrage. Mr. Wilson
then called up and carried through his bill abolishing regimental quartermasters and commis-

sioners, and providing that the vacant brigadier* generalships shall not be filled until Congress
takes further action.
The House spent the greater part of the day on

Mr. Botitwel?s suffrage amendment to the Con-

stitutions The debate was very
pointed
and
earnest, and all the speeches were brief. There
was a good deal of diversity of opmion as to the
form of wo=ds to be used in the amendihent.
Various clauses were proposed, but none ‘seemed any more satisfactory than the one originally
introduced from the judiciary committee.
The
only vote taken to-day declared, by 95 to 45, that
the States should not be prohibited from making
educational or property qualifications.
On Saturday.the most important feature of Congressional proceedings was the passage in the

House of Representatives

by thenecessary ‘two-

thirds vote, of the joint resolution submitting
the suffrage amendment to the legislatures of the
different States.
Two
Republican
members

only, Mr. Baker of Illinois and Mr. Bingham
4

Ohio, voted -against it.

of

The Senate refused to

reconsider the vote whereby

the

use

of the

ro-

~tunda
of the capitol for the inauguration
ball
was denied.
MISCELLANEOUS,

It seems that certain persons have, through
the connivance of Custom<-House officials, obtained more than half a million dollars from the
United States Treasury during the last seven
monthson fraudulent claims for “drawbacks.”

Important reforms in the staff departments of
the army are

being the

contemplated,

consolidation

commissary
and pay
supply department.

chief among

them

of the quartermaster,

departments

into

a single

Governor's credit, and

the minority

report

at no sufficient ground for impeachent exists.

The Delaware Legislature
‘suthority

"GAP

has granted the

of the State for landing ocean

oables om'ita shores.

tele-

hands.

Asa

meniber® of the

company, owning the office, I shall feel a deep

interest in the success of the enterprise, and will
doall in my power to promote its success. IN
reviewing my long and eventful career as an ed-

itor, I have this to say, had I my life to live over
I would pursue the same course I have pursued
only more so. If in past life I have been violent
on some occasions, my apology is, that like the
Apostle Paul, on many occasions I have fought
with “ Beasts of Ephesus.”
In taking my leave

of many of my readers, I will remind them

that

| before they were born their parents were subscribers of mine. I have, however, the consolation to know that I have always taught both parents and children to hold fast to the forms of

sound doctrine; and in defending them

I have

invariably uttered the words of truth and soberness.
My friends, I wish every possible success in all the undertakings
of life. Of my
enemies, I have no favors to ask, but am willing to let bye-gones be bye-gones.
Mz. SEWARD is the only man who has held
the office of Secretary of State through two
successive Presidential terms for sixty years, or
since Mr, Madison left the State Department, in
1809; for though Mr. John Q. Adams was“the
only Secretary of State in Mr. Monroe’s Presidency,he did not take charge of the State Department till six months affer Mr.
Monroe’s inauguration.
He was minister in England when appointed.
Mr. Madison and Mr. Seward are the
only full-termed Secretaries of State mentioned
in our history. There have been twenty-two
Secretaries of State - in eighty years, manely,
Thomas
Jefferson, Edmund
Randolph, Timothy Pickering, John Marshall, James Madison,
Robert
Smith, James Monroe, J. Q. Adams,
Henry Clay, Martin Van Buren, Edward Livingston, Louis M¢ Lane, John Forsyth, Danie
Webster, A. P. Upshur, John C. Calhoun, James
Buchanan, John -M. Clayton, Edward Everett,
Wm. Ls Marcy, Lewis Cass, and Wm. H. Sewward, the latter being now in office. The twenty-third Secretary of State will be known
in
March, perhaps in February.
3
A VERY novel fron brig,
in bulk has been launched

to carry molasses,
in Boston.
She is

130 feet long, 140 feet on deck, with 27 feet
breadth of beam, 11 feet depth of hold, and will
register about 356 tons. The hold is left entirely
her

crew

and officers’ accom-

-modations being on deck.

She has seven cir-

cular

iron

tanks

secured

on

an

braced from the sides—these

platform,

and

are all connected

with one another in such a manner that they can

either be united or disconnected

at pleasure.

Their combined

capacity is 90,000

gallons.

the top of each

there is a turret to allow for

On

expansion,
and also over each there is a hatchway,s0 that they cap be examined around,above,
and below, at all times.
She has a powerful

steam pump, by which to

Hon.
John P. Stockton, Who
has been
United States senator from New Jer.

i

able and vigorous

free for cargo, all

The committee of the Florida Legislature on
the subject of Governor Reed’s impeachment,
have reported. The majority report simply reShien the evidence taken, which is not wholly to
the

editorship of Zhe Knoxville
(Tenn.)
Whig
remarks:
The Whig, a journal I have edited for the last
thirty years, now passes into other and more

estimated

pumped

that in six hour,

out.

arge, and it is

her cargo can be

The newly-elect- | her cargo, . Beside the tanks, she has consider

‘isa graduate
of Princeton

the appointment
of minister to
until Mr, Lincoln’s accession,

able space in the wings and in the ends

any oufward cargo that may be required

last her.
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wit: As The American Agrieulturist is an old journal, of 8 years’ standing, new Subscribers and re-
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SPICES.

everybody admits thatitis a marvel

for its real value. Nearly 200,000 Subscribers
assert this by continuing to pay for and read The
American Agriculturist year after year—and who

a sense of

obstinate, but cases of

Why,

This journal gives |in every number,

in Quantity, from 40 to 44 very large pages; and

coldness and stiffness; both of these forms are sometimes exceedingly

CHEAPNESS,

it is

erally feels pretty well, and. if he could only get rid
of the pain and heat which is troubling one or more
of his joints, thinks he wouldbe entirely so. In the
other

and

of Acute or

hot and cold; in one, the joints affected are hot,painful and swollen, in other respects the patient gen-
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same money.
Only $1.50 a year (or less to Clubs of four or more)
pays for The American Agriculturisé a whole year.—
Try 1t a year and see how Cheap it is—see how
much you get for a little money !

North Seituate, R.I, Jan, 1869.

~

Elixir

relieves the pain, and cures the disease by removmg
the cause.

PRICE ONE, DOLLAR PER BOTTLE.

:

YOUR CHILDREN WANT IT.
is

Itis VERY GOOD, and VERY CHEAP,
It
VERY USEFUL
in CITY, VILLAGE, and

COUNTRY.

It is taken and read regularly by

more than 75,000 familics in Cities and Villages
~

For sale
ally. Six
press to
Dollars.

by Druggists and Medicine Dealers gener
Reis, pecrely packed and sent by exany p.
f the Country on receipt of Five
Address

alone. It is useful and full
of good things for YOUR ~
SELF, for YOUR WIFE; and for YOUR OHILDREN, Neither you nor they can read it a year
without getting many hints and suggestions that will

each repay you BMCANY TIMES

WALTER

CLARKE,

IT.
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Jino &,

Te
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Bro. & Bir, Boston,
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The Publishers
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me

Reading
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Rheumatic

Rev.

sexes.
R108 ER, Prinelp

Excellent,

not merely good writers or visionary theorists, but
men of sound. common sense. The Publishers expend more money in securing good
Editors, and the
best possible information, than any other weekly or
‘monthly journal in America—and they can afford to
do it, for, with only the cost of one set of Editors,
News-gatherers, Engravers, Printers, etc., ete., for so
large a number of subscribers, vastly more can be
expended, and given to each subscriber, for the

»
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Practical, Condensed, Instructive

Happily this disease is not very common in this
country, itis caused by the presence of Lithic or as
it is commonly called, Urie Acid in the Blood, a fit of
the Gout is nature’s effort to get rid of this acid

a
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bg tr
Sheep Pelts..1 50

4

LAPHAM

Painful

to do so, un-

ly $1.50 for a whole year (less than the cost of an
Egg or two, or a poor Cigar per week!) | Four copies cost only $5 a year, or ten copies for $12,... Yet
every subscriber gets the benefit of over Twelve
Thousand Dellars’ Worth of beautiful and instructive original ENGRAVINGS and more than

Illixir
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this

their friends and neighbors

As for CHEAPNIESS, there is nothing to be com

from r—Dose same as for Neuralgia.
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Rhematic

in One

Aesw
it be proved good, and well worth the money.

.ordi-

nary Rheumatism,by several characteristics; the absence of fever distinguishes it from the acute, and
the intensity and character of the pain, which very
much resembles Cramp, from the chronic form,—besides Rheumatism seldom if ever makes its approach
80 suddenly—the Pathology of Lumbago however, is
of little consequence, the disease is too well known
to be mistaken for anything else; while stooping to
raise an article from the floor something seems to
give way in your back, and a lock is placed upon its
hinges, and the attempt to regain the upright position causes the most excruciating pain, which returns as often as you attempt to move.

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, Jan 27, 1868,

Subscribers

do not pay their money a second time for a thing,antt

forms of

from

Subscribers

And in this ratio have they not only beén pouring
in for many weeks past, but they are still coming,—
MARK YOU, these are partly old subscribers renewing, but largely also mew subscribers whom the
old subscribers bring with them, after having tested
the value of the paper for from one to fwenly-seven
years; Could there be any stronger evidence of the
real value of The American Agriculturist? People
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pain and torture is indescribable, but is cured very
speedily by taking a tea-spoonful every hour of
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a valuable plant should be remunerated no one
will dény. Several earnest horticulturists, who

Farming lands, fifty or a hundred miles from
SanFrancisco, cannotbe had for less than one’
hundred dollars an acre, The best. lands are

of

by

diseases

an independent disease, originating in this chronic,
or more properly sub-aente form,
There are two distinct forms of this disease, called

Canada..... 150 @ 2 00

But if one, after many trials and years of failure,
produces a new variety of hop,or a new grape
of more value to the country than‘all the trellis- Ex Southern. .8
Ohio & West..7
es that were ever invented, the moment the first | G. ada. ...,.11
HOP!
bit of either goes out of his possession he loses
all control over it, and whoever possesses the
most ample means for- propagating realizes the
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think something should be done, are noving in
the matter, and it will probably before long, be
presented to our law-makers.

American

by its specific action upon the nerves relieves the
pain, and by increasing the secretions cures the disease-by removing the cause, and in this way also
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not be used upon a horse at all in winter, unless
it is used faithfully. The trouble arises in this |
way: When a team has been driven a few miles
to market,or the same distance for pleasure,blankets or robes are put on, but when drawing logs
to the saw mill, or doing other heavy work, they
are made to haul large loads a mile or two, and
return at a brisk trot, and stand uncovered till!
|
another load is puton.
In this way the horses!
are suddenly cooled off, and the succeeding day |
finds them sick and unable to labor for some time
|
if not ruined entirely.
Blanketing at one time
and omitting it at another is worse than affording |
no protection at all.
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morning about the McGlanagan

in the

PARSON

him. Who wonders that insanity follows mainly in the wake of efforts to accumulate wealth ?

MOLASSES.

22 =-

On Friday, the Senate had a lively time

aumber of Chinamen now in California is not less
than’ 60,000. This number will rapidly increase
when
their civil rights
are better protected.
Under recent judical decisions and according to
all previous custom, a Chinaman maybe robbed
or murdered with impunity in the presence of
one hundred of his. country-men, if no other
evidence can be adduced to convict the culprit.

HA

by

“over the papers, so that the measure may be
acted on some time. The proposed amendment
to the Constitution, making suffrage universal,
was then taken up. Mr. Wilson made a good
little speech, and notice was given of several
substitutes.
Mr. Fowler wunts female suffrage,
and the democrats want whatever is
passed
submitted directly to the peghle for adoption or
rejection.
The House instructed the reconstruction committee to look into the affairs of Georgia,
and report whether
her members are entitled to
the seats they now hold, and then had an inde:
cent debate on the bill amendatory of the pension, act, after which the Indian appropriation
bili was taken up for action.

PRICES,

For the week ending, Jan. 27, 1868.

state of things will |

On Tuesday, the Senate, on the recommendaThe Eastern question remains in statu quo,
tion of the finance committee, adopted a resolu. |
the Greek goyernment not having replied to the
tion for the appointment of a commission of condeclaration of the Paris conference.
;
gressmen to examine, this Summer, and report
Thedisturbances in Havana have been very
next winter, a plan for the reorganization of the
Treasury Department.
There was another talk serious,and the peace of the city greatly disturbed.
Quite a number of innocent pesple have been
about the Mc¢Glanagan quicksilver ¢laim, and the
Atchison Railroad subsidy bill was then discussshot in the streets by the volunteers, who have
and thus neutralizing”
all its convenience over |
ed “until the hour of adjournment without action,
been
withdrawn
from duty and their places
the less frequent payment of wages on the farm.
part of the time in a rather personal and ill-natur- | supplied,by Spanish sailors. This action is said
To attain this degree of wisdom may require the |
ed manner.
to have proved beneficial, and a feeling of secusacrifice
of several generations, but we hope not. |
The House -discussed the bill amendatory of | rity is returning once more.
:
And as an atom in the scale to bring about a hap- |
therevenue law during the morning hour, but |
py result, we throw out the following suggesA cable dispatch reports that President Lopez
did not finish it. There was then some sparring
of Paraguay has suffered another defeat.
A fire
tions, claiming nothing original for them, but
between Mr. Washburne and others about the
at Trieste
has destroyed the
Custom House
hoping they may induce some to look favorably
order of business, after which Messrs. Lynch of
upon rural life.
and other government buildings.
The Spanish
Maine, Barnes of New York and Smith of Vergovernment has established the equality of reFarming is the basis of wealth Inasmtch as ||
mont made financial speeches.
ligious sects hefore the daw.
food meets one of the first wants of man.
The {
On Wednesday, the Senate put a knife into the
products of the mines, the forests, and the wa- |
body of another railroad subsidy bill but whethters, conjoined with agriculture, constitute the
er the measure is yet dead cannot now be de- |
Paragraphs.
: foundation of national prosperity. Yet the for- |
terinined.. The morning hour was partly occu}
THE CENTRAL Park is to have, as one of its mer could not-exist without the latter: This then |
pied in a heated discussion by Messrs: Hendricks,
ornaments, the well-known bronze cast of Hernought to be held in the highest esteem instead
of |
Stewart and Conness on the old Metilanagan
don’s statue of Washington, which has been for aversion.
Some semi-barbarous nations recogquicksilver claim, after which Mr. Sherman of
several years in the Governor’s room of the
nize this great fact, and the Chinese fail not to
Ohioread
a long and interesting speech on the
City Hall. It was r¥moved last Monday to the keep up the ancient ceremony of the Emperor’s
finances in support of the bill he reported last
National Academy of Design, and is to be purturning a furrow once a year, as a token of théir
week.
The
Atchison Railroad bill was
then
chased for the Park by subscription, ‘the price
regard for this employment.
We hope our own
taken up by four majority, and its friends began
being $10,000.
country will profit. by this example, suggesting
work with entire confidence in.their ability to
|
Tur. Hox. Josian Quinéy, addressing the. the value of the soil.
carry it through. There was no further general
‘We have hinted that our oung people mani-.
Boston Social Science Association recently on the
debate, but some discussion on sthe -varfous profest
a dislike for this nl
industry.
The
price of. cereals, claimed that it is affected more
posed amendments, and the voting then began.
root of this dislike is in the circumstance that
The amendments, one after another, wétre all re- directly by the means of transportation than by
the returns come in so slowly, and the sources
any other cause except size of crops.
The rdiljected, the friends of the bill appearing to think
of pleasure are few. There is little novelty on a
road freight charges in this country, he said, are
themselves strong enough to carry it without
farm.
In a city it is otherwise.
Pleasing varieextortionate; this is due to the bad management
the aid theyswould have got by accepting amendof our roads and especially to the constant
wa- ty meets the eye everywhere, and the youth who
ments.
This course gridently lost them some
tering” of stock. The Erie received . its. share of first looks upon the gilded outside of the metropvotes, and the bill on the question of its. passage
olis, imagines’ himself in a paradise.
In later
his indignant attention of course.
He denied
was lost by two majority. viz: yeas 26, nays 28.
that it was possible
for Western
speculating years, when the great mistake of his life is dis- |
The House had statements from Messrs. Colcombinations to influence the prices materially.7. Jeovered, inability to retrace the.early false steps |
fax, Washburne,
Boutwell, and: Schenck, by
chains multitudes to their unpleasant lot.
The grain crop is from its immensity beyond the
which it appeared that very little wopk has yet
Could the relative amount of labor performed
reach of mercantile monpolies.
Fisk, Vanderbeen done this session, and that members must
bilt, Drew, with a few others, hold the keys to by workers in country and town be accurately
quit talking or they .will find March here with
measured, it would be found that the amount of
the granaries of the West.
They have created
the necessary business unfinished.
Some further
toil endured in the latter sphere is much larger,
progress was made with the bill amendatory of a formidable transportation monopoly.
for the same results. Country‘people have a
the pension laws, after which Mr. Eldridge of
CALIFORNIA WOULD suffer for” laborers were
‘Wisconsin read his speech on the proposed Sufit not for the Chinese.
Many thousands
of good long winter of repose, made still more
pleasant by the usual neighborhood
gayeties,
frage bill and amendment to the Constitution,
‘Chinamen are now employed on the railroad in
» while the city merchant or mechanic is chained
and the legislative appropriation bill was then
progress.
In the vineyards they are fast supto his ledger or work-bench like Ixion to his evtaken up.
planting white labor. Without them the wooler-revolving wheel.
The merchant may snatch
“On Thursday, the Senate spent more than an
en manufacture would cease. In all agricultural
a few days or weeks from his store or caginting- |
hour on the question at issue, with respect to
work they are growing in favor.
The laundry
room in the summer, but his notes” hurry on to
the McGlanagan claim, and finally, by a good
business of the State, not performed
inthe
majority, decided that the indefinite postpone- household, is in their hands. They usually get maturity; his debtors may be wasting his stbment at the last session did not kill the bill.—
about$1 a day, finding themselves.
For light stance, variations in prices may cut down his
profits, and in many ways ruin may overtake
‘Whereupon the House was called upon to send
work they are neat, facile, and reliable.
The

A

WHOLESALE

For more than twenty years the Rhgumatic ‘Elixir
‘has been employedin the treatment of every form of
RHEUMATISM, with very remarkable success, the
worst cases of NEURALGIA are often cured in from
two to four hours, RHEUMATIC FEVERin three or
four days, and many cases of CHRONIC RHEUMA-:
TISM that for years had defied the skill of the Physician and the Power of Medicine,have beeniB gpeedily

8

The excitement in Madrid over the assassination of Governor Burgos is very great.
Ernest Jones, a prominent
English politician,is
dead.
.
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How long this unfortunate
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physical and moral degradation too great

12 POUNDS OF IRON for $1.

\
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Hence

12 POUNDS OF SILVERfor $6,

NEURALGIA AND GOUT.

are cheaper.—Journal.

op

bill.

ean be produced.

: would be cheaper than

i

3%

for the

Hence the neglect of the solid basis of

comfort, found only in the country where the
great staples of food and other necessaries of life |

12 POUNDS OF GOLD for $12

)

RHEUMATISM,

estate. The farmers of Northern California are
morals and terrible suffering among the poorer. Feeling out and moving southward “where ands
classes,

:

A CERTAIN CURE FOR

chase.
Everybody is expecting a rush of population as soon as the railroad is completed, and
there is consequently great speculation in real

scription.

FOREIGN.
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table, and both sides ralliéd their forces

final struggle. The vote on tabling was 89 to 93
—a bare majority of eightin a full House for the

G. Van Winkle, whose term expires on the 4th
of March next.
:
Senator Ross is out in a strong letter in favor
of the movement to again submit to the people
of Kansas the question of so amending the Constitution of that State that negroes may vote on
the-same terms and’ conditions gs the lighter
colored and more favored.«itize

——

&

in a strong speech against the measure, and for a
couple of hours fhe debate was lively enough.
Mr. Washburne then moved to lay the bill onthe

been

o

Mr. Logan led off

has

ss:

edby the Senate last summer.

Boreman

ges

‘anp hour to the Yeoeption i An
of bills,
among which were half a dozen railroad subsidy
bills, and thén resumed the consideration of that
granting an additional subsidy to the. Union Pucific Railroad, eastern division, which was pass-
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was

bd pd

Railroad
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the Atchison branch of the Pacific
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Speculation hag so many charms that daz-

®

feated by nine yaority, and the discussion of
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